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“Whoever, at any time, has undertaken to build a new heaven has found the
strength for it in his own hell...”
Friedrich Nietzsche
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Introduction
I. Introduction
In my thesis, I will present a comparative analysis of three different
conceptions of the afterlife—specifically hell—and how these designated places
of punishment reflect their authors’ ideas of justice and necessary social control.
The authors and/or texts I will be examining are Plato and his various dialogues
pertaining to the afterlife; the Apocalypse of Peter, the earliest Christian tour of
hell scholars have; and finally Augustine, looking at the Enchiridion and City of
God, as well as Confessions when appropriate. Two of the three authors/texts I
wish to analyze are categorized as Christian. The development of a Christian hell
is what particularly interests me; I included Plato as a way to trace the
development of a Christian hell starting before the Jesus movement even began.
His concocted afterlife marks one of the earliest recorded beliefs in moral death
(defined in section II of my introduction), a belief that would go on to be integral
in later Christian theorized views of life after death.
I will argue that the analyzed conceptions of the afterlife illustrates its
respective authors’ ideas of justice and attempts at social control. I will also assert
that they share five common threads: 1) each conception addresses the disparity
between perceived injustice and just behavior; 2) this disparity is addressed in
order to ease anxiety that justice does not always occur in this life because it will
happen after death; 3) the afterlives also attend to the disparity to keep readers and
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believers in line under the threat of bad things happening to them after death; 4)
all conceptions of hell differ due to each author addressing his own personal
agenda and historical context; 5) all three utilize fearbased motivation. My
argument will be elaborated on in section six of my introduction. In order to
contextualize and understand the presented afterlives, one must first look to see
what other beliefs were circulating about the afterlife in early antiquity.
A theoretical approach I use in my analysis can be found in Rodney Stark
and William Sims Bainbridge’s Religion, Deviance, & Social Control. Stark and
Bainbridge analyze religion and its role in policing and contributing to deviance
in society. They write: “...religion...generally function[s] to support the [already
existing] moral order…[but] it does not always do so. Often enough, religious
organizations and movements challenge the prevailing secular culture, and in so
doing can be seen as a source of deviant behavior rather than as a source of social
control” (Stark and Bainbridge 2). Ancient Greeks, Romans, and Judeans did not
have the category of “secular” of course, but this does not render Stark and
Bainbridge useless to my thesis. Religion can function to give moral order,
whether it is upholding societal norms or providing an alternative set of moral
rules perceived to encourage deviance from the norm. Even if a religion
encourages such deviant behavior, the religion has still crafted and enforced a
moral code1. By extension, I would argue that some constructions of the afterlife

1

Stark and Bainbridge’s theoretical approach is rooted in the idea that religion maintains
the ethical code of society or creates its own; however, it should be stated that they recognize that
religion is not the only basis for community morality (Stark and Bainbridge 3). Nor is maintaining
a moral or ethical code the singular function of religion.
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fulfil this function as well—the afterlife concerns justice and morality; by
detailing what behaviors earn a person’s place in either heaven or hell, these
conceptions of the afterlife enforce their own constructed moral codes.
II. Historical Context
Followers of the Jesus movement—as early as those authoring the New
Testament—writing about punishment had access to Septuagint, Greek
philosophy and mythology. They were also aware of the “pagan” religions in the
Roman empire at the time, in addition to the official empire religion (Bernstein 2).
Thus, it is all the more important to understand both preceding and competing
conceptions of the afterlife when looking at the Christian view of it.
The Hebrew Scriptures circulated starting in the third century BCE in the
Greek Septuagint, amounting to the Bible for the earliest followers of the Jesus
movement (Bernstein 2). The ideas of an eternal place of punishment considered
in my introduction were discussed by authors when exploring other topics, as they
had no reason to anticipate the development of what we now call hell. They
discussed beliefs about death, justice, punishment, the soul, retribution, etc.
Historian Alan E. Bernstein defines hell in his Formation of Hell as:
...a divinely sanctioned place of eternal torment for the wicked. It
is ‘divinely sanctioned’ because the God (or, the gods) who
established it could have refrained from creating it and could at
any time demolish it. Its existence depends on some divinely
established purpose. Whether it is a physical place or a
psychological state is a matter that must be left open to
consideration in light of each particular source. Although the
strictest definition would insist that hell be eternal, some theories
have proposed shorter periods. The word ‘torment’ stresses
suffering, the idea that the resident of hell experiences a fate
6
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contrary to what he or she wills. Using the word ‘punishment’ in
this place would stress the justice of one’s damnation, but at the
expense of suffering. Therefore to include both suffering and
justice, I adopt the somewhat longer formulation, ‘torment for the
wicked,’ which fulfills the requirements that the damned be justly
damned—that is, that they deserve
their suffering. (Bernstein 3)
Bernstein explains that his definition of hell arose from a variety of approaches to
death, justice, and the afterlife. For the purpose of my introduction, as well as my
entire thesis, I will assume Bernstein’s definition of hell.
There are various types of death when studying the afterlife. The first
death expressed in written record is “neutral death,” professed in the middle of the
third millennium BCE in Mesopotamia. This is, of course, a scholarly description;
ancient people did not call it “neutral death” (and this sentiment applies to all
types of death defined). Neutral death encompasses the view that “the dead
survive en masse in a pallid halflife without either reward or punishment”
(Bernstein 3). Everyone is treated the same in neutral death, with all of the dead
embraced in the same conditions. It is chiefly marked by a strict separation from
the living. This view informed many authors discussing the afterlife in classical
antiquity through Persia (Bernstein 3).
The second type of death to be explored in this introduction is the “moral
death,” first encountered in the second millennium BCE in the Coffin Texts of
Egypt’s Middle Kingdom. Under this view, the dead are “judged by the standard
of known criteria and then rewarded or punished” accordingly (Bernstein 3).
Moral death was embraced in ancient Greece through its colonies in Sicily and is
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also attributed to the influence of the mathematician and mystic Pythagoras
(Bernstein 3). “Mere death” is the third type of death, also known as annihilation,
which will not be covered extensively in my introduction, but will at least be
defined. This type of death encompasses the view that the dead simply die,
decompose and possess no existence after the grave (Bernstein 3). This view was
taken up by very few adherents. It denies any possibility of an afterlife, least of all
hell. The first two types of death—neutral and moral—were widely available
when Jews and Christians formed their views of the afterlife (Bernstein 3). This is
not to say that Jews or Christians had direct access to other ideas about the
afterlife—however, as previously stated, they also did not live in a cultural
vacuum. My thesis focuses on three accounts of moral death, and how these
authors who believe in such death conceptualize hell. Moral death is hypothesized
to have arisen later than neutral death, with the distinction in fates in Greek
afterlife perhaps resulting as a challenge to the old beliefs of neutral death
(Bernstein 50).
III. Neutral Death
Many ancient Greek texts reveal a belief in neutral death, marked by an
absolute separation of the dead from the living (Bernstein 21). One can easily see
this separation from the living in the Odyssey, when Odysseus goes into the land
of Hades in order to learn the way home to Ithaca from the dead seer Tiresias.
While the geography of such an area is not defined with literal precision, there are
barriers in place. There is a clear incorporation of the idea that the land of the
8
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dead is, in fact, very far away from the land of human habitation (Bernstein 25).
Odysseus asks Circe who will guide him there, as “’To Hades no man ever yet
went in a black ship’” (Odyssey 10.502), making it clear that no living being has
ever gone to Hades. Book 11’s account of the land of the dead gives readers
insight into neutral death and how everyone is treated the same after death.
The souls or spirits of the departed are referred to as “shades,” indicating
that there was some belief in a separation between body and soul. As Odysseus
navigates the underworld, he speaks to various shades. The dead are not grouped
by any moral categories like what a modern western audience would be used to.
When Odysseus speaks to the different shades, they relate how they died as
opposed to what they are currently enduring in Hades (Odyssey 11.5188). And
while they might comment on the dreary surroundings of their current habitation,
they do not speak of any kind of punitive treatment. It becomes more clear
throughout the episode that they are suffering from the memory of the life they
lived or the shame they experienced from their death, but nowhere in the eleventh
book is it hinted at that the conditions of Hades’ kingdom are causing them
distress or pain. While there are punishments given to those who commit the
greatest offenses to the Gods—Orion, Tityos, Tantalus, and Sisyphus are some of
the specific named wrongdoers (Odyssey 11.576600)—none of the human shades
are punished for moral reasons.
Emphasis is placed on the proper burial of the dead, further stressing the
separation between the land of the living and the land of the dead. When

9
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Odysseus tries to speak to Tiresias, the shade of Elpenor claims precedence for
making his way through the mob of shades because his body lies unburied and
therefore in a state of limbo of sorts, not yet welcome among the dead (Odyssey
11.5758). Homer grants Elpenor this precedence, underscoring the separation of
the living and the dead. As clearing the boundary between life and death is
crucial, Elpenor is considered closer to the shades than Odysseus, as Odysseus is
still fully alive. However, both are still unwelcomed. Until the proper rituals have
been observed, and that full separation is attained, Hades will remain an
unwelcoming place.
Another example of neutral death in Ancient Greece can be found in the
Homeric Hymn to Demeter. In the hymn, Hades has abducted Persephone (Zeus
and Demeter’s daughter), and while she cries out for help, Demeter cannot locate
her daughter for nine days. Upon the tenth day of searching, she discovers that
Zeus gave their daughter to Hades to be his bride. In her distress, Demeter takes
away fertility from the fields of the earth, depriving the gods of sacrifice and
honor. Zeus strikes a deal so that Persephone spends one part of the year with
Hades and two parts of the year with Demeter, whereupon her return brings
bounty back to the earth. The hymn explains the Greek beliefs in the overlap
between the underworld’s function as a container for souls and as a granary.
As Demeter could not locate her daughter despite hearing her screams,
Hades is shown to be a separate place. It is also treated as being connected to
fertility and bounty of the earth. Thus, Hades is a storehouse of seed and a
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repository of corpses (Hymn to Demeter 305308). The hymn is an early precursor
to the Orphic tradition and states that those who had looked on the proper rites
would have better conditions as opposed to those who were uninitiated: “Blessed
is he of men on earth who has beheld them, whereas he that is uninitiated in the
rites, or he that has had no part in them, never enjoys a similar lot down in the
musty dark when he is dead” (Hymn to Demeter 480484). Conditions in the
Hymn to Demeter’s Hades vary depending on the shades’ status of observation of
rites in the previous life. The hymn also relates its establishment of the proper
rites as crucial to achieving a better fate in the afterlife. When Hades tells
Persephone of what her future holds, he says: “‘...by being here, you will be
mistress of everything that lives and moves, and have the greatest privileges
among the immortals, while there will ever be punishment for those who act
unrighteously and fail to propitiate your fury with sacrifices, in holy performance,
making the due offerings’” (Hymn to Demeter 363366). Since the hymn itself is
key to performing the proper offerings, it is selfenforcing. The different fates are
not a result of immoral behavior between human beings, but rather, about mortal
relations to Gods—so it is still a version of neutral death.
Hesiod’s Theogony offers another glimpse of neutral death, however, it
focuses not on the underworld’s current state but instead on its inception. Crucial
to the establishment of the divine order was the idea of divine punishment, as
Hades was designated after the new generation of Olympian gods sought to
punish the older generation of Titans. The Titans are imprisoned in “murky
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Tartarus in the depths of the broadpathed earth” (Hesiod 118119), located
outside the house of Hades. Hesiod distinguishes Tartarus and Hades
geographically: “That [Tartarus] is where, in front, stand the echoing houses of
the earthly god, of powerful Hades and of dread Persephone” (Hesiod 767768). It
is the differences between Hades and Tartarus that indicate neutral death as well
as a place separate from living beings. He details the function of Tartarus while
choosing not to touch on Hades as much; in giving the Titans their own prison in
the form of Tartarus, it is clear that this realm was seen as a place for punishment,
completely separate from Hades. As Homer depicted in the Odyssey, Hades is a
place for shades to roam, and that only in extreme and rare cases would shades
actually be punished.
Neutral death, at least in written records, occurs earlier than moral death.
To contextualize moral death and how it came about, it is that much more
important to understand neutral death. Ancient Greek beliefs in the afterlife, as
exemplified with Book 11 of the Odyssey, the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, and
Hesiod’s Theogony, illustrate an overarching belief in neutral death. While
punishment was an option for the certain cases, human shades were generally
treated the same in life after death. Other beliefs in the afterlife are also important
to study when contextualizing the development of moral death and of Christian
hell, such as Jewish beliefs in the afterlife.

12
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IV. Jewish Afterlife2
The Hebrew Bible was authored between approximately 900165 BCE
(Bernstein 133). One author did not write the entirety of the book, but instead a
variety of authors penned the diverse writings populating its canon, ranging in
time and thus historical context. Despite the writings spanning hundreds of years,
the concepts of the afterlife did not evolve so much as address certain topics
relevant to the respective authors (Bernstein 134). Their historical context, for the
purpose of brevity in this introduction, will be paid minimal attention. However,
the theological context of Jewish ideas surrounding the afterlife will be explored.
Judaism is based on a series of covenants. These include those made
between God and Noah, God promising prosperity to Abraham in return for
accepting circumcision, God giving the law to Moses and pledging to defend his
followers so long as they observed those ordinances. All these covenants came
with a harrowing corollary: the God capable of honoring covenants and rewarding
his followers was also capable of terribly punishing them. His punishments
varied, but tended to fall into two methods: sheer destruction (including the
annihilation of the Pharaoh’s troops, flood to cleanse the earth, etc.) or longterm
suffering (such as the consequence of disobedience in Eden, Tower of Babel, etc.)
(Bernstein 135). Divine punishment, so long as it included destruction, would not
necessitate the possibility of punishment after death, as that could only stem from
the belief in God’s punishment as longterm suffering. Differences in beliefs

2

Using the New International Version (NIV) of the Hebrew Bible
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about God’s discipline arose due to the varying historical contexts mentioned
earlier. When all the differing Jewish beliefs were present, it resulted in some
circles as the synthesis of a belief in punishment after death (Bernstein 136).
Justice in the Torah is made most clear in Deuteronomy, consisting of
rewards for adherence to Israel’s covenant with God, as well as punishment for
the negligence of that covenant. That punishment consisted of the aforementioned
longterm suffering and destruction. Sheol is the Jewish afterlife, and it contains
all the dead, including the bad and the good (Bernstein 139), nearly identical to
the Greek Hades. The only punishment involving death would be early death
incurred by God, functioning as annihilation. Thus, the Deuteronomic Jewish
afterlife indicates a belief in neutral death, as all punishment was incurred in life
by God.
The Deuteronomic view of the afterlife only consisted of neutral death.
However, throughout the Bible, there are authors who did not adhere to the idea
of neutral death and believed that the righteous should not have to share the same
circumstance following death as the wicked, warranting a moral death (Bernstein
154). These authors penned the portion of the Bible referred to as the “Wisdom
Literature” (Bernstein 155); a theme of segregation in Sheol runs through it. The
Book of Ezekiel (composed between 598 and 586 BCE) is the first to explore this
theme, repeating phrases indicative of an underworld that is more than either mere
or neutral death for the first time in the Hebrew Scripture (Bernstein 163). Ezekiel
adds an element of shame as well as a prejudicial component as well, providing a

14
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great departure from the Deuteronomic view of all the dead sharing the same fate
(Bernstein 163). The author describes a special section within Sheol for the
uncircumcised, and within that section is another portion reserved for those slain
by the sword, sorted by nation (Ezekiel 32:1821). Ezekiel 32 also describes an
organization of souls according to different types, with an underworld burial
ground filled with tombs. The text, as well as passages from Isaiah (13:1119;
14:2) also stigmatize former oppressors, pointing to their inevitable fate as
becoming the captive in the afterlife instead of the captors they were in life. Both
texts also point to there being multiple fates following death, with the wicked
suffering humiliation in the deepest bowels of the underworld (Isaiah 14:1520;
Ezekiel 32:24).
The expansion of Sheol and an expanded geography in the Wisdom
Literature are not the only avenues pursued by Hebrew Bible authors wishing for
moral death; the development of Gehenna also points to this belief. A ravine
called GeHinnom, described in the Hebrew Bible as just outside the walls of
Jerusalem, was eventually transliterated in the Greek Septuagint to Gehenna
(Jeremiah 19:2; Nehemiah 11:30; Joshua 15:8). This term would be preserved by
earlyGreek speaking Christians who used the Greek Septuagint (Bernstein 167).
In Jeremiah, the author describes how the bodies of executed criminals and others
who lacked proper attention were thrown into the ravine (Jeremiah 7:3132;
Jeremiah 19:5). Writers associated GeHinnom with burning, humiliation, and
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immorality, thus the Valley also took on the qualities of the pit, functioning as the
fate of the evil (Jeremiah 31:40).
Biblical writers started threatening longlasting fire as punishment for the
wicked. Psalm 21 presents a fire devouring the Lord’s conquered enemies: “Your
hand will find out all your enemies; your right hand will find out those who hate
you. You will make them as a blazing oven when you appear. The Lord will
swallow them up in his wrath; and fire will consume them” (Psalm 21:89). The
Book of Malachi claims how all the “arrogant and...evildoers” will one day be
“burning like an oven” (Malachi 4:1). While the Book of Malachi upholds the
Deuteronomic belief that the Wicked will be eventually be destroyed by God, it
also includes a future judgment of the wicked: “Once more you shall distinguish
between the righteous and the wicked between one who serves God and one who
does not serve him” (Malachi 3:18). This thought concludes with a new life for
the righteous while the wicked are destroyed: “For those who fear my name the
sun of righteousness shall rise, with healing in its wings. You shall go forth
leaping like calves from the stall” (Malachi 4:2). The author of the Book of
Malachi invokes threats of retribution, associated with a future day of judgment,
punishment for the wicked, and reward and new life for the righteous. These
apocalyptic themes are common in later books of the Hebrew Bible, such as
Psalms and Isaiah. The Hebrew apocalyptic texts generally follow a similar
pattern, with the good receiving an unspecified reward and the wicked
experiencing utter destruction involving fire (Bernstein 171). The key differences

16
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between the texts is that Jeremiah and Isaiah continue the punishment for the
wicked beyond the grave, unlike Psalms and Malachi, and Isaiah asserts an
unending torment applied to the bodies of the dead.
Eternal punishment was also addressed in other Jewish texts, including
those falling under the category of apocalyptic literature (which will be further
discussed in chapter two). The vision of Daniel, most likely written around 165
BCE, announced two eternal fates: “Many of those who sleep in the dust of the
earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting
contempt” (Daniel 12:2). This view remains in the minority of those expressed in
the Hebrew canon, though there is evidence indicating the population of
Jerusalem during the second and first centuries BCE through the first century CE
increasingly tended to distinguish fates in the afterlife (Bernstein 178). The Book
of Enoch, while not canonical, still gives insight into Jewish beliefs. The Book of
the Watchers, chapters 611 of the Book of Enoch, offers a variation on Noah’s
flood that took place in Genesis ending with a final judgment wherein some will
be annihilated and others will eternally be held suffering at the bottom of a valley
of fire before the eyes of the righteous (ed. Charles 191195). Other fragments of
Enoch either affirm or modify the ideas in the Book of Watchers (Bernstein 187).
While much more can be said concerning Jewish beliefs, the Hebrew
Bible offers no consistent, singular image of the afterlife. There are threads of
neutral death that run throughout the Jewish Scripture, as well as claims for moral
death. All of these ideas are, of course, informed by the historical context which
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they were formed in. Looking at the afterlife depicted in the New Testament,
similar claims can also be made: one unified idea of hell is not present.
V. New Testament’s Hell3
The focus of Christianity is on eternal life; Jesus made it possible for
humanity to imitate his resurrection through the reunion of the soul with a body
made spiritual, forming a renewed person who will enjoy eternal bliss in the
kingdom of God (John 3:16; 1 Corinthians 5:44). Jesus also raises the dead (Luke
8:4056; John 11:144; Matthew 27:52) and identifies himself with resurrection.
Jesus himself is resurrected, described at great length by Paul in his letter to
Corinthians (1 Corinthians 15). Thus, Christianity claims that death is conquered.
The authors of the Christian Bible considered three possibilities as to the
fate of those who fell short of being saved. Mere death was the first, discussed
briefly earlier, with those who fell short of judgment remaining in their graves,
decomposing, and passing into nothingness. They would know nothing of eternal
life and would not inherit the Kingdom of God, but they also would not be aware
of their loss either. In the New Testament, this is referred to as “destruction”
(Bernstein 205). Another idea considered was the rejection of simple death and
demand of retribution; those who reject the Christian message will also be
resurrected, but they will be sent to a fate separate from and worse than that of the
blessed (Bernstein 205). The damned will suffer God’s wrath, either temporarily
or unendingly in eternal damnation (Bernstein 205). The third option considered

3

As with the Hebrew Scriptures, using the NIV for the New Testament
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was universal salvation, known as universalism, restoration or reconciliation
(Bernstein 205). The idea of a neverending afterlife is never fully addressed by
any one text in the canonical Christian Bible; instead, it is only discussed in
passing or when in relation to other ideas.
Paul had no clear idea of hell, at least that we know of through his
writings. He tended to focus on the more positive side of the Christian
message—eternal life (Bernstein 207). The only time he ever refers to hell is to
celebrate its impotence and the people’s victory over hell, and he is quoting Isaiah
(25:8): “Death is swallowed up in victory” (1 Corinthians 15:5455). He believed
and focused on the resurrection that would be brought about by Jesus, where
ancient prophecies would be fulfilled, leading to the defeat of death itself. Thus,
Paul identified with the idea of mere death, though he did believe that those who
opposed the church’s goals would experience divine wrath and undergo
destruction (Bernstein 209).
In Matthew, the most descriptive instance of hell occurs in Matthew
25:3146. One of Jesus’ disciples asks him what will bring the Parousia—the
Second Coming—the Resurrection and the Last Judgment. Christ responds by
explaining how the Son of Man will come down and judge the nations of the
world. Dividing them “as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats”
(Matthew 25:32), he will divide between the unruly and the docile. The sheep,
called “the blessed of my Father” (Matthew 25:4), will “inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of the world” (Matthew 25:34). Those who
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do not measure up as the sheep have are scorned by Christ: “Depart from me, you
cursed [ones], into the fire prepared for the Devil and his angels” (Matthew
25:41). The cursed ones will “go away into eternal punishment” while “the
righteous [go] into eternal life” (Matthew 25:46).
John is far more taciturn on the topic of damnation compared to the other
evangelists. However, he does write: “For God did not send his Son into the world
to condemn the world, but to save the world through him. Whoever believes in
him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe stands condemned already
because they have not believed in the name of God’s one and only Son” (John
3:1718).
The evangelist Mark describes Jesus detailing Gehenna, hell, as the place
“where the fire never goes out” (Mark 9:44). He also quotes Isaiah 66:24, writing:
“It is better for you to enter the kingdom of God with one eye than to have two
eyes and be thrown into hell, where ‘the worms that eat them do not die, and the
fire is not quenched’” (Mark 9:4748). Mark is warning listeners of the
consequences of giving into temptation.
The Book of Revelation gives the most detail about hell than any of the
evangelists. Jesus states in Revelation 1:18: “‘...I was dead, and now look, I am
alive for ever and ever! And I hold the keys of death and Hades.’” Chapter 12 of
Revelation gives detail about the figure of Satan. A woman is said to appear in
heaven, “clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet and a crown of
twelve stars on her head” (Revelation 12:1). Pregnant, she cries out in pain.
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Suddenly, “an enormous red dragon with seven heads and ten horns and seven
crowns on its heads” appears in heaven (Revelation 12:3). The dragon’s tail
“swept a third of the stars out of the sky and flung them to the earth” and “stood
in front of the woman who was about to give birth, so that it might devour her
child the moment it was born” (Revelation 12:4). When she gave birth, the child
was said to rule over all the nations, and he was “snatched up to God and to his
throne (Revelation 12:56). But then catastrophe happened: “Then war broke out
in heaven. Michael and his angels fought against the dragon, and the dragon and
his angels fought back. But he was not strong enough, and they lost their place in
heaven. The great dragon was hurled down—that ancient serpent called the devil,
or Satan, who leads the whole world astray. He was hurled to the earth, and his
angels with him” (Revelation 12:79). According to Revelation, then,
Satan—along with the other rebellious angels—started to fight with the loyal
angels and were thrown out of Heaven. A loud voice in heaven then says how the
salvation, the power, and kingdom of God have come, “For the accuser of our
brothers and sisters, who accuses them before our God day and night, has been
hurled down” (Revelation 12:10). The voice continues on later telling the world:
“Therefore rejoice, you heavens and you who dwell in them! But woe to the earth
and the sea, because the devil has gone down to you! He is filled with fury,
because he knows that his time is short” (Revelation 12:12).
The dragon, meanwhile, pursued the woman who had given birth to the
child. She was prepared, as she had been given wings, and flew to a place out of
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the serpent’s reach. In response, “the serpent spewed water like a river” from his
mouth” in order to “overtake the woman and sweep her away with the torrent”
(Revelation 12:15). However, “the earth helped the woman by opening its mouth
and swallowing the river that the dragon had spewed out of his mouth. Then the
dragon was enraged at the woman and went off to wage war against the rest of her
offspring—those who keep God’s commands and hold fast their testimony about
Jesus” (Revelation 12:1617). This entire chapter of Revelation gives insight into
the figure of Satan and how he was viewed: vengeful and still angry about the
woman who escaped.
Hell specifically is described in chapter 14 of Revelation, with an angel
proclaiming that anyone who worships the beast—Satan—will “drink the wine of
God’s fury, which has been poured full strength into the cup of his wrath. They
will be tormented with burning sulfur in the presence of the holy angels...And the
smoke of their torment will rise for ever and ever. There will be no rest day or
night for those who worship the beast and its image” (Revelation 14:911).
In Revelation 20, the speaker gives a timeline for Satan’s eventual
habitation in hell: “And I saw an angel coming down out of heaven, having the
key to the Abyss and holding in his hand a great chain. He seized the dragon, that
ancient serpent, who is the devil, or Satan, and bound him for a thousand years.
He threw him into the Abyss, and locked and sealed it over him, to keep him from
deceiving the nations anymore until the thousand years were ended” (Revelation
20:13). At the end of the thousand years, Satan is to be released from his prison
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“and will go out to deceive the nations in the four corners of the earth...and to
gather them for battle” (Revelation 20:78). They attempt to wage war on God’s
people, but “fire came down from heaven and devoured them” (Revelation 20:9).
The devil then “was thrown into the lake of burning sulfur” (Revelation 20:10), or
hell, and all who reside there “will be tormented day and night for ever and ever”
(Revelation 20:10).
VI. Conclusion
While I cannot make any definitive claims that any of these
authors—Plato, the Apocalypse of Peter’s creator, or Augustine—read these
sources directly, these conceptions of the afterlife were still widely circulating at
the time of their drafting. It would be ignorant to speak to their ideas of the
afterlife as wholly unique; rather, each is the product of its own context, thereby
making it all the more important to understand common beliefs about life after
death.
As stated in section one, there are five shared commonalities between the
three authors’ conceptions of hell: 1) all three authors address the discrepancy
between perceived injustice served and just behavior; 2) the authors engage in the
first act in order to alleviate anxiety that justice does not always occur in life, but
instead will happen after death; 3) the authors also engage in the first act in order
to keep readers and believers in line lest bad things happen to them after death; 4)
while engaging in actions one through three, all authors address their own
personal agendas and historical contexts; 5) all three authors utilize fearbased
23
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motivation. While all the accounts of hell share these five commonalities, there
are some shared differences amongst the various accounts of hell.
As demonstrated in figure 1, what unites Augustine and Plato is that
Augustine studies him and is philosophically minded; Augustine’s presented hell
is less a description of the actual visual composition of hell and instead consists of
arguments about the logistics of hell—the materiality of hellfire, flesh,
etc.—indicating a philosophical mode of religiosity similar to Plato’s. Augustine
and the Apocalypse of Peter are linked via the category “Christian”—while the
ideas of hell are not exactly the same, they fall under the same label. The
Apocalypse of Peter is the earliest Christian tour of hell scholars have, while
Augustine is a towering figure in Western Christian theology. Both incorporate
“measureformeasure” punishment, which will be explored more fully in my
second and third chapters.
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Figure 2 more precisely illustrates the distinctions and shared interests of our
authors. Plato and the Apocalypse of Peter share the tactics of public humiliation
and grotesque imagery. In Plato’s conceived afterlife, he presents a corrective
justice resulting from a system of reincarnation. However, there are what he
deems the “incurables,” who are used as example to illustrate what happens when
one engages in the most morally corrupt behavior. The Apocalypse of Peter also
employs public humiliation, with the blessed in paradise possessing an awareness
of the suffering of those suffering in hell. Disturbing imagery is present in both as
well, with vivid and visceral descriptions of hell intended to induce fear.
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Plato and Apocalypse of Peter utilize grotesque imagery to induce fear, but
Augustine also uses fearbased motivation; as asserted in my fifth thread, all three
authors use fearinducing motivation. Augustine’s fearbased motivation comes
not from gruesome imagery, but instead from a fear and ultimate respect of God
he attempts to instill in his readers. Another shared aspect between Plato and
Augustine, despite their philosophical inclinations, is their presentations of a
moral spectrum. They do not envision the same moral spectrum, but both envision
two extremes and a moral middle ground, unlike the Apocalypse of Peter, which
talks about morality in wholly blackandwhite terminology.
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In addition to fearbased motivation, all three also attempt social control
while also enacting a corrective justice of sorts, tying into my proposed first,
second and third threads. The corrective justice attempts to account for the
disparity between those who act justly in life and suffer injustice—each author is
trying to calm readers by insisting that justice will eventually be served in the
afterlife, promising a deferred justice. However, through fearinduced motivation
as well as their arguments concerning the just and unjust life, each author is also
attempting to keep his readers in line and enact social control. These shared
similarities—the five threads—will be explored throughout my thesis.
I wish to demonstrate their similarities and also highlight their individual
as well as shared differences in order to demonstrate what each author conceived
of as justice. Additionally, I will extend that idea of justice to determine how each
author attempts to enact social control through his conception of the afterlife.
Heaven will be addressed as necessary, though it is not inherently important for
the purposes of my thesis. I will work chronologically, starting with Plato, then
the Apocalypse of Peter, and concluding with Augustine.
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Chapter I: Plato’s Afterlife

I. Introduction
In this chapter, I argue that Plato’s various accounts of the afterlife assert
that the injustices committed on earth will be rectified in the afterlife, where true
justice is served. While each account of the afterlife differs, each one
communicates that similar message. I will demonstrate this using four Platonic
dialogues. I will start with Phaedo wherein he establishes the immortality of the
soul; then in the Phaedrus, Socrates discusses the organization of the soul; I will
discuss the Myth of Er from the Republic, in which Er explains metempsychosis4;
and finally, the Gorgias which juxtaposes tyranny and philosophy most explicitly.
Plato demonstrates his belief that wrongdoings carried out on earth will be
rectified in the next life through his focus on tyranny versus philosophy. Through
this theme, Plato attempts to elevate the practice of philosophy while also
demonizing tyranny in how he crafts the afterlife; he presents philosophy as an
antidote to tyranny due to the drastic effects from when the thirty tyrants were in
power.
In his proof for the immortality of the soul, Plato offers a consequentialist
outlook for why people should act justly in this life. In the dialogues, Plato
presents tyranny as the worst wrongdoing a person can commit by labelling

4

Metempsychosis is defined as the transmigration of human souls—the passing of the
soul from one body to another, whether human or animal (“Transmigration of Souls”)
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tyrants as “incurables.” He exalts anyone who has lived a life in pursuit of
wisdom and who practiced philosophy; this is Plato’s idea of the ideal life. In his
discussion of the afterlife and justice, he is not only exonerating Socrates5 but also
propounds Socrates as exactly the kind of philosopher that one should strive to be.
Promoting philosophy and promoting Socrates are simultaneous, just as rejecting
and criticizing tyranny and esteeming philosophy are simultaneous. Plato attempts
to inspire readers and would like to see tyrants and philosophers condemned and
esteemed, respectively.

II. Phaedo
Phaedo takes place on the day of Socrates’ execution in 399 BCE and
explores the question of what happens to the soul after death. The recorded
dialogue is delivered through an overarching framing device of Phaedo telling
Echecrates what happened on that day, while the dialogue itself was written
around thirty years following the death of Socrates.
Socrates consoles his friends by discussing how the best life to live is that
of a philosopher, and how the philosopher will be treated best after death. He
argues that none of them should fear death, as the philosopher must be willing to
die in order to see the fate that befalls man after life (61E). He defines death as the
separation of the soul from the body (64C, 67D). Explaining that the body is a

5

When reading Plato, it is important to understand that it is next to impossible to
distinguish the thoughts of Socrates from those of Plato’s. Socrates is functioning as Plato’s
mouthpiece, thus throughout the chapter, I will refer to them interchangeably, although ultimately
one should assume that any beliefs discussed belong to the writer in question, Plato.
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hindrance when in pursuit of true knowledge, he asserts that true knowledge can
only be attained when the soul is distanced from the distraction of the body.
Philosophers spend their entire lives attempting to achieve disembodiment, a feat
that ultimately can be interpreted as preparing for death itself (64A). They
distance themselves from bodily wants and pleasures as much as possible in an
attempt to achieve true wisdom (65A). He mentions the existence of absolutes,
asserting that there are such things as absolute justice, beauty, good, etc. (65D).
The senses cannot detect those absolutes; only the unaffected intellect can
perceive them (66A). He explains: “For it’s impossible to know anything in its
pure state with the aid of the body then one of two things follows: either it’s
impossible to acquire knowledge anywhere, or only when we’re dead” (66E)6.
The body keeps the intellect from gaining truth and wisdom, thus death is a way
to gain pure knowledge (67A). Death, then, can be seen as an aid to the
philosopher in pursuit of absolute knowledge. Perhaps for Socrates, and for Plato
as well, death is a sine qua non for “true” knowledge.
Socrates queries how a philosopher who has no fear of death can be said to
have the virtues of courage and temperance (67C). He asserts that all
nonphilosophers fear death; indeed, the only reason for brave nonphilosophers
to not worry about death would be their fear of something even worse. As for the
temperate nonphilosopher, this person would exercise selfcontrol in order to
indulge in the pleasure that follows (68E69A). In both cases, the

6

All of my Plato translations come from the Loeb Classical volume.
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nonphilosophers are engaging in a sort of exchange: fear for fear, pleasure for
pleasure (69A). To him, the philosopher engages in only one exchange: all things
for wisdom (69B). Because wisdom is the only thing that has true value (69B), the
pursuit of it liberates the philosopher from all impurities that accompany the body
(69C).
Cebes, one of the main interlocutors in Phaedo, suggests the possibility of
the soul dying after death (70A). Socrates’ longwinded rebuttal begins with the
myth of reincarnation of sorts: the soul exists in another realm after death and
subsequently it reanimates another body in this current world (70C). Thus, he
argues, the soul must exist after death or else it would not be able to inhabit
another body (70D). He attempts to prove this idea of reincarnation with an
argument concerning “opposites.” For anything to come into being, it must come
out of its opposite (71A). For example, one who is awake has come out of a state
of sleep (71D), or new leaves come out of decayed old leaves, etc. Using this
“origin from opposites” argument, Socrates eventually comes to the conclusion
that if dead things did not give way to things that are born, then all things
eventually would die. The process has to be circular, for if it were linear, it would
start with a life and then everything would eventually be dead. The fact that things
continue to be born, and sleeping people continue to wake up, and things continue
to emerge from their opposites is proof for Socrates, and possibly Plato, that the
soul is immortal (73A).
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Later in the dialogue, Socrates discusses the fates that befall different
souls, as not all souls share the same fate (79E81A). The soul which has
dedicated itself to the pursuit of wisdom and philosophy will join other divine
beings in a heavenly realm of wise souls after living in this world (79E). He
describes the situation of the good soul after death: “On the other hand does the
soul then, the invisible part, which makes its way to another place of that kind,
noble, pure and invisible: Hades in the true sense, to be with the good and wise
god where, if the god wills it, my soul too must go directly” (79D).
The souls who did not strive for wisdom, but instead were enamored with
material possessions and bodily pleasures and passions, will remain on earth as
spirits of sorts, “...forced to roam about in such places paying the price for their
former way of life that was evil. Moreover they roam about to the point when,
through their desire for their close companion, the corporeal, they are bound again
to the body” (81DE). When imprisoned in a new body, they are not necessarily in
the bodies of men, but can be in those of animals to which their previous life
resembled. Socrates elaborates with a few examples: “...those who have indulged
in gluttony, outrageous behavior and love of drinking and haven’t been on their
guard against them are likely to take the form of the family of asses and such
animals” (82A). Discussing those who pursued a life of injustice, Socrates says:
“And those who have given priority to injustice, tyranny, and stealing belong to
the family of wolves, hawks and kites” (82A).
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After this discussion of reincarnation, Socrates states that “So are the
happiest of these and those who go to the best place the ones who have practiced
common and civic virtue, which they actually call temperance and justice, which
have come about from habit and practice without philosophy and reason”
(82AB). He continues with the assertion that philosophers must evade bodily
wants and pleasures and instead live the most selfcontrolled life possible. He
states: “But for one who hasn’t practiced philosophy and who leaves without
being thoroughly purified it isn’t sanctioned to go to the family of gods, unless he
is a lover of learning. This is the reason...that those who are rightly philosophers
abstain from all bodily desires, strengthen their resolve and do not surrender
themselves to them” (82BC).
In Phaedo, Socrates uses a theory of opposites to prove the immortality of
the soul. Positing that the body prevents one from gaining true knowledge, he
asserts that the philosopher should not fear death. He also discusses his belief that
one’s behavior in life affects one’s circumstances after death, with philosophers
receiving the best treatment in the afterlife. Socrates stresses the importance of
temperance and justice, professing the best way to live is through as much
selfcontrol as possible. Reincarnation is addressed, but is explored more fully in
the next text discussed, Phaedrus.

III. Phaedrus
The Phaedrus primarily addresses rhetoric and the art of speaking.
Socrates claims that the ultimate goal of rhetoric is the persuasion of whatever
33
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party one is speaking to. Socrates displays a firm belief that only the man who
understands the nature of the soul can know the truth, and only that man can
persuade others. Through this belief, Socrates explores the composition of the
soul. The dialogue was most likely written at the same time as the Symposium and
the Republic, around 370 BCE.
In the Phaedrus, Socrates proves how the soul is immortal and also
discusses how a worthy life is lived. However, unlike in the Phaedo, where his
claim for the soul’s immortality rests on his argument of opposites, his case for
the eternality of the soul in the Phaedrus rests on the the idea of movement. He
claims outright that “every soul is immortal” (245C). Socrates’ proof for the
soul’s immortality is as follows: anything which moves itself is evermoving. The
second part of the proof maintains that anything that moves itself is the source of
all that moves. He then states that anything that is the source of movement in all
other things could not possibly have a source itself. Furthermore, he states that the
soul must have always existed, and is therefore unproduced. Finally, he concludes
that anything unproduced is indestructible, thus immortal.
Starting at 246B, Socrates discusses the structure of the soul, which has a
tripartite composition:
We will liken the soul to the composite nature of a pair of winged
horses and a charioteer. Now the horses and charioteers of the gods
are all good and of good descent, but those of other races are
mixed; and first the charioteer of the human soul drives a pair, and
secondly one of the horses is noble and of noble breed, but the
other quite the opposite in breed and character. Therefore in our
case the driving is necessarily difficult and troublesome…now
when it is perfect and fully winged, it mounts upward and governs
the whole world; but the soul which has lost its wings is borne
34
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along until it gets hold of something solid, when it settles down,
taking upon itself an earthly body, which seems to be selfmoving,
because of the power of the soul within it; and the whole,
compounded of soul and body, is called a living being, and is
further designated as mortal. (246B246C)
Inherently there is both good and bad within each person; metaphorically, each
human soul has two horses and one charioteer which controls and guides the
horses. He discusses the natural function of the wing is “to soar upwards and
carry that which is heavy up to the place where dwells the race of the gods”
(246E). This dwelling of the gods can be likened to a heaven of sorts. He
continues on: “More than any other thing that pertains to the body it partakes of
the nature of the divine. But the divine is beauty, wisdom, goodness, and all such
qualities; by these then the wings of the soul are nourished and grown” (246E).
As there is good and bad within each person, it is up to the person to nourish the
wings and the charioteer. If a person chooses to indulge in vices instead, “by the
opposite qualities, such as vileness and evil, they are wasted away and destroyed,”
with “they” being the wings (246E). It is not a given that the soul will be
good—there is an active choice.
Socrates describes how the gods dwell in their heavenly place, with Zeus
at the head of the pantheon of deities. He claims that “whoever wishes, and is
able, follows” (247A). As in the Phaedo, Socrates discusses the fates that befall
different souls, with those who were good in this life and those who were bad
incurring different treatments. People whose “well matched horses obey the rein,
advance easily, but the others with difficulty; for the horse of evil nature weighs
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the chariot down, making it heavy and pulling toward the earth the charioteer
whose horse is not well trained” (247A). It is an active fight to keep the two
horses balanced so that the charioteer can fly.
Socrates describes the soul as “the colourless, formless, and intangible
truly existing essence, with which all true knowledge is concerned, holds this
region and is visible only to the mind, the pilot of the soul” (247C). The soul is
only visible to its own pilot—the mind. What is divine within the soul is reason,
and in this godly realm and in this godly realm alone, can the soul receive its
proper nourishment (247DE).
The souls who are unable to feast at the banquet still attempt to do so. The
unable souls try to follow the abled souls, “…all yearning for the upper region but
unable to reach it, and are carried round beneath, trampling upon and colliding
with one another, each striving to pass its neighbor” (248B). There is absolute
chaos. Due to these souls’ charioteers being ruled by their bad horses, they are
constantly dragged down, causing trouble for their charioteers. Hence, very few
mortal souls actually have the privilege of feasting upon Being, and instead they
only get a sporadic glimpse of what lays beyond the Cosmos. These unruly horses
are untrained; their drivers have left them wild and have not tempered them so
they cannot control the dark horse’s tendency toward earthly matters. And in their
unruly states, the horses trample and hurt one another, “…and many wings are
broken through the incompetence of the drivers” (248B).
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Mortal souls have within them a part that is on principle contradictory to
the realm beyond the cosmos; it is in the dark horse’s nature to drag its charioteer
downwards and damage the wings in the process (248B). This entire complicated
and contradictory process causes the mystification and mayhem amongst the souls
when in the gods’ legion. There is a great eagerness to see where the “plain of
truth” is, because it nourishes the “best part of the soul” and “the wing on which
the soul is raised up is nourished by this” (248BC). These pastures of Being are
where the damaged wing can receive its proper nourishment. And with the sight
of this pasture comes great knowledge and wisdom; however, many beings end up
forgetting this great sight.
Socrates discusses reincarnation. He is talking about the soul that “has
seen the most” and its future:
…then it is the law that this soul shall never pass into any beast at
its first birth, but the soul that has seen the most shall enter into the
birth of a man who is to be a philosopher or a lover of beauty, or
one of a musical or loving nature, and the second soul into that of a
lawful king or a warlike ruler, and the third into that of a politician
or a man of business or a financier, the fourth into that of a
hardworking gymnast or one who will be concerned with the cure
of the body, and the fifth will lead the life of a prophet or someone
who conducts mystic rites; to the sixth, a poet or some other
imitative artist will be united, to the seventh, a craftsman or a
husbandman, to the eighth, a sophist or a demagogue, to the ninth,
a tyrant. (248CE)
Socrates clearly has a ranked system for reincarnation—there are better lots in life
and there are worse. Depending on how someone chose to spend their time on
earth, they can receive either a good or bad lot. Socrates describes a cyclical
reincarnation of the soul that is purely based on whether the soul’s appropriation
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of its allotted time on Earth was unjust or just (248E). The process of
reincarnation that Socrates describes takes 10,000 years; however, for those
whom Socrates considers most virtuous and pleasing to the gods, the lovers and
learners and philosophy, their process only takes 3,000 years (249A). Depending
on how these people spent their lives on Earth, they will either go to a correctional
underworld where they will be punished and they must repent for any
wrongdoings they may have done while alive or they will go to a place where
they are treated as well as they lived in their days on Earth (249B). At the end of
the thousandth year, the souls then get to choose their next lot in life; however,
there are stipulations. Someone who has not attained the “truth” as Socrates calls
it cannot choose a human form (249B). Again, Socrates points to the philosopher
as a goal and as the highest form for a human being, claiming that “…it is just that
the mind of the philosopher only has wings, for he is always, so far as he is able,
in communion through memory with those things” (249C). Socrates comments on
the isolating nature of the philosopher in life; many consider him to be quite mad.
He does know, however, that he is doing right by him in turning his attention
towards the divine (249CD).
Socrates argues the immortality of the soul once more in the Phaedrus,
though using a proof centered around movement as opposed to his “origin of
opposites” argument. He fully fleshes out his belief about reincarnation, with an
afterlife that takes place in either 10,000 or 3,000 year cycles. While the Phaedrus
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provides richer descriptions of the afterlife compared to Phaedo, the Myth of Er,
discussed next, gives a fuller and clearer picture of life after death.

IV. The Myth of Er
The Myth of Er appears in the last chapter of Plato’s most famous work,
the Republic, written around 370 BCE. The story concerns Er, a soldier, who is
assumed dead on the battlefield and descends to the underworld. Upon his revival,
he tells humanity what they can expect in the afterlife. He discovers that the
wicked are punished while the just are rewarded, and he witnesses
metempsychosis—a kind of reincarnation, wherein souls are reborn into new
bodies and given new life. The new life chosen reflects how they lived in
previously and the state of their soul at death. Whereas in Phaedo and Phaedrus
the afterlife is discussed as more of an afterthought after elaborating on the
structure and immortality of the soul, the Myth of Er is completely focused on
Socrates’ conception of the afterlife and what it entails.
Er describes what he saw in the underworld (614B). He “said that his soul
left him and made its way with many others and they came to a sacred spot where
there were two openings in the ground next to each other, and two others opposite
them in the sky above” (614C). Judges were between the holes, and sending the
just to the right opening which ascends and the unjust to the left descending path
(614CD). Er is told that he must deliver the message to man of what happens in
the afterlife (614D).
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Er observes souls coming from both holes. Those who are coming from
the unjust side “were covered in filth and dust, and down from the other one from
the sky came others purified” (614E). They all gather merrily in a meadow and
talk with one another. Those coming from the earthly hole (the unjust ones) are
“lamenting and weeping when they recalled how much and what kind of things
they had suffered and seen on their journey underground, and that the journey
took a thousand years” (615A). And for the others, “those coming from the sky
described in their turn their pleasant experiences and the sights overwhelming in
their beauty” (615A).
Er reports the punishment/reward system in place:
…whatever wrongs they had committed, and however many
people they had individually wronged, they had paid for them all in
turn, ten times over for each one, that is each one a hundred years
on the grounds that such was the lifespan of a human being, so that
they might pay a tenfold penalty for their wrongdoing. For
example, if any of them had been responsible for the deaths of
many people, or they had betrayed cities, or armies, or thrown
people into slavery, or had been responsible for any other
maltreatment, they would bring upon themselves tenfold pain for
every one of these, and again if they had performed some good
services and become just and devout, by the same
token they would gain a worthy reward. (615BC)
Er recounts how tyrants are usually the worst offenders and often cannot make up
for wrongdoings they committed in life. The entrance through which souls come
through on their way back from the underworld will not let certain souls
through—those who have not repented enough; when they tried, it “…roared
whenever any of those who were so incorrigible as regards their depravity, or
hadn’t sufficiently paid the penalty, tried to go up” (615E). Guardlike beings at
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the sides of the mouthentrance publicly shame these souls who were not yet
worthy of leaving the underworld by dragging them “…by the side of the road,
carding them on thorns and indicating to those who were continually passing by
the reasons for this and the fact that they were being led off to be thrown into
Tartarus” (616A). He also notes that there “…were…various kinds of punishment
and retribution, and again their counterparts the rewards for the good” (616B),
proving not all are punished identically.
Er spent seven days in the meadow with the souls, after which he traveled
with them to where the Fates live (617B). The Fates’ dwelling is where the souls
will choose their next lives. Souls are given a limited but variety of choices
regarding their next lot: “They were of all kinds; for there were the lives of all
animals as well as all sorts of human beings. There were lives of tyrants among
them, some uninterrupted, others cut off in midcourse and ending up in poverty,
exile, and beggary…” (618A). The choice made reflects how the soul is
composed and how just or unjust that soul may be. Er notes, “There was no
arrangement of the soul in all this because the choice of a different life inevitably
implied a soul’s different constitution. But the other qualities were combined
together: with wealth, poverty, sickness and health, and states in between”
(618B). There are binary choices to situate a soul in a life to make that person
more just.
It is the responsibility of the individual, then, to make the right decision
that will ultimately impact whether or not they suffer in their next life. He states:
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One must approach Hades unshakable in this belief, in order that
even there one will be undaunted by wealth and suchlike evils, and
avoid committing many intolerable evils by falling into tyrannical
and other such practices and oneself suffer even more, but will
know how to choose the life that lies
midway between such things and avoid excess in either direction.
(619A)
Individuals must ignore the allure of power that comes with being a tyrant, as well
as any other evil practice. The individual then has to cultivate that ability to not be
swayed or seduced by the things in life which can corrupt the soul. It is noted that
the majority of choices were based on familiarity or comfort associated with the
chooser’s previous existence (620A). After choosing the next life, the souls are
led to drink from the River of Forgetfulness, so that they forget everything that
occurred in the underworld (621A).
The Myth of Er presents an incredibly detailed and welldeveloped
account of the afterlife as compared to the two previous texts discussed. Socrates’
afterlife is full of choices made by the individual following death, making clear
that one holds responsibility for their next lot in life, despite not remembering
such a vastly important decision. Justice and the just life are addressed as well,
with the next text delving further into the topic.

V. Gorgias
Plato wrote the Gorgias when he was around 40 years old, 12 years after
the execution of Socrates, around 387 BCE. The dialogue addresses the true
definition of rhetoric, and whether or not it is inherently moral, which Plato,
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through his mouthpiece of Socrates, claims it to not be. He argues that philosophy
is an art that is inherently moralistic, whereas rhetoric is based on experience
alone. The interlocutors of importance include Polus and Callicles, the latter
providing much of the conflict within the dialogue.
In the Gorgias, Plato’s Socrates gives a clear account of how to live the
just life. The previous dialogues I examined addressed the idea of good and bad;
however, in the Gorgias, the dialogue is much more centered around Socrates’
idea of justice. Initially, this dialogue starts with Socrates’ discussion on rulers
and whether or not they are just. In sections 466C468E Socrates discusses rulers’
power on the basis of his previous assertion that any action is performed not to
attain said action, but instead to achieve the benefit that the action will ultimately
bring about. He thus comes to the conclusion that rulers do not possess “true
power” so to speak, as the nature of their position requires them acting not upon
what they may believe to be good, but instead upon what will benefit their nation.
Actions are prescribed to the ruler, as there are choices that coincide with the
correlative levels of value those choices will provide. He backs up this claim by
discussing the life of Archelaus the tyrant, who died the same year as Socrates. He
was killed during a hunting trip by a compatriot. While his life appeared to be full
of unbridled pleasure and unlimited power—the two components of what Polus
argues to make up the ideal life—Socrates claims that since the life of Archelaus
involved injustice, then it was not a happy life (470C).
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Socrates eventually comes to the conclusion that anyone who might have
harmed or done wrong who is brought to justice has repented; the punishment
serves as a counterbalance to that initial wrongdoing (476D). He also claims that
there is a benefit for the criminal if punished, that the criminal will improve as
there is benefit for the soul; as “…the worst life is led by him who has the vice
and is not relieved of it” (478A). Consequently, it is better to commit a
wrongdoing and be punished than to commit a wrongdoing and evade any
consequences. Socrates states: “Thus wrongdoing is second of evils in greatness;
but to do wrong and not pay the penalty is the greatest and takes the first place
among all evils” (479D). By this very logic, Archelaus actually led the worst life
possible, in doing wrong and escaping punishment (479E).
One of the more instrumental parts of the discussion comes with Callicles
describing his idea of justice. Callicles argues that there is a difference between
what is truly, intrinsically just and what is conventionally considered just,
claiming the two concepts are actually opposed to one another (482E). He says
that the weak use law to achieve equality (483C) and that the superior will take
what they want with force (483C). Callicles believes true justice is natural justice,
with the powerful controlling the weaker using force, and with the superior ruling
over the inferior. He illustrates this assertion with an account of the campaigns of
two rulers, Darius I against the Scythians and that of Xerxes I against Greece.
Callicles argues that these two kings took what belonged to others, which goes
along with his idea of natural justice. He also uses Heracles as an example of
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natural justice, quoting Pindar’s portrayal of his labors, referring to when Heracles
took Geryon’s cattle by force (484BC).
His view of strength and force as good is only a piece of the larger puzzle
for what Callicles believes to make a just and good person or ruler. In sections
491DE, he and Socrates discuss temperance:
SOC. I mean that every man is his own ruler; or is there no need of
one’s ruling oneself, but only of ruling others?
CALL. What do you mean by one who rules himself?
SOC. Nothing recondite; merely what most people mean—one
who is temperate and selfmastering, ruler of the pleasures and
desires that are in himself.
CALL. You will have your pleasantry! You mean ‘the simpletons’
by ‘the temperate.’
SOC. How so? Nobody can fail to see that I do not mean that.
CALL. For how can a man be happy if he is a slave to anybody at
all?
According to Callicles, temperance is equivalent to a form of slavery, as
selfcontrol requires a limitation of desire. He contends that superior people
should be enslaved to nothing, not even themselves. Callicles then defines the
good life as maximizing and fulfilling one’s own desires. The weak and many are
incapable of living this type of life, as they lack any of the strong desires that are
necessary for the pursuit of happiness. He believes they mask this shortcoming
with the conventional belief that taking more than one’s own fair share is unjust
(492AB).
Callicles asserts that pleasure and good are equivalent (295A). Socrates
dismantles Callicles’ claims in a twofold argument. He begins with the idea that
knowledge, courage and pleasure are three separate concepts (495D), and that
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happiness and unhappiness must be in some sort of reciprocal relation to each
other (like with health and disease, etc.) (496B). He argues that if two things can
be lost at the same time then they cannot be the good and the bad (496C). He uses
the example of drinking: thirst can be considered pain, while drinking can be
considered pleasure, but they happen concurrently (496E). After drinking, people
lose both that pain and that pleasure at the same time, therefore pain and pleasure
cannot be considered the same as happiness and unhappiness (497CD). The
second part of the argument concerns itself with good and bad pleasures, which
Callicles admits is true. Thus, pleasure cannot be considered the same as good.
Socrates spends a considerable amount of time trying to disprove
Callicles. In doing so, he reveals a lot about how he believes the just life is led. He
discusses improvement, defining it as giving a definite shape to the subject of
one’s craft and ordering its parts until the entire object is organized and orderly
(503E504A). He discusses what a soul consists of, describing it as having an
appetitive part as well as a rational part. These parts can be in conflict with each
other, he believes, and the appetitive part of the soul needs to be restricted in order
for the entire soul to be balanced (505AB). He includes many examples, such as
rhetoric and medicine in order to illustrate his points, after which Socrates states:
“So then a soul which has its own proper order is better than one which is
unordered? Necessarily. But further, one that has order is orderly? Of course it
will be. And the orderly one is temperate? Most necessarily. So the temperate soul
is good” (506E507A), giving a nice and succinct summary confirming Socrates’
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argument that a good mind needs to be selfdisciplined and organized
appropriately. Callicles’ views on the just and superior person not having to reign
themselves in, then, stands as the antithesis to what Socrates views as the just life.
Gorgias ends with another account of an afterlife similar to the one
presented in the Myth of Er. He states that “every man who has passed a just and
holy life departs after his decease…and dwells in all happiness apart from ill; but
whoever has lived unjustly and impiously goes to the dungeon of requital and
penance which, you know, they call Tartarus” (523AB). Zeus proceeds as the
judge for the arrived souls and adjudicates based on how they lived their lives
(523D). As death is “actually nothing but the disconnexion [sic] of two things, the
soul and the body, from each other…each of them keeps its own condition very
much as it was when the man was alive, the body having its own nature, with its
treatments and experiences all manifest upon it” (524BC). It logically follows
that the soul will be shown as it was in life, and can appear quite ugly (524D).
Most who have committed “remediable offenses” can make up for them through
their “bitter throes of pain” for which they “receive their benefit both here and in
the nether world; for in no other way can there be riddance of iniquity” (525B).
However, those who have commited “extreme wrong, and as a result of such
crimes, have become incurable” are made into examples instead of cured (525C).
Thus, punishment in the afterlife can either cure an evil soul, or, at the very least,
provide an example to others. And the worst offenders, according to Socrates, are
despots of the like of Archelaus (525D).
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Gorgias makes it quite clear how Socrates feels about tyrants: he despises
them and views them as the most possibly corrupt souls. The dialogue offers a
fuller picture of what Socrates (and most likely Plato) view as the just life—one
lived with temperance, an idea in direct opposition to that of his interlocutor
Callicles. The dialogue also sheds light on Socrates’ view of punishment as a
corrective force.

VI. Analysis
Plato’s conception of the afterlife reveals a great deal about his
philosophy. It illustrates his concept of justice and what makes for the most just
life. He also makes clear his view of tyranny as wholly wicked, and how
philosophy should be seen as the antidote to such wickedness. Through presenting
a consequentialist lens and using fearinducing imagery in addition to his well
thoughtout arguments, Plato attempts social control, and tries to convince his
interlocutors (and his readers) to practice philosophy.
Thirty Tyrants
To understand Plato’s beliefs concerning justice and tyranny, it is
necessary to contextualize him. Plato lived in Athens from 429 to 347 BCE (“The
Trial and Death of Socrates”). He lived through the Thirty Tyrants: the period in
Athenian history following the Peloponnesian War wherein thirty commissioners
were appointed to the oligarchy, ruling from 404 BCE to 403 BCE (LeCaire 27).
They were nicknamed the “Thirty Tyrants” due to their brutal, autocraticnatured
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ruling over Athens, in what historian Lucas LeCaire describes as a “complete
reversal of the democratic principles practiced in Athens for at least a century”
(LeCaire 23). For the entire duration of their rule, they reigned terror throughout
Athens. The oligarchy only lasted eight months before they were overthrown. The
Thirty Tyrants arrested and executed hundreds of Athenians regardless of class or
politics, though some were in the name of democratic politics (LeCaire 24). They
also seized property of their victims, especially from the foreign resident
population (the Metics) (LeCaire 24). The Thirty also drove out Athens’ lower
and middle classes from the city, limiting the population to only 3,000 people, all
of whom belonged to the upper echelon. These 3,000 elite citizens retained a
share in the Athenian government (LeCaire 24). Eventually, a civil war broke out
between the Thirty Tyrants and those citizens who had been thrown out. After
both sides had suffered losses, the Spartan king Pausanias stepped in and
adjudicated an agreement in an effort to avoid another drawnout conflict with
Athens, leading to the restoration of democracy for the city (LeCaire 24). The
oligarchs were wildly unpopular due to the intense violence incurred at their will
during their rule.
Plato rejects tyranny after being exposed to these tyrants. They devalued
democracy, everything that his native city of Athens stood for, and also proved to
be violent monsters. After witnessing these awful leaders, he came to believe a
tyrant to be the most morally corrupt station a person can occupy. Thus, he ties
tyranny into his analysis of the soul and the afterlife. The charioteer is attached to
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the two horses; one horse is completely untamed and does not have the capacity to
restrain itself. If the charioteer is not a good charioteer, the horse will drag the
chariot down. A person needs a good charioteer who will not give into base
desires. Plato argues that a tyrant is governed by that debased horse.
Consequentialist Lens
Plato creates a consequentialist lens to inspire readers to act justly; he
shows that the soul is immortal and discusses his conception of the afterlife,
giving people a concrete reason to act in a manner which he believes to be
righteous. Throughout all the dialogues, it is very clear that the soul and body are
believed to be distinct entities. When Er talks to other souls in the Myth of Er,
none of them are terribly upset at the prospect of death itself; those who emerge
from underground are bedraggled and distressed at the recounting of what they
have endured (Republic 614D615A), but they are not horrifying objects in and of
themselves. They join the souls coming from heaven. In his The Role of Afterlife
Myths in Plato’s Moral Arguments, Daniel Issler asserts that this myth shows
death as just one stage in the continuous cycle of reincarnation. Thus, the only
horrors that can come from death are for those who act unjustly, which, as will be
further discussed, are temporary for most people, unless they are incurable (Issler
39). This offers a consequentialist approach to life. The rewards and punishments
offered after death act as incentives to be righteous while living. In all the
dialogues, especially in the Gorgias, acting unjustly is presented as not acting in
one’s best interest, even if the immediate consequences are beneficial to the
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individual (Annas 124). As Stark and Bainbridge write when discussing religion,
it is important to “note...the superior capacity of supernatural movements to
provide compensators or intangible rewards” (Stark and Bainbridge 182),
including the promised paradise as well as corrective, or deferred, justice. No
matter if the myth is to be taken literally or should be demythologized, the
takeaway remains the same: justice will pay off in the end. As Julia Annas writes
in “Plato’s Myths of Judgement:” “If we accept this morally optimistic claim, then
we can see that we do have reason to be just; the wicked person is simply
shortsighted, failing to perceive the massive mistake that he or she is making in
risking hellfire for the sake of a few advantages now” (Annas 125).
Appealing to his emotions, Socrates uses a myth of the afterlife to fully
illustrate to Callicles how the life of an unjust person—which, in the Gorgias, is a
tyrant—is truly shameful. He emphasizes the effects of one’s actions in life
internally, on that person’s soul, as opposed to the external results that the actions
may immediately bring. Socrates, through his myth’s visceral imagery of a soul
scarred by its actions in life, is trying to show Callicles that the life he admires so
much would inflict that same type of damage on his own soul. A damaged soul,
while invisible, would still be just as shameful inevitably, upon its final judgment
(Issler 15). The gruesome image he portrays of the “scarred and twisted soul is
based on his argument that justice involves the correct and harmonious ordering
of the parts of the soul, and that injustice involves the parts of the soul being
unruly and in conflict with each other” (Issler 15). He is appealing to Callicles’
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emotions here, specifically of fear, when displaying the consequences of injustice.
Similarly to the Apocalypse of Peter, which will be explored in the next chapter,
Plato uses fearinducing tactics and disturbing imagery to convey his beliefs. The
myth serves to illustrate that psychic damage, though not as apparent as bodily
damage, is still incurred due to unjust action. By presenting such strong, visceral
imagery of the psychic damage, he is trying to give a powerful disincentive to the
unjust life (Issler 15). The tyrant carries out this unjust life, and is not living the
best life possible contrary to Callicles’ claims. His afterlife myth is an attempt to
have Callicles understand the danger in not regulating both his bodily desires and
his craving for political power. Socrates does this through disturbing imagery and
an appeal to the base emotions.
Plato’s Justice and the Just Life
Plato presents philosophy as the most just way to live one’s life. In the
Myth of Er, the key part of the myth occurs when the souls are told that they are
to choose their next life. As Issler so eloquently explains:
All of the souls other than Er are told that they will choose their next life
in an order assigned by lot, and the spokesman states that choosing last is
no obstacle to receiving a good life, “if [one] chooses intelligently and
lives earnestly” (619b35). This is the key moment of the myth, where the
value of practicing philosophy can be seen most clearly. The practice of
philosophy helps the soul choose the best kind of life, and guards it against
a foolish choice. The first soul to choose a life seizes the life of a tyrant,
and does not realize until later the evils that he will undergo in the life he
has chosen. This soul is described as one who had just returned from a
journey of heaven, but his virtue was not the result of practicing
philosophy, but was the result of the regime he happened to live in. Living
justly out of habit may result in a virtuous character, but this character can
be lost if habit is not reinforced with philosophical argument, and thus is
not as stable or longlasting as the virtuous
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character that is arrived at through philosophy. (Issler 40)
Through this particular myth, Socrates attempts to appeal to his
interlocutors to practice philosophy as opposed to just preaching it or claiming to
believe in what Socrates teaches. Philosophy, as described by Socrates, aims to
create a harmonious soul. He wishes for his interlocutors to inspect their lives and
determine whether or not the rational parts of their souls are in
command—otherwise, their souls will be guided by those desires and become
unruly. Only through the philosophical life can one understand best how to live
his life (Issler 42). Further than just his interlocutors, he wishes to fully show how
practicing philosophy will benefit the practitioner, which he does through his
placement of them with the gods in a heavenlike dwelling. He is equating the
practice of philosophy with being worthy of cohabitation with the gods, a huge
incentive.
In all of Plato’s dialogues I discussed, he speaks to the just life, especially
in the Phaedo and Gorgias. The difference between the Phaedo and Gorgias is
that in the latter, Socrates means to dissuade someone from an unjust life, as
opposed to the former, which is supposed to soothe anyone who has lived justly,
but might also fear death. Phaedo emphasizes Socrates’ conviction that the soul
deserves great care, as it will survive after the body has died. He has a very
intense belief that philosophers are fit to dwell in the place of the gods as well as
with others who have spent their lives nobly pursuing knowledge and
wisdom—living as a philosopher does (Issler 27). He claims, too, that the person
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who has lived justly and as a philosopher should not fear death, as death will
bring to them what they have spent their entire lives pursuing: true knowledge.
The philosopher, throughout his life, is attempting to achieve full disembodiment,
as the body only serves to distract and confuse. And with death comes full
disembodiment. The state of death is very similar to the that of being awake as
death brings full clarity and knowledge.
In the Gorgias, Callicles shows a firm belief in the best life being one of
maximal desire and satisfaction, where one acts according to nothing other than
one’s own best interests. This differs vastly from what Plato believes. He goes on
to dispute Callicles: he believes that the just life involves keeping the appetite in
check. It is also made clear in the Republic that their definitions of justice clash.
The Republic’s basic definition of justice, as first brought up by the interlocutor
Thrasymachus, is to be understood as “the good of others,” which can include
such actions as truth telling, paying taxes, refusing bribery, paying debts, or not
kidnapping or stealing, etc. (White 395). The entire book in theory is about justice
being worthwhile for itself and for its own consequences; when discussing it,
Socrates also brings up the harmony of the soul (White 395). This harmony of the
soul is equated to the “justice in the soul,” which goes hand in hand with ordinary
justice, with “the former…so to speak, both cause and manifestation of the latter,
being related to it as healthy activities are related to health” (White 395). Ordinary
justice is a part of justice in the soul as it is acting in accordance with reason
(White 395). Thus, Callicles’ idea of the best life lived—that of a tyrant’s, who
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only looks out for himself—would not be doing the most good for all, but instead
would only be indulging himself.
Plato’s ideas of punishment connect to his ideas of justice as well. In the
afterlife myth presented in the Gorgias, Socrates claims that punishment can have
a positive effect on the soul because it can bring about a positive change on the
punished. Punishment is a corrective act for Plato. (As will be explored in the
third chapter, this is vastly different from Augustine’s beliefs concerning
punishment.) However, there are those who are deemed incurable who cannot
benefit from any punishment. These are people who Plato considers to be so
wicked that while everyone else is given a second chance, they cannot be trusted
with one because they are incapable of change. Instead, they serve as an example
to those who can change. In all the myths of the afterlife explored in this chapter,
Plato labels a disproportionate number of tyrants as being incurably unjust. When
they try to leave the hellish land of punishment, the mouth from which they leave
emits a yell, shaming them. He is shaming these tyrants and enacting his own
form of punishment in these myths, one that will never end, because he believes
them to be too evil to deserve a second chance. Using the incurables as an
example serves to publicly humiliate them in the process, a tactic which will recur
in the Apocalypse of Peter. Socrates states in the Gorgias that the reason they are
incurably wicked is that tyrants are naturally put in a position to “commit the most
grievous and impious errors” (Gorgias 525D) due to their political power.
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Punishment, then, gives a key insight to how drastically evil Plato views tyrants to
be. They live the most unjust life according to him.
The emphasis on the idea of judgment within the dialogues illustrates
Plato’s belief that while Socrates may be punished in his earthly life, he will find
true justice after he departs. The judges in the afterlife will give him actual justice.
In the Gorgias, it is made clear that while the wicked in life may flourish while
the good suffer, ultimately in the end, everyone will get their just judgement and
receive what they deserve (Annas 123). Thus, Socrates’ justice portrayed through
his conception of the afterlife is a corrective one. This is a shared attribute
amongst all three of the afterlives discussed (Plato’s, the Apocalypse of Peter’s,
and Augustine’s, as will be explored in the following chapters).
Philosophy v. Tyranny
Plato constructs an ethical spectrum, similar to Augustine (which will be
more fully discussed in chapter three). He presents the two extremes of his
spectrum as tyranny and philosophy, with tyranny at the very bottom—ranking as
the most debased, uncivilized pursuit—and philosophy at the very top of the
spectrum, recognized as a noble practice. Philosophy, then, is the antidote to the
wicked practice of tyranny. While his focus is on the dichotomy between tyranny
and philosophy, he does leave room between the two for other types of moral
behavior. With the philosophers going to the Isle of the Blessed and the incurables
sentenced to Tartarus, the middle ground is inhabited by the curables. This
spectrum is more apparent in his afterlife narratives revolving around
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metempsychosis, such as the Gorgias, Myth of Er or the Phaedrus. However, he
only focuses mostly on the two extremes and does not really explore what
constitutes the middle of the spectrum, other than to describe the cyclical nature
of it. Thus, Plato, while giving a spectrum for morality, still speaks to it in mostly
blackandwhite terminology, unlike Augustine, but similar to the Apocalypse of
Peter.
Through his afterlife narratives, Plato condemns tyrants. Within them,
Socrates punishes tyrants the most severely; they are the incurables and serve as
an example for others. In the Gorgias, Callicles stands as the antithesis to what
Socrates, and thus most likely Plato, believes. He defines natural justice as the
powerful controlling the weaker using force and the superior ruling over the
inferior. His explanation of natural justice involves his detailing the campaigns of
Darius I against the Scythians and of Xerxes I against Greece—he claims that in
accordance with natural justice, these kings took what belonged to others. Issler
notes how Socrates is able to exploit the inconsistency presented in Callicles’
argument of his admiration of Persian kings for an ability to procure what they
want, though the campaigns he uses as examples ultimately ended in failure
(Issler 6), showing themselves to be both less capable and generally worse than
their opponents (Issler 7).
Philosophers are treated the best in the afterlife. In each of the dialogues, it
is illustrated that Plato wants his interlocutors to practice philosophy. When
Socrates’ interlocutors are distressed at the prospect of his death, he discloses he
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is less fearful of death because he believes he will be looked after by the gods. In
the afterlife myth presented in Phaedo, Socrates gives an account of the soul
leaving the body at death, and claims that those who have practiced philosophy
will be able to part from their bodies easily and get to their respective places of
judgment without any problem (Phaedo 110A). In Phaedo, Socrates says to not
take the myth as literal truth. It is, therefore, even more important to interpret his
commentary on how to live justly. The very essence of the myth can be
understood as the just will be cared for by the gods after death, as they spent their
lives making themselves fit for the companionship of the gods. Since Socrates
claims almost immediately that he would be cared for by the gods, it is clear that
Plato believes philosophers to be worthy of the company of gods—perhaps even
elevating philosophers to a deity status. Meanwhile, the incurable tyrants are to be
treated horribly for eternity. Plato’s attempt to distance himself as well as Socrates
from tyranny illustrates his disdain for tyranny. By portraying Socrates as an ideal
person who will have the best possible afterlife, he is showing that the
philosopher’s way of life is preferred, and that Socrates led a model life.
In discussing the makeup of the soul and how a good soul ought to be
constructed, Socrates also makes clear his preference for philosophers and disdain
for tyrants. Bodily needs and wants should be dismissed in favor of reason. His
account of the tyrannical man in the Republic reveals that he believes the tyrant to
commit heinous actions due to his unrestrained desires (Issler 39)—the kind of
man that Callicles believes to be superior. By overrepresenting tyrants in his
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place of punishment, Socrates is sending a strong warning to those, like Callicles,
who have a strong urge to rule and to leave their desires unchecked. Socrates
believes that the most divine part of a person’s soul is his reason; when reason
does not rule over the rest of the soul, the soul will be discordant, as his reason is
enslaved to his desires. He elevates reason, what philosophers are theoretically
ruled by, to be the most important part of the soul that can make the difference
between a person going to hell or paradise.
His disdain for tyranny and respect for philosophy can also be supported
through his ideas of justice explored in the rest of the Republic, as opposed to in
just the last book (which contains the Myth of Er). The just society is analogous to
a just individual for Plato—they reflect each other. Both should be ruled by
reason. In the just society, this is embodied in the wisdom of the guardians, which
is practical and aimed towards the good of society, which Plato details in his
description of his ideal city. The ideal city would have two principal
characteristics: 1) no groups or individuals would be favored at the expense of
others and 2) would possess a high degree of unity and harmony, with its
members committed to the greater good (White 402403). Plato also presents a
type of utopia in the Republic, in which the highest rulers are philosopher kings,
which clearly illustrates what he believes makes a good ruler. In conjunction with
what else has been explored in my analysis, it is evident that those ruled by reason
are the most fit to rule in the eyes of Plato, whereas those ruled by desire are
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actively unjust and dangerous. This assertion can be supported through his
concocted afterlife myths as well as his most famous work, the Republic.
Fifty years after Socrates’ trial, Plato wrote a letter reflecting on the
philosopher king that he proposed in his most famous work, the Republic. This is
found in his seventh epistle, and while most scholars do not believe that Plato
wrote the letters attributed to him, this letter is more likely than the others to be
authentic (Trans. Bury 391):
In the days of my youth my experience was the same as that of
many others. I thought that as soon as I should become my own
master I would immediately enter into public life. But it so
happened, I found, that the following changes occurred in the
political situation. In the government then existing, reviled as it
was by many, a revolution took place; and the revolution was
headed by fiftyone...and Thirty were established as irresponsible
rulers of all. Now of these some were actually connexions and
acquaintances of mine; and indeed they invited me at once to join
their administration, thinking it would be congenial. The feelings I
then experienced, owing to my youth, were in no way surprising:
for I imagined that they would administer the State by leading it
out of an unjust way of life into a just way, and consequently I
gave my mind to them very diligently, to see what they would do.
And indeed I saw how these men within a short time caused men
to look back on the former government as a golden age; and above
all how they treated my aged friend Socrates, whom I would hardly
scruple to call the most just of men then living, when they tried to
send him, along with others, after one of the citizens, to fetch him
by force that he might be put to death—their object being that
Socrates, whether he wished or no, might be made to share in their
political actions; he, however, refused to obey and risked the
uttermost penalties rather than be a partaker in their unholy deeds.
So when I beheld all these actions and others of a similar grave
kind, I was indignant, and I withdrew myself from the evil
practices then going on. But in no long time the power of the
Thirty was overthrown together with the whole of the government
which then existed. Then once again I was really, though less
urgently, impelled with a desire to take part in public and political
affairs. Many deplorable events, however, were still happening in
those times, troublous as they were, and it was not surprising that
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in some instances, during these revolutions, men were avenging
themselves on their foes too fiercely; yet, notwithstanding, the
exiles who then returned exercised no little moderation. But, as
illluck would have it, certain men of authority summoned our
comrade Socrates before the lawcourts, laying a charge against
him which was most unholy, and which Socrates of all men least
deserved; for it was on the charge of impiety that those men
summoned him and the rest condemned and slew him—the very
man who on the former occasion, when they themselves had the
misfortune to be in exile, had refused to take part in the unholy
arrest of one of the friends of the men then exiled. When,
therefore, I considered all this, and the type of men who were
administering the affairs of State, with their laws too and their
customs, the more I considered them and the more I advanced in
years myself, the more difficult appeared to me the task of
managing affairs of State rightly. For it was impossible to take
action without friends and trusty companions; and these it was not
easy to find ready to hand, since our State was no longer managed
according to the principles and institutions of our forefathers;
while to acquire other new friends with any facility was a thing
impossible. Moreover, both the written laws and the customs were
being corrupted, and that with surprising rapidity. Consequently,
although at first I was filled with an ardent desire to engage in
public affairs, when I considered all this and saw how things were
shifting about anyhow in all directions, I finally became dizzy; and
although I continued to consider by what means some betterment
could be brought about not only in these matters but also in the
government as a whole, yet as regards political action I kept
constantly waiting for an opportune moment; until, finally, looking
at all the States which now exist, I perceived that one and all they
are badly governed; for the state of their laws is such as to be
almost incurable without some marvellous overhauling and
goodluck to boot. So in my praise of the right philosophy I was
compelled to declare that by it one is enabled to discern all forms
of justice both political and individual. Wherefore the classes of
mankind (I said) will have no cessation from evils until either the
class of those who are right and true philosophers attains political
supremacy, or else the class of those who hold power in the States
becomes, by some dispensation of Heaven, really
philosophic. (Epistle VII, 324C326B)
This part of the seventh epistle articulates what he communicates in his afterlife
myths when tyrants’ souls cycle through the portals and are shamed as incurables
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in the Myth of Er: philosophers are rewarded by the gods while tyrants are
punished. This explicitly expresses his political views, whereas the afterlife myths
implicitly point to them. He is also attempting to distance Socrates from tyranny,
revealing his disgust for the practice. And he outright states his firm belief that
Socrates led the ideal and just life—that of a philosopher.
Plato attempts social engineering within the dialogues referenced to
through his analysis of tyranny and philosophy. By claiming one is so morally
reprehensible that engaging with it will cause one to be punished indefinitely after
death, he is trying to dissuade people from being tyrants. In conjunction with that
effort, he is also attempting to replace it with philosophy instead as a desirable
practice. It is very clear the disenchantment Plato felt with the governing system
which he knew and lived with. Given the contextualization presented in the thirty
tyrants section of this analysis, we know him to have had personal experience
with tyrants. His personal experience with the tyrants cannot be ignored when
considering his views on justice and tyranny.

VII. Conclusion
Plato argued for the worthiness of philosophy and demonized tyranny in
his varying accounts of the afterlife. Through his afterlife narratives included in
the Myth of Er, the Gorgias, Phaedo, and Phaedrus, he constructs a
consequentialist outlook on life that gives any readers incentive to act justly in
order to receive reward in the afterlife. By defining the just life as that of the
philosopher and demonstrating how immoral he believes tyrants to be (by
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deeming them “incurable”), he shows in each dialogue how the two have opposite
effects for the afterlife on the actor. In other words, how one acts in this life
determines how one is treated in the afterlife. He is establishing philosophy as the
antidote to tyranny, with the two practices occupying the polar opposite of the
ethical spectrum.
His afterlife, while denouncing tyranny in favor of philosophy, should not
only be boiled down to his hatred of tyranny and his admiration for philosophy.
Plato’s image of the afterlife is inherently political. In the Republic, philosophers
are the only ones fit to govern, hence the philosopher kings. In conjunction with
elevating philosophers to a deitylike level in the afterlife, it could be argued that
Plato thinks philosophers are the closest to the divine, who also deserve political
power.
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Chapter II: The Apocalypse of Peter

I. Introduction
In this chapter, I will argue that the Apocalypse of Peter is primarily
concerned with social control, especially with regards to behaviors that are
typically hard to police. Intimate acts done behind closed doors such as adultery,
premarital sex, sodomy, abortion, and “sins” of speech—e.g. gossip, lying,
etc.—are targeted. The hypervigilance surrounding these private sorts of behavior
indicates a desire to regulate people’s private lives, offering a stark contrast to
Plato’s concern with public behaviors. By positing the idea that justice will be
served in the next life, and that even the smallest of actions can cause someone to
suffer in hell for eternity, the author intends to control his readers’ behaviors;
simultaneously, he provides an explanation for the disparity of justice in this life
on earth, just as both Plato and Augustine do (as will be addressed in the next
chapter more thoroughly). Through gruesome imagery of horrifying
measureformeasure punishments, the author is illustrating exactly why early
followers of Christ should behave themselves, even when they believe no fellow
human to be watching. The author promises readers that no matter how alone they
believe themselves to be, God, or Christ, is aware of their every action.
The absence of politics in the Apocalypse of Peter demonstrates that it is
written at a time when Christianity has no political power, and the focus on
everyday actions and the minutiae of everyday life further emphasizes that. For
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example, the Apocalypse of Peter does not have the Roman emperor hanging by
the tongue or the genitals. Instead, the Apocalypse of Peter is intensely focused on
instilling a fear of God and His justice. The author’s idea of wrongdoing is starkly
different from Plato’s idea of wrongdoing. For example, Plato never condemns
women who have abortions or expresses a repudiation for sexual acts. Plato’s
concern is with the polis, politics, power, and privileging of philosophers above
tyrants. Plato was reasonably concerned with the current political sphere in his
time, having lived through the Peloponnesian War and its aftermath. He thinks
philosophers would be the best rulers, making such a claim because something
political was actually at stake.

II. History of the Greek and Ethiopic Text
The Apocalypse of Peter is the earliest surviving Christian document
detailing heaven and hell (Elliott 595). Archaeologists discovered the text in 1887
in the Greek manuscript dating back to the eighth or ninth century in a monk’s
grave at Akhmim in Upper Egypt (Himmelfarb 9). Before its discovery, the text
had been known due to patristic allusions as well as mentions in certain canon
lists (Himmelfarb 9). The facts surrounding its background are not fully fleshed
out, resulting in numerous and sometimes contradictory theories about its origins,
not helped by there being multiple versions of the text.
The Apocalypse of Peter follows the Apocalypse tradition popular in early
antiquity. Other examples of apocalyptic literature include Revelation, the Book
of Enoch, the Book of Daniel, the Apocalypse of Paul, and the Apocalypse of
65
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Abraham among others. Apocalypse writing is a genre of revelatory
literature—dreams, visions, messages from a supernatural source, etc.—with a
narrative framework (Elliott 591). Within the narrative framework, a revelation is
brought about by an ethereal being to a human beneficiary, in which an
otherworldly reality which is “both temporal, insofar as it envisages
eschatological salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another, supernatural
world” is disclosed (Collins 4670). The genre is not unique to the Christian
tradition—in fact, it was a Jewish “genre” originally (Elliott 591). The tradition is
difficult to boil down into a formula. Usually, the writings include dialogues of a
saviour figure, typically in a question and answer format, and include supernatural
journeys, oracles, and/or apocalyptic prophecy (Elliott 591).
While the exact date of its conception is contested, scholars generally
agree that it was written in the first half of the second century, as it was used by
Clement of Alexandria as well as the author of the Sibylline Oracles, necessitating
existence before 150 AD (Elliott 595). Where the text was written remains
unknown: the Apocalypse is theorized to potentially reference the Bar Kokhba
revolt, which would suggest a Palestinian origin. While this view is not accepted
universally, it is accepted that the existence of the Apocalypse of Peter was known
in antiquity (Elliott 593). The book was clearly popular, with widespread use of it
in worship in the early centuries of Christianity, hovering on the threshold of
canonical scripture. It was included among the disputed texts of the Muratorian
Fragment and the Stichometry of Nicephorus; it was canonized in the catalogue of
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Biblical writings in Codex Claromontanus; in the fifth century, it was referred to
as being used in public worship on Good Friday (Elliott 593). The Akhmim
manuscript was copied in the eighth or ninth century, indicating the popularity of
the text up until that point (Elliott 593).
Two versions of the text survive to this day: Akhmim manuscript (which I
will refer to interchangeably as Greek or Akhmim, as it was written in Greek) and
the Ethiopic text. The Greek version of the Apocalypse of Peter was discovered
towards the end of the nineteenth century in Akhmim (Elliott 393). It was found
in a manuscript that also contained fragments of the Gospel of Peter and I Enoch,
another apocalyptic text (Elliott 593). The portion of the Apocalypse of Peter
within the manuscript is around half the the length of the original (Elliott 593).
Thus, the Greek version is much shorter and is considered fragmentary. The
complete Apocalypse of Peter, comprised of around 300 lines, is in the Ethiopic
version. The Akhmim framentary text and the Ethiopic text agree in various
places: the Akhmim piece agrees with the Ethiopic work in chapters 710 and
1516a (Elliott 594). M.R. James argues that the Ethiopic version of the
Apocalypse of Peter is closer to the original Greek version than the Greek of the
Akhmim manuscript; this view is widely accepted today (Himmelfarb 10). His
theory is bolstered by many different facts, including: the Ethiopic length
corresponds better to ancient lists; all certain patristic references corresponds to
the Ethiopic rendition; the order of the Ethiopic text parallels that of the Sibylline
Oracles; the Ethiopic’s future and present tenses are corroborated by multiple
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sources (in Clement, Methodius, and the Bodleian fragment); and the earliest
manuscripts of the Apocalypse of Peter discovered correlate best with the
Ethiopic text (Himmelfarb 10).
The two texts have numerous similarities, with many sections overlapping,
as previously discussed; however, they differ in language and style, and as the
Ethiopic text is longer, it includes more material than its Greek counterpart. The
general structure of the two texts differ from one another: the Ethiopic version
presents the revelation of hell first and is followed by the revelation of heaven,
whereas the Akhmim fragment details the revelation of heaven first and then goes
into the revelation of hell. Another key difference is in the temporal setting of the
punishments, with the Ethiopic version presenting punishments occuring in the
future and the Akhmim text showing the punishments as a revelation.

III. Greek Apocalypse of Peter
The fragmentary text begins with Jesus’ discourse surrounding the sin of
being a false prophet. The Lord tells Peter that false prophets will teach others the
“‘ways and diverse doctrines of perdition. And they shall become sons of
perdition’” (Elliott 609). Not only will the false prophets themselves suffer in hell,
but also those who are brought into the tradition under false prophets will suffer,
illustrating a contest over legitimacy. Jesus states that “‘God will come to my
faithful ones who hunger and thirst and are afflicted and prove their souls in this
life, and shall judge the sons of iniquity’” (Elliott 609). God makes a distinction
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between those who act according to what this author deems moral and those who
are unjust.
Giving necessary background for understanding this incomplete text, the
following verse asserts that the text itself was written by one of the disciples. The
author writes: “And the Lord continued and said, ‘Let us go to the mountain and
pray.’ And going with him, we the twelve disciples besought him that he would
show us one of our righteous brethren who had departed out of the world, that we
might see of what form they are, and take courage and encourage the men who
hear us” (Elliott 609610). This second verse moves the narrative along in having
the twelve disciples follow the commandment of the Lord to go forth and pray on
the mountain. The author writes: “And going with him, we the twelve disciples
besought him that he would show us one of our righteous brethren who had
departed out of the world, that we might see of what form they are, and take
courage and encourage the men who hear us” (Elliott 609610).
Christ indulges Peter in what he wishes for. The author describes how as
they prayed, two men stood before the Lord, facing towards the East, and how
they could not look upon their faces due to the intense light shining upon their
faces: “...we were not able to look. For there issued from their countenance a ray
as of the sun and their raiment was shining such as the eye of a man never saw the
like; for no mouth is able to declare nor heart to conceive the glory wherewith
they were clad and the beauty of their countenance” (Elliott 610). The two men
are described as “whiter than any snow and redder than any rose” (Elliott 610),
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with beauty that cannot be expressed by the author (Elliot 610). He continues,
discussing how the men’s hair was “curling and flourishing and fell comely about
their countenance and their shoulders like a garland woven of nard and various
flowers or like a rainbow in the air: such was their comeliness” (Elliott 610).
The men’s sudden appearance and overwhelming beauty astounds Peter
and the other disciples (Elliott 610). The author recounts asking the Lord who
these men are, and “He said to me, ‘These are your righteous brethren whose
appearance you wished to see’” (Elliott 610). He replies to the Lord by asking
him where all the righteous ones are, and “‘What is the world of those who
possess this glory?’” (Elliott 610). To answer his question, the Lord shows Peter
a “very great region outside this world exceedingly bright with light, and the air
of that place illuminated with the rays of the sun, and the earth itself flowering
with blossoms that do not fade, and full of spices and plants, fairflowering and
incorruptible, and bearing blessed fruit” (Elliott 611). The lavish descriptions
continue, including the wonderful aroma (Elliott 611) and how the
inhabitants in that place were clad in the raiment of shining angels,
and their raiment was like their land. And angels ran round about
them there. And the glory of those who dwelt there was equal, and
with one voice they praised the Lord God, rejoicing in that place.
The Lord said to us, ‘This is the place of
your leaders, the righteous men.’ (Elliott 611)
The Risen Christ shows Peter and the rest of the disciples the heaven that awaits
the just and good after they die.
The narrative moves from paradise and heaven to the place of punishment:
hell. He writes: “And I saw also another place opposite that one, very squalid; and
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it was a place of punishment, and those who were punished and the angels that
punished them had dark raiment in accordance with the air of the place” (Elliott
603). The descriptions become gruesome and grotesque, invoking disturbing
imagery. In this place, there are some “...hanging by their tongues; and these were
the ones who blasphemed the way of the righteousness, and under them was laid
fire flaming and tormenting them” (Elliott 603604). The blasphemers—those
who speak irreverently about God or other sacred things—are punished through
hanging by their tongue, the bodily apparatus that did the blasphemy. Fiery
imagery is present, with the blasphemers hanging over fire: “And there was a
great lake full of flaming mire, wherein were certain men who had turned away
from righteousness; and angels, tormentors, were set over them” (Elliott 604).
The author distinguishes two separate punishments for female and male
adulterers: “And there were also others, women, hanged by their hair over that
mire which boiled up; and these were the ones who adorned themselves for
adultery. And the men who were joined with them in the defilement of adultery
were hanging by their feet, and had their heads hidden in the mire” (Elliott 604).
Again, the imagery of the fiery lake of mire is invoked. The author states that the
men being tormented for joining the women in adultery say, “‘We did not believe
that we should come to this place’” (Elliott 604). Concerning murderers, the
author writes: “And I saw the murderers and those who were accomplices cast
into a gorge full of evil, creeping things, and smitten by those beasts, writhing
about in that torment. And upon them were set worms like clouds of darkness”
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(Elliott 604). The souls of the murdered “stood and looked upon the torment of
those murderers and said, ‘O God, righteous is your judgement’” (Elliott 604).
One of the most disturbing descriptions in the entire treatise occurs when
discussing abortion:
And near that place I saw another gorge wherein the discharge and
excrement of those who were in torment ran down and became like
a lake there. And women sat there up to their necks in that filth,
and over against them many children born out of due time sat
crying; and from them went forth rays of fire and smote the women
in the eyes; and these were those who
conceived out of wedlock and caused abortion. (Elliott 605)
The blood and other bodily fluids of all the sinners run down to another lake
where these women are sitting, with the gore described up to their necks.
Additionally, their unborn children are crying and causing sparks of fire to smite
the women in the eyes.
Worms are present in the imagery when describing the punishments for the
ones who unjustly persecuted the righteous, just as they were present when
describing the fate of murderers. He writes: “And other men and women were
being burned up to their middle and were cast down in a dark place and were
scourged by evil spirits, having their entrails devoured by worms that never
rested. And these were the ones who had persecuted the righteous and delivered
them up” (Elliott 606).
Blasphemy is addressed a second time, with the author writing: “And near
to them were women and men gnawing their lips and in torment having heated
iron in their eyes. And these were the ones who did blaspheme and speak evil of
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the way of righteousness” (Elliott 606). He then describes how “over against
these” (referring to the blasphemers) are false witnesses who are gnawing not on
their lips, but on their tongues whilst flaming fire is in their mouths (Elliott 606).
The writer focuses on those who had more faith in their personal wealth
than in their own God. He writes how “...in another place were gravelstones
sharper than swords or any spit, heated with fire, and men and women clad in
filthy rags rolled upon them in torment. And these were they who were rich and
trusted in their riches, and had no pity upon orphans and widows but neglected the
commandments of God” (Elliot 606). He describes those who “lent money and
demanded ursury upon ursury” as being “...in another great lake full of foul pus
and blood and boiling mire stood men and women up to their knees” (Elliott 606).
Women who laid with other women as “a man with a woman” are hurled
down from a giant cliff. Upon reaching the bottom, they are to climb back to the
top and then hurled down again, in a neverending cycle (Elliott 607). While the
description only includes women engaging in homosexual behavior, this was
realistically also applied to men who engaged in homosexual behavior as well, as
the beginning of the verse describes both men and women being hurled down
from the cliff (Elliott 606).
Those who engaged in idolatry are alongside the same cliff in a place “full
of fire” (Elliott 607). More neverending punishment is described taking place
here, with other men and women with rods of fire who strike each other (Elliott
607). In this part of hell, there are men and women near them being “burned and
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turned in the fire and were roasted. And these were those who forsook the way of
God” (Elliott 607).

IV. Ethiopic Apocalypse of Peter
The Ethiopic version is substantially longer than its Greek counterpart. In
the interest of being thorough, I will address both the similarities and the
differences between the two versions. The overall structure of the Ethiopic
version differs from the Greek in that it begins with the description of Hell and
then moves into a description of paradise, the opposite of the Greek’s
organization.
The text begins by framing the narrative as a discourse between the risen
Jesus Christ and Peter. Christ is seated upon the Mount of Olives when his
disciples come to him (Elliott 600). Peter says to the Lord: “‘Declare to us what
are the signs of your coming and of the end of the world, that we may perceive
and mark the time of your coming and instruct those who come after us, to whom
we preach the word of your gospel, and whom we install in your church, that they,
when they hear it, may take heed to themselves and mark the time of your
coming’” (Elliott 600). Christ responds by warning them not to let any man
deceive them, as he is the true Christ (Elliott 600). He claims that the coming of
the Son of God will not be foreseen, but once it happens, his “‘Father shall set a
crown upon my head, that I may judge the quick and the dead and recompense
every man according to his works’” (Elliott 600).
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Jesus uses a figtree parable to illustrate how the end of days will come.
He tells Peter that “'...as soon as [the fig tree’s] shoots have come forth and the
twigs grown, the end of the world shall come’” (Elliott 600). Peter does not
understand Jesus’ parable, saying how every day the fig tree “sends forth shoots
and every year it brings forth its fruit for its master,” and wonders what it could
possibly mean (Elliott 601). Upon questioning from Peter, Jesus elaborates:
'Do you not understand that the figtree is the house of Israel? It is
like a man who planted a figtree in his garden and it brought forth
no fruit. And he sought the fruit many years, and when he did not
find it he said to the keeper of his garden, ‘Uproot this figtree so
that it does not make our ground unfruitful.’ And the gardener said
to his master, "Let us rid it of weeds and dig the ground round
about it and water it. If then it does not bear fruit, we will
straightway uproot it from the garden and plant another in place of
it." Have you not understood that the figtree is the house of Israel?
Verily I say to you, when its twigs have sprouted forth in the last
days, then shall false Christs come and awake expectation, saying,
‘I am the Christ who has now come into the world.’ And when
they perceive the wickedness of their deeds they shall turn away
and deny him whom our fathers praised, the first Christ whom they
crucified and therein sinned a great sin. But this deceiver is not the
Christ. And when they reject him, he shall slay them with the
sword, and there shall be many martyrs. Then shall the twigs of the
figtree, that is, the house of Israel, shoot forth: many shall become
martyrs at his hand. Enoch and Elijah shall be sent to teach them
that this is the deceiver who must come into the world and do signs
and wonders in order to deceive. And therefore those who die by
his hand shall be martyrs, and shall be reckoned among the
good and righteous martyrs who have pleased God in their life.'
(Elliott 601)
At the end of this description of the end of days, he describes the separation of the
evil doers and the righteous. Peter, says:
And he showed me in his right hand the souls of all men. And on
the palm of his right hand the image of that which shall be
accomplished at the last day; and how the righteous and the sinners
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shall be separated, and how those who are upright in heart will
fare, and how the evildoers shall be rooted out to all eternity. We
beheld how all the sinners wept in great affliction and sorrow, until
all who saw it with their eyes wept, whether righteous or angels,
and he
himself also. (Elliott 601)
A clear separation of the good and the bad is presented in Jesus’ description, with
the bad recognizing their past failings and doomed future.
Peter asks the Lord if it were better had the sinners never been created
(Elliott 601). The Lord tells him that in asking that question, he is showing
resistance to God, as Peter should not have more compassion than God than for
his image (Elliott 601). He says he will show Peter “‘...their works, whereby they
have sinned against the Most High’” (Elliott 601). Christ replies: “‘Behold now
what shall come upon them in the last days, when the day of God and the day of
decision of the judgement of God comes’” (Elliott 602). What follows is a
description of what happens after the day of judgement for those who have
sinned. For those who “have fallen away from faith in God and have committed
sin” (Elliott 602), the following things will come to them on the day of
judgement:
Cataracts of fire shall be let loose; and darkness and obscurity shall
come up and clothe and veil the whole world; and the waters shall
be changed and turned into coals of fire, and all that is in them
shall burn, and the sea shall become fire. Under the heaven there
shall be a sharp fire that cannot be quenched, and it flows to fulfil
the judgement of wrath. And the stars shall be melted by flames of
fire, as if they had not been created, and the firmaments of the
heaven shall pass away for lack of water and shall be as though
they had not been. And the lightnings of heaven shall be no more,
and by their enchantment they shall affright the world. The spirits
of the dead bodies shall
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be like them and shall become fire at the commandment of God.’
(Elliott 602)
Christ goes into the movement of those on earth during this time, saying how the
men in the east will flee west, those in the west will flee to the east, those in the
north will flee to the south, and those in the south will flee north (Elliott 603).
Christ continues:
‘And in all places shall the wrath of a fearful fire overtake them;
and an unquenchable flame driving them shall bring them to the
judgement of wrath, to the stream of unquenchable fire which
flows, flaming with fire, and when the waves thereof part
themselves one from another, burning, there
shall be a great gnashing of teeth among the children of men.’
(Elliott 603)
Fire is prevalent throughout the piece, creating a strong association between the
end of days with the earthly element. Jesus says all will behold him “‘coming
upon an eternal cloud of brightness; and the angels of God who are with me shall
sit upon the throne of my glory at the right hand of my heavenly Father; and he
shall set a crown upon my head’” (Elliott 603), reinforcing the idea of Christ as a
judge of character.
His Father, God, will command these sinners to “‘enter into the river of
fire while the works of every one of them shall stand before them. (Rewards shall
be given) to every man according to his deeds’” (Elliott 603). Those “‘elect who
have done good’” will come to Jesus and not see death by “‘the devouring fire’”
(Elliott 603). The topic the righteous’ fate is only briefly mentioned as Jesus
returns to the fate of the sinners, discussing how “‘the unrighteous, the sinners,
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and the hypocrites shall stand in the depths of darkness that shall not pass away,
and their chastisement is the fire, and angels bring forward their sins and prepare
for them a place wherein they shall be punished for ever, every one according to
his transgression’” (Elliott 603).
Uriel, the angel of God, will bring forth the sinners’ souls “‘who perished
in the flood, and of all who dwelt in all idols, in every molten image...and in
pictures, and of those who dwelt on all hills and in stones and by the wayside,
whom men called gods: they shall be burned with them in everlasting fire; and
after all of them with their dwellingplaces are destroyed, they shall be punished
eternally’” (Elliott 603). After this digression into the treatment of idolaters, the
text transitions into less description of the end of days and into a tour of hell. This
is where the Ethiopic text overlaps with the Greek text.
Blasphemers are described to be hanging by their tongues over fire (Elliott
603604), just like in the Greek text. Jesus describes this place of punishment:
“‘Behold another place: there is a pit, great and full. In it are those who have
denied righteousness: and angels of punishment chastise them and there they
kindle upon them the fire of their torment’” (Elliott 604). He addresses the
punishment of adultery: “‘And again behold two women: they hang them up by
their neck and by their hair; they shall cast them into the pit. These are those who
plaited their hair, not to make themselves beautiful but to turn them to fornication,
that they might ensnare the souls of men to perdition’” (Elliott 604). Jesus also
addresses the men who laid with these women as well, stating: “‘And the men that
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lay with them in fornication shall be hung by their loins in that place of fire; and
they shall say one to another, ‘We did not know that we should come to
everlasting punishment’’” (Elliott 604). Again, just as in the Greek version,
female and male adulterers receive different punishments.
As in the Greek Apocalypse of Peter, the Ethiopic text casts murderers
into fire with beasts and worms (Elliott 604). This version clarifies how the souls
of those who have been slain will see justice served, explaining that “‘the angel
Ezrael shall bring forth the souls of those who have been slain, and they shall
behold the torment of those who slew them and say one to another,
‘Righteousness and justice is the judgement of God. For we heard, but we
believed not, that we should come into this place of eternal judgement’’” (Elliott
604).
Women who abort their children are treated similarly to the Greek text as
well, with a deep pit, and “‘into it flows from above all manner of torment,
foulness, and excrement’” (Elliott 605). Again, the women are neck deep and
“‘tormented with great pain’” (Elliott 605). The women are described as “‘...they
who have caused their children to be born untimely and have corrupted the work
of God who created them’” (Elliott 605). The aborted children sit above them,
crying to God, with lightning coming from them and piercing the eyes of “those
who for fornication’s sake have caused their destruction’” (Elliott 605).
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Above the women who had abortions stand the naked men and women
who committed infanticide (Elliott 605). The children of the men and women
stand
‘...opposite them in a place of delight, and sigh and cry to God
because of their parents saying, ‘These are they who have despised
and cursed and transgressed your commandments and delivered us
to death: they have cursed the angel that formed us and have
hanged us up and begrudged us the light which you have given to
all creatures.’ And the milk of their mothers flowing from their
breasts shall congeal and from it shall come beasts devouring flesh,
which shall come forth and turn and torment them for ever with
their husbands because they forsook the commandments of God
and slew their children. As for the children, they shall be delivered
to the angel Temlakos. And those who slew them shall be
tormented eternally, for God
wills it so.’ (Elliott 605)
Ezrael, “‘the angel of wrath’” (Elliott 606), brings both men and women with
“half of their bodies burning’” and casts them into a place of darkness, “the hell of
men; and a spirit of wrath shall chastise them with all manner of torment, and a
worm that never sleeps shall devour their entrails; and these are the persecutors
and betrayers of my righteous ones’” (Elliott 606).
The blasphemers gnaw on their tongues in the Ethiopic version instead of
on their lips in the Greek text (Elliott 606). They are defined specifically as those
who “‘slander and doubt my righteousness’” (Elliott 606) instead of as
blasphemers. Jesus states that “‘Other men and women whose works were done in
deceitfulness shall have their lips cut off; and fire enters into their mouth and their
entrails. These are they who caused the martyrs to die by their lying’” (Elliott
606), similar to the Greek version.
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For those who “‘trusted in their riches and despised the widows and the
women with fatherless children...before God’” (Elliott 606), the gravelstones
sharper than swords or any spit described in the Greek version are instead a
singular pillar of fire that is sharper than swords (Elliott 606). Again, these men
and women are “‘clad in rags and filthy garments, and they shall be cast thereon
to suffer the judgement of an unceasing torment’” (Elliott 606). Nearby, just as in
the Greek text, in a place “‘full of filth...they cast men and women up to the
knees. These are they who lent money and took usury” (Elliott 606).
Beside that is a place where other men and women “‘cast themselves
down from a high place and return again and run (similar to Sisyphus), and devils
drive them. These are the worshippers of idols’” (Elliott 606607). The devils
push them to the top of the cliffs and then they continuously throw themselves
down, just as in the Greek text (Elliott 607). This is the punishment for “‘they
who have cut their flesh as apostles of a man: and the women with them...and
these are the men who defiled themselves together as women,’” possibly referring
to men who castrate themselves (Elliott 607). Next to that geographic location, the
angel Ezrael prepares “a place of much fire” (Elliott 607). The practitioners of
idolatry and their works are discussed: “‘and all the idols of gold and silver, all
idols, the work of men’s hands, and the semblances of images of cats and lions, of
creeping things and wild beasts, and the men and women that have prepared the
images thereof, shall be in chains of fire and shall be chastised because of their
error before the idols, and this is their judgement for ever [sic]’” (Elliott 607).
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This differs slightly from the Greek version, wherein they beat each other with
rods of fire. Next to them are other men and women, burning “‘in the fire of the
judgement, and their torment is everlasting. These are they who have forsaken the
commandment of God and followed the (persuasions?) of devils’” (Elliott 607).
This is the last of the overlap with the Greek version of the text; after this part, the
Ethiopic continues on whereas the Greek version ends. The tour of hell continues,
expanding the geography and detailing more sins and their respective
punishments.
There is a place described as very high up with a burning fire. There are
men and women “‘whose feet slip shall go rolling down into a place where is fear.
And again while the fire that is prepared flows, they mount up and fall down
again and continue to roll down’” (Elliott 607). The description suggests a bridge
over a stream of fire, which the men and women attempt to cross. They are to be
tormented forever, and that “‘These are they who honoured not their father and
mother and of their own accord withheld themselves from them. Therefore shall
they be chastised eternally’” (Elliott 607608).
Ezrael brings children and maidens to show them those who are tortured.
They are to be “‘chastised with pains, with hanging up(?) and with a multitude of
wounds which fleshdevouring birds shall inflict upon them’” (Elliott 608). These
are the people who “‘trust in their sins and do not obey their parents and do not
follow not the instruction of their fathers and do not honour those more aged than
they’” (Elliot 608).
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Christ details the punishment served by girls who had premarital sex; they
are “‘clad in darkness for a garment’” and they “‘shall be seriously punished and
their flesh shall be torn in pieces’” (Elliott 608). Disobedient slaves gnaw on their
tongues continuously while they are tormented with everlasting fire (Elliott 608).
Those who claim to be righteous because they give alms but do not actually seek
after righteousness are made to be dumb and blind with white raiment, and
“‘crowd one upon another, and fall upon coals of unquenchable fire’” (Elliott
608).
There is more judging of the souls, now done by Ezrael the angel of God.
Christ states that the angel “‘shall bring them forth out of this fire and establish a
judgement of decision...This then is their judgement. A river of fire shall flow,
and all those judged shall be drawn down into the middle of the river. And Uriel
shall set them there’” (Elliott 608). This appears to be a digression as the text
returns to the sinners and their respective punishments. There are wheels of fire
which men and women are “‘hung thereon by the force of the whirling’” (Elliott
608). Sorcerers and sorceresses are in a pit below the wheels, burning (Elliott
608).
Jesus discusses how the angels will bring his elect and righteous “‘who are
perfect in all uprightness and bear them in their hands and clothe them with the
raiment of the life that is above’” (Elliott 608). They will view the sinners who
hated them in life (Elliott 608). Together, the tormented people will say:
‘...with one voice, ‘Have mercy upon us, for now we know the
judgement of God, which he declared to us beforetime and we did
not believe.’ And the angel Tatirokos shall come and chastise them
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even greater torment, and say to them, ‘Now you do repent, when
it is no longer the time for repentance, and nothing of life remains.’
And they shall say, ‘Righteous is the judgement of God, for we
have heard and perceived that his judgement is good, for we are
recompensed according to our deeds.’ (Elliott 608609)
While the tormented sinners wish to repent, it does not appear that they are given
a chance. Instead, Jesus begins to describe to Peter what Heaven looks like, which
shares some similarities with the description of paradise that begins the Greek
text.
Christ says how he will “‘give to my elect and righteous the baptism and
the salvation for which they have besought me...They shall adorn with flowers the
portion of the righteous, and I shall go...I shall rejoice with them. I will cause the
peoples to enter into my everlasting kingdom, and show them eternal good things
to which I have made them set their hope, I and my Father in heaven’” (Elliott
609). He tells Peter that he must go see the paradise which the righteous earn the
right to live in (Elliott 609). Jesus then tells Peter to “‘Spread my gospel
throughout all the world in peace. Verily men shall rejoice; my words shall be the
source of hope and of life, and suddenly shall the world be ravished’” (Elliott
609).
After the previous section is where the overlap between the two versions
of paradise begins. Just as in the Greek version, Jesus invites the disciples to go
to the holy mountain. Peter, as well as the rest of the disciples, go with him,
praying (Elliott 609). There they encounter the two beautiful men (Elliott 610).
The Ethiopic version strays from the Greek version in that the two men are not
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“‘righteous brethren whose appearance you wished to see’” (Elliott 610), but
instead are named specifically: “‘They are Moses and Elijah’” (Elliott 610). The
Ethiopic version also describes the place as having a beautiful aroma and having
many fruits, calling it a “great garden, open, full of fair trees and blessed fruits”
(Elliott 610). Christ asks Peter, “‘Have you seen the companies of the fathers?’”
(Elliott 611). Now, the overlap between the two texts ceases and the Ethiopic text
continues on.
Christ continues: “‘As is their rest, such also is the honour and the glory of
those who are persecuted for my righteousness’ sake’” (Elliott 611). Peter asks
Jesus if he wishes for him to make three tabernacles–one for Moses, Elijah, and
for Christ himself. Christ responds “in wrath, ‘Satan makes war against you, and
has veiled your understanding; and the good things of this world prevail against
you. Your eyes therefore must be opened and your ears unstopped that you may
see a tabernacle, not made with men’s hands, which my heavenly Father has made
for me and for the elect,’” which Peter beholds, “full of gladness” (Elliott 611). A
voice from heaven says to them “‘This is my beloved Son in whom I am well
pleased…(he has kept) my commandments’” (Elliott 611). A large white cloud
came over Peter and the other disciples’ heads and “bore away our Lord and
Moses and Elijah,” inspiring fear in Peter (Elliott 611). Upon looking up, the
heaven opened and they saw men in the flesh, who came and greeted the Lord,
Moses, and Elijah, and continued on to another heaven (Elliott 611612). Peter
then states that “the word of the scripture was fulfilled: ‘This is the generation that
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seeks him and seeks the face of God of Jacob’” (Elliot 612). A great fear and
commotion is described as taking place in heaven, with the angels pressing “one
upon another that the word of the scripture might be fulfilled which says, ‘Open
the gates, you princes.’ Thereafter was the heaven shut, that had been open”
(Elliott 612). The disciples and Peter prayed and went down the mountain all
while glorifying God, claiming that God has “written the names of the righteous
in heaven in the book of life” (Elliott 612).
The eternal doom that the sinners suffer is too much for Peter to bear
(Elliott 612). Peter asks that Christ show pity upon those who have sinned. Christ
answers his appeal for pity by asking him “‘Have you understood that which I
said to you before? It is permitted to you to know that concerning which you ask,
but you must not tell that which you hear to the sinners lest they transgress the
more and sin’” (Elliott 612). Peter weeps for hours but is later consoled by
Christ’s answer that appears to promise the eventual redemption of the sinners:
“‘My Father will give to them all the life, the glory and the kingdom that passes
not away...It is because of those who have believed in me that I come. It is also
because of those who have believed in me, that, at their word, I shall have pity on
men’” (Elliott 612). Peter orders Clement, his son, to hide that revelation in a box
so that the foolish do not see it (Elliott 612).
While there is a hope of redemption for those who sin at the end of the
Ethiopic text, Peter has his son hide this revelation away from the masses. Thus,
there is the idea that the public should be under the impression that they are to
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suffer eternally if they do sin. As the messenger for the living of what the afterlife
entails, Peter decides how people will view the afterlife. In deciding people
should not know about a possible redemption, it is not something that people
should rely on. So while the answer that Christ gives suggests redemption, it is
also incredibly vague and diffuse and possibly given as a consolation device.

V. Analysis
The Apocalypse of Peter, the earliest Christian tour of hell we have,
introduces many Christian aspects of hell that resurface throughout history. Some,
like measureformeasure punishments and the importance of exalting God, will
be seen again in the next chapter with Augustine’s afterlife. I intend to compare
and contrast Plato’s afterlife to that of the Apocalypse of Peter while
simultaneously analyzing the implications of the afterlife described in the
Apocalypse of Peter.
FearBased Motivation and the Consequentialist Lens
Much like in Plato’s Gorgias and the Myth of Er, the writer of the
Apocalypse of Peter depends on fearbased motivation in his writing. By using
such disturbing imagery, he invokes disgust in his audience, terrifying them into
avoiding hell. He is providing a consequentialist motive for acting morally and
justly, as does Plato.
The grotesque images of the body in the Apocalypse of Peter inspire fear.
The underworld was a very present reality, something unavoidable and inevitable.
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Looking at all the punishments in the Apocalypse of Peter, it is clear that the piece
is presenting a distorted picture of the entire body: the head is in the mud; hair is
used to hang women; eyes are burning; mouths contain burning flames. People
are biting their tongues and hanged up by them. Worms eat innards, flames burn
people up to their waist, men are hanged by their genitals or thighs (Czachesz
113). Legs are incorporated with the rich dancing on sharp stones (Czachesz 113).
The entire body is clothed in rags, roasting in fire and oftentimes hanging upside
down (Czachesz 113). Compare this image to the description of the righteous
given at the beginning of the Akhmim text or at the end of the Ethiopic text: both
describe stunning, harmonic body parts with shining raiment. The “righteous
brethren” who appear suddenly who “possess this glory” (Elliott 610) are
overwhelmingly attractive. The contrast between the righteous and the sinners is
not only apparent in their treatment in the afterlife, but also in their very
appearance itself—the beautiful, celebrated bodies of the saintly versus the
distorted, grotesque bodies of the condemned (Czachesz 113). Appearance is
indicative of how one lived life, just as it is in Plato’s conception of the shades:
wrongdoers in the Myth of Er are adorned in rags and filthy, and he describes
their souls as fittingly ugly in the Gorgias.
However, while both authors have similar methods for providing a
consequentialist lens, they differ their definitions of morality. Plato was
predominantly focused on tyranny versus philosophy, proposing philosophy as an
antidote to tyranny, both public actions and positions. The Apocalypse of Peter’s
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author has a different agenda–to police those invisible actions that are nearly
impossible to monitor: the actions that are considered private, for the most part.
Policing Invisible Behavior and the Types of Sins
While Plato and the Apocalypse of Peter’s author employed similar
techniques, they pursued different agendas. Plato was predominantly focused on
tyranny versus philosophy, proposing philosophy as an antidote to tyranny, both
public actions and positions. The Apocalypse of Peter’s author has a different
agenda–to police those invisible actions that are nearly impossible to monitor.
Martha Himmelfarb explores 17 different early tours of hell from both the
Jewish and Christian tradition, including the Apocalypse of Peter, in her book
Tours of Hell: An Apocalyptic Form in Jewish and Christian Literature. She
observes that the two most common kinds of sin in these early texts are sexual
sins and sins of speech (Himmelfarb 69). The sexual sins included in the
Apocalypse of Peter are adultery/fornication, loss of virginity before marriage,
abortion/infanticide, and homosexuality. Himmelfarb points to the overwhelming
emphasis on proper sexual behavior in early Jewish literature: sexual purity was
seen as one way for the Jews to distinguish themselves from their neighbors
practicing abominations (Himmelfarb 7071). She remarks that that same
emphasis can be seen in early Christian literature as well (Himmelfarb 71). While
adultery and fornication show up in all the texts Himmelfarb examines—Jewish
or Christian—infanticide, abortion and the loss of virginity before marriage
appear practically exclusively in the Christian texts (Himmelfarb 71).
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Himmelfarb groups blasphemy, false witness, slander, and gossip into the
category of the sins of speech (Himmelfarb 72). She also defines blaspheming to
not necessarily have to do with God, but rather having to do with slandering or
bearing false witness. According to Himmelfarb, sexual and verbal sins’
prominence in the early tours of hell are more biblical than Greek (Himmelfarb
72). Indeed, the policing of such behaviors is common in the Bible—as Stark and
Bainbridge discuss, “the first four of the Ten commandments concern duties
toward God, but the remaining six are about basic interpersonal morality and
specify rules for sustaining social integration” (Stark and Bainbridge 5).
The invisibility of sexual and verbal sins might cause the heightened
interest surrounding them (Himmelfarb 73). Slander and gossip cannot be
legislated, occurring daily (Himmelfarb 73). Himmelfarb claims that the “smaller
the social group, the more intense such sins are likely to be” (Himmelfarb 73).
Sexual sins are by definition private; these sins are the ones that would never see
the light of day in a court. Himmelfarb writes: “...to see slanderers and adulterers
reap the just reward for their hidden crimes, one must await the punishment of
heaven” (Himmelfarb 73). Due to the inability to monitor and strictly control the
occurrence of many of the sins within the two groups, controlling the sins is next
to impossible. By positing justice will inevitably be served—whether in this life
or in the next—the author of the Apocalypse of Peter is policing such constantly
occurring sins. This would explain the Apocalypse of Peter’s author’s intense
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focus on such invisible crimes: abortion, infanticide, blasphemy, false witnesses,
etc.
The Ethiopic text gives a clearer reason for why abortion is viewed as
sinful as opposed to the Greek version. In the Ethiopic text, the flashes of
lightning come from the children and pierce the women’s eyes, who “‘for
fornication’s sake have caused their destruction’” (Elliott 605). While not
completely overt, the description makes clear that fornication in the name of
pleasure is seen as a sinful act. Fornication, then, was seen as something to be
done only to create life. Having sex for pleasure was not just or moral in the eyes
of the author of the Apocalypse of Peter. Policing these sexual behaviors was
important for this author, attempting to inspire fear in women to not commit
sexual wrongdoings was clearly in this author’s agenda while writing.
Admonishing lesbian sex goes beyond a disapprovement of homosexuality; the
author disapproves of women engaging in sexually dominant behavior. Women
being sexually dominant was perceived as unnatural. Likewise, passive behavior
was thought to be unnatural and demeaning for men, hence the reprimanding of
men engaging in homosexual sex. Christianity also upheld celibacy as an ideal
way of life, even going so far as institutionalizing it through monasticism some
time after the Apocalypse of Peter (Himmelfarb 74). Even in its earliest roots,
before the Apocalypse of Peter, celibacy was looked at quite favorably in
Christian literature (Himmelfarb 74). Thus, the loss of virginity outside of
marriage, abortion, and infanticide prove to be that much larger of an issue. For a
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religious movement that esteems celibacy so highly that it would later
institutionalize it, those invisible sins are that much more of an affront.
Concerning policing everyday behavior, Stark and Bainbridge write: “It
must be noted that rules [in religion] governing proper interaction are not limited
to prohibitions of severe misdeeds against others, but often extend to minor
courtesies, such as not belching or picking one’s nose in the presence of others”
(Stark and Bainbridge 4). The theoretical framework for why is discussed as well:
“...a shared moral conception...gives [social] norms coherence and meaning. It is
here that the role of religion has always been stressed. This is because all of the
world’s great religions not only impose sacred obligations towards the divine, but
specify moral demands concerning the behavior of their adherents towards one
another” (Stark and Bainbridge 5). Codifying social behavior—no matter how
seemingly insignificant—as moral or immoral is considered a function of religion.
MeasureforMeasure punishment
Himmelfarb asserts that there are two major groups of punishments:
measureformeasure and environmental—those inflicted by the geography of hell
itself (Himmelfarb 106). The style of punishment present in the Apocalypse of
Peter, as well as in most of the other early tours of hell, fall under the former
category of punishments: measureformeasure. This style of punishment is used
in Augustine’s proposed Christian hell as well. Himmelfarb breaks down the
number of punishments that are measureformeasure within both texts: in the
Ethiopic version, there are a total of 20 punishments, with eight being
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measureformeasure, thus constituting 40% of the punishments; the Greek
version has 15 to 16 total punishments, with five to six being
measureformeasure, and thus constituting 3340% of the punishments
(Himmelfarb 83). Defining measureformeasure punishments contains an
element of unavoidable subjectivity, as there is a bit of interpretation involved in
reaching that conclusion, which Himmelfarb acknowledges (Himmelfarb 82).
Measureformeasure punishment stems from the law of retribution (lex
talionis), as found in the Torah. In Exodus, the system of punishment is explained:
“You are to take life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for
foot, burn for burn, bruise for bruise” (Exodus 21:2325). However, as István
Czachesz points out in his essay “The Grotesque Body in the Apocalypse of
Peter,” only certain parts of the body are tortured, thus not following the law of
retribution exactly (Czachesz 113). Czachesz claims that instead of following the
Torah’s lex talionis, the punishments in the Apocalypse of Peter are formulated
under a very specific variation of that principle, made clear in Jesus’ advice given
in the Sermon on the Mount. In his sermon, Christ claims that “‘If your right eye
causes you to sin, gouge it out and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one
part of your body than for your whole body to be thrown into hell. And if your
right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away. It is better for you to
lose one part of your body than for your whole body to go into hell” (Matthew
5:2930). The idea informing all of this is that certain body parts commit certain
crimes (Czachesz 114). This carries over into the Apocalypse of Peter, with the
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parts of the body that committed certain sins being punished instead of the entire
body: blasphemers’ lips and tongues are tortured (Elliott 603604), false
witnesses’ tongues and mouths are affected (Elliott 606), and adultery affects
women’s hair and men’s genitals (Elliott 604). As is stated in the Matthew
passage cited above, these individual body parts are responsible for the sins
committed; thus, those individual body parts are punished.
Hanging by the sinful limb is a common measureformeasure punishment
found in the Apocalypse of Peter. The practice qualifies as a measureformeasure
punishment, hanging the punished from the limb with which he sins with
(Himmelfarb 85). Throughout the tour of hell, various instances of hanging are
displayed: blasphemers hang from their tongues (Elliott 603604), fornicating or
adulterating women (depending on whether reading the Ethiopic or Greek text,
respectively) hang by their hair (Elliott 604), and adulterating or fornicating men
hang by their thighs or feet, a euphemistic phrase in Greek for penis (Elliott 604).
The body parts chosen fit into the schema of measureformeasure punishment:
the tongue is the instrument through which blasphemy is made possible, the
genitals are necessary for fornication/adultery. Hanging by the hair makes more
sense within the context of the Ethiopic version of the Apocalypse of Peter where
it is specifically stated that these women had plaited their hair for the purpose of
seduction (Elliott 604). Hanging in the ancient world acted less as a method of
execution and more as a method for public shaming (Himmelfarb 82). Public
shaming also appears in Plato’s Gorgias, with the incurables serving as an
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example for all to see, as well as in his Myth of Er, with the guards and the mouth
of the cave shaming those who are punished. Thus, both Platonic texts and the
Apocalypse of Peter serve to publicly humiliate the sinner in question. Given the
temporal aspect of hell, hanging is a logical option for punishment—it can easily
last for all eternity. Hanging was realistically used prevalently in the Apocalypse
of Peter due to its suitability for the ongoing nature of punishment in hell as well
as its status as a measureformeasure punishment.
In both the punishments for infanticide and abortion—described
consecutively in the narrative—the parents are confronted by their children. The
second punishment described (that for infanticide) should be considered
measureformeasure: the milk of the mother’s breasts turns into devouring beasts
who then torture the parents forever, because “they forsook the command of God
and killed their children” (Elliott 605). This punishment fits the classification
because the mother’s sin involves rejecting nursing her child, which is part of a
larger rejection of raising and nurturing the child. Thus, the punishment seems
appropriate and logical for the sin of infanticide.
Blindness as punishment in the Apocalypse of Peter functions to punish
those who claim to be righteous but do not strive for righteousness—they are
rendered dumb and blind, dressed in white, and tortured with coals of fire (Elliott
608). Blindness constitutes a measureformeasure punishment in this context
because it “is the physical actualization of the lack of selfawareness or
selfcriticism that allows the sins to come into being” (Himmelfarb 105).
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Punishments of blindness are not unique to Christian texts—it appears in both
Greek and Jewish literature. Oedipus’ selfinflicted blindness signifies the same
sin as those who are tortured in hell; his ignorance is physically manifested in his
inability to see (Himmelfarb 105). This is also similar to the blindness inflicted
onto Samson by the Philistines, another punishment considered
measureformeasure—he had gone after the desire of his eyes, so the Philistines
put out his eyes (Himmelfarb 105).
The Apocalypse of Peter’s Justice
Human compassion is concerned with pain and suffering while God’s
mercy is concerned with the fulfillment of justice. Readers observe this idea in the
reactions of the witnesses to the suffering of the dead. Peter, appalled at the
treatment of the sinners, asks Jesus whether or not it would have been better had
the sinners never been born (Elliott 601). Jesus is equally as appalled if not
offended that Peter would ask such a question, showcasing God’s unique brand of
mercy (Elliott 601). In Lautaro Roig Lanzillotta’s essay “Does Punishment
Reward the Righteous? The Justice Pattern Underlying the Apocalypse of Peter,”
Lanzillotta writes:
God gives to everyone according to their deeds, thus reward for the
righteous and punishment for the unrighteous. His law a priori
establishes a norm of behaviour that assures bliss for those who
respect it. Transgressions of this norm, however, automatically
generate unrighteousness and punishment. Bliss for the righteous
and punishment for the unrighteous are but effects of
the same measured application of justice. (Lanzillotta 148)
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When the children and virgins are to consider the punishment of sins executed by
children, their presence seems to intend to achieve a “corrective or preventive
goal” (Lanzillotta 140). These spectators remain just that, spectators, as opposed
to the murder victims who are there to see justice served or the victims of
infanticide or abortion who take an active role in their perpetrators’ punishments
(Elliott 605).
The suffering and punishment of the damned are also offered as a
spectacle for the blessed, possibly as a means to understand God’s justice as well
as their own bliss (Lanzillotta 130). Similarly to Plato’s element of public
humiliation, this author does not shy away from using the ego as a tool for
punishment. By contrasting the sinners’ despair with the righteous’ bliss, the
author of the Apocalypse of Peter presents that spectacle of others’ suffering as
providing a compensatory or spiteful type of justice (Lanzillotta 131). Some
scholars point to this justice having originated in the context of oppression
resulting from the persecutions Jews underwent in the last two centuries BCE.
Lanzillotta, however, also points to the occurence of this theme in later Christian
apocalyptic texts (Lanzillotta 131). Not only does this theme exist in later
apocalyptic texts, but it also is found in Augustine’s conception of the afterlife.
Adding in the blessed remembering their own past miseries in addition to the
awareness of the suffering of the damned, it is evident that a few centuries later
the idea was still circulating amongst Christian theologians.
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Lanzillotta hypothesizes a Platonic influence in the Apocalypse of Peter in
its notions of the corrective function of punishment, as well as the eventual
remission of sinners (Lanzillotta 153). Rooted in Plato’s Gorgias—wherein he
relates injustice as an infirmity and chastisement as a cure and separates those
who have done wrong into the curables and the incurables—this attributes a
corrective function to punishment (Lanzillotta 153). Thus, similar to Plato, the
justice presented in the Apocalypse of Peter’s hell is a corrective form of justice,
as well as a preventative one. The author, in outlining what he believes to be
sinful and unjust, proffers his audience with a codified list of what not to do and
why not to do it, giving consequences to dissuade them.
Apocalyptic literature’s moral educational purpose is made clear from its
subjects, characters, and scenarios, with the opposition of good and evil and their
respective rewards and punishments as its most clear goal. Lanzillotta writes:
...the scenario of the Last Judgement [in the Apocalypse of Peter]
displays before the eyes of the righteous a complete inversion of
the unjust state of things according to a system of values implicitly
defended by the text. Despite the apparent advantages and success
of the wicked, and the visible disadvantages of the righteous,
ultimately reward and punishment bring about the moral triumph
of the latter. The eventual fall of the unrighteous brings to order the
preceding chaos of an inverted system of values by means of
appropriate retribution for their injustice. (Lanzillotta 134)
Lanzillotta goes on to claim that apocalyptic literature, specifically in the case of
the Apocalypse of Peter, is not centered so much around the sinning individual’s
suffering, but instead focuses on the perverted justice system that existed in the
world at the current time (Lanzillotta 137). Both the Apocalypse of Peter and
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Plato seek to correct the disparity between what they view to be true justice and
the injustice incurred in this life. This is also true for Augustine, though that will
be addressed in the following chapter. For both Plato and the author of the
Apocalypse of Peter, conceptions of the afterlife seek to correct that perverted
justice system while addressing the theme of misleading the righteous. In Plato’s
dialogues, he ruminates on those who sentenced Socrates to death as having been
incorrect as opposed to the ethereal judges, who will bring Socrates to the justice
he deserves. Similarly, in the Apocalypse of Peter, the author punishes those who
have misled the righteous. Just as in Plato’s writing, this alleviates any doubt of
cosmic justice by deferring it to the afterlife. For anyone who argues that a just
God would give the devout better circumstances in life than the wicked, these
authors can counter that while during life on earth the good may not be given their
appropriate justice, they will be treated right in the afterlife. The justice presented
in their afterlives is a corrective justice.
Corrective justice is common for any group facing any sort persecution. In
Karl Shuve’s essay “The Transformation of the Apocalyptic Heritage in Late
Antique Christianity,” he discusses how Jews arguably started the apocalyptic
genre. Born out of them living in a world radically changing due to the conquests
of Alexander the Great (Shuve 166), the apocalyptic literature acted as a
corrective force, correcting all that was wrong in their current world by giving the
righteous—the Jews—the proper justice deserved. This attempt to eventually right
wrongs can be seen in various traditions, including the Apocalypse of Peter. As
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Shuve asserts, “these texts were used to construct an account of the ideal Christian
and...enforce it through fear of very specific punishments. Whereas historial
apocalypses such as Revelation shaped Christian visions of history and the end of
time, these tour apocalypses shaped Christian visions of the self in the present
time” (Shuve 173). These visions of the afterlife act to correct what the authors
believe to be unjust in the current world. Persecuted groups—whether they be
philosophers such as Socrates, Jews under Alexander the Great, or followers of
the Jesus movement—sought to assert their righteousness by claiming whatever
wrongs had come to them in life would be righted in the afterlife.
Alternatively, the portrayed paradise also gives insight into how the author
of this text viewed justice. His picture of paradise lacks any religious character,
apart from the unanimous praise of God, while still promoting a pastoral idea
(Adamik 78). The description of heaven in the Apocalypse of Peter on pages 610
through 611 of Elliott’s translation invoke similar imagery of the Platonic
goddwelling place in a very basic sense. Only through the sensory imagery do
the two overlap. The smells and beauty being described recall one another. One of
the clear, major differences is that even in the afterlife, those who were good in
life are still expected to extol the Lord. This differs vastly from Plato’s
expectation of the relationship between paradiseworthy individuals and their
deities: in Plato’s paradise, those who have earned the right to live amongst the
gods merely have to prove themselves to be just and worthy in life. Exalting the
gods is not important for him—it is proving that one’s soul is worthy, not proving
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one’s faith. This early Christian text suggests the importance of praising God and
asserting one’s faith. Even after death, those who were faithful in life and occupy
paradise still show gratitude to God. Jan Bremmer suggests that “it seems that the
focus on God and the threat of His denial during the persecution has inspired our
author to exalt God’s position” (Bremmer 301). Augustine, too, is very concerned
with the exaltation of God. In his presented afterlife, paradise consists of
neverending praise for the Lord. This Christian idea still stood even in the wake
of the legalization of Christianity, when it held vast political power.
In the Apocalypse of Peter, the moral qualities of the souls are described at
length, as opposed to those of actual known people, standing those qualities up
“against the background of Jewish and Christian values. They display moral
allegories in hell rather than real people” (Czachesz 117). In Plato’s dialogues
concerning the afterlife, he also explored the moral qualities of people, but he
illustrated many of his ideas by using actual known people, such as well known
tyrants or leaders. He was much more concerned with issues surrounding the polis
and the politics of his time, living in the era following the Peloponnesian War.
Instead of concrete examples, the Apocalypse of Peter sticks to moral allegories
as a way to deliver such messages. This absence of any politics or specificity in
examples indicates the lack of political power of Christianity at the time that this
piece was written.
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VI. Conclusion
While Plato was primarily concerned with issues of the polis, the author of
the Apocalypse of Peter has a different agenda. Through disturbing imagery
concerning the body as well as more general disturbing imagery of punishments,
the author of the Apocalypse of Peter is policing “invisible” behaviors, such as as
slander and gossip, and intimate acts such as abortion, homosexual sex, and
infanticide. The concern with these acts that are not only difficult to control, but
are also seemingly insignificant when compared to larger issues affecting society
as a whole, indicates a lack of power that Christianity held.
The Apocalypse of Peter showcases a corrective, or deferred, justice—just
as Plato’s dialogues about the afterlife do, as well as Augustine’s afterlife, which
we will see—correcting all that this author believes to be overlooked in life on
earth. The author, then, can provide a consequentialist reason for people to act
how he wants to act. Furthermore, he can then argue then that while people in life
might not be treated fairly in his eyes or in theirs, that eventually their justice will
come, similarly to what Plato argues.
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Chapter III: Augustine and Hell
I. Introduction
In this chapter, I will discuss Augustine’s ideas of the
afterlife—specifically, hell—and how they reflect his notion of justice as well as
how he was attempting social control. I will discuss a few works of Augustine,
including the Enchiridion, the City of God, and various other letters as I see fit.
The main two texts discussed (Enchiridion and the City of God) provide
Augustine’s most explicit discussions of the afterlife. His conception of the life
after death is connected to the Apocalypse of Peter by virtue of the label they
share—Christian—as well as Augustine’s staunch defense of hell being
measureformeasure. However, he presents a more merciful version of a
Christian hell than the Apocalypse of Peter. Augustine and Plato have much in
common as well, due to Augustine’s propensity for philosophy and
philosophicallike discussion.
Only divine justice is true justice for Augustine; any justice served in this
life is considered intermediary. A just life is the one lived with the idea of the next
life at the forefront of the mind at all times. While this life on earth holds meaning
for Augustine, it is only in the hereafter that true, divine justice is served. Thus,
Augustine believes in deferred justice. Believing in his presented Christian
theology as well as his constructed afterlife is a key part of his justice. By
addressing other Christian theologies and deconstructing them, he is attempting
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social control; he wants to enforce what he believes to be the most true version of
Christianity. Augustine wants to inspire faith in his readers, and emphasize that
faith is what is most important.

II. Background Information on Augustine
Augustine lived from 354 CE until 430 CE. Born in Tagaste in what is
now Algeria, his mother, Monica, was a Christian, while his father, Patricius, was
a pagan until almost the end of his life (Freeman 286). Historian Charles Freeman
suggests that Monica was “the stronger of the two and appears to have been
overbearing at times” (Freeman 286). He received a traditionally elite education
in Carthage due to his parents’ determination (Freeman 286). There he mastered
the art of rhetoric, opening the door to a possible career as a teacher or civil
servant, like his father (Freeman 286).
He began teaching in Carthage, but distressed at the rowdiness of his
students (Freeman 286). Masters of Latin prose attracted Augustine, while his
early reading of Christian scriptures “left him cold” (Freeman 286). Searching for
a new life, he moved to Rome in 383 CE (Freeman 286). Monica was distraught
at the betrayal and perceived abandonment by her son (Freeman 286). Senator
Symmachus ensured Augustine the very prestigious position as city orator in
Milan (Freeman 286).
He discusses how he searched for firm beliefs in his Confessions, during
which time he followed Manichaeism (a dualist religion), Platonism, and then
eventually, following a conversion experience he describes as miraculous and
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transformational, Christianity (Marenbon 24). After his brief stint with
Manichaeism, he moved on to Plato. He was especially intrigued with the
thirdcentury Neoplatonist follower Plotinus (Freeman 287). Plotinus’
sophistication was especially captivating despite his having to read the Latin
translations of his works (Freeman 287). It was at this same time that Augustine
began to look into Christianity. His experience listening to the sermons of
Ambrose in Milan began to convince him of the usefulness of the scriptures. The
bishop then asserted that the cruder, more simplistic passages could be read
allegorically instead of literally (Freeman 287). Augustine writes about his
conversion to Christianity in his Confessions, written ten years after his
experience in Milan whetted his interest in Christianity (Freeman 287). He writes
about his hesitant move towards the religion. One particular section of Paul’s
letter to the Romans convinced him: “...not in revelling and drunkenness, not in
lust and wantonness, not in quarrels and rivalries. Rather arm yourself with the
Lord Jesus Christ: spend no more thought on nature and nature’s appetites” (Rom.
13:1314).
Though he committed himself to celibacy in the months following his
conversion, he did not envisage a future in the church. As Freeman writes: “he
seems to have been drawn to a mystical Christianity in which the influence of the
pagan Plotinus, and behind Plotinus, Plato, was still dominant” (Freeman 287).
Along with a group of friends, he retreated to the countryside of Milan where they
discussed and recorded their thoughts (Freeman 287). It was here that he wrote
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the Soliloquies and the Contra academicos (Against the Sceptics), showcasing a
mind appearing open to new ideas (Freeman 287). Persuaded to become a priest
in 391 CE, he would become bishop of the coastal town Hippo four years later in
395 CE (Freeman 288). His diocese was African and therefore he was far
removed from the major Christian center of Rome (Freeman 285). Despite that, he
would remain there until his death in 430 CE (Freeman 288).
Roman emperor Theodosius I made Christianity the official religion of the
empire during his reign (379395). After he legalized the religion, the Roman
State’s backing of Christianity reinforced the religion’s universalizing nature
(Bernstein 315). As Bernstein writes, “The need for systematic expositions of its
tenets to serve, as it were, as the law of the land, elicited efforts such as
Augustine’s to expound the whole faith systematically” (Bernstein 315). Later, the
viewpoint that Augustine stood for would come to represent the judicial role
theology could play—one that could bear the weight of the law when backed up
by legal authority (Bernstein 315).
Responding to the major opponents of Christianity in his series of
polemical works, these essays were against the Manicheans, the Donatists, and the
Pelagians (Bernstein 315). Bernstein describes Augustine as the one who
established a “standard for the explanation of religious faith in rational terms”
(Bernstein 314), who functioned as a theologian attempting to systemize faith,
and who sought the “coherence of all the parts of faith” (Bernstein 315). In
Augustine’s fully reasoned idea of faith, hell plays a crucial role.
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III. The City of God
Alaric led the Goth army and sacked Rome on August 24, 410 CE. The
Goths were Christian, adherents of the Arian heresy according to the Catholic
Church, which denied the divinity of Christ (Marenbon 23). When the disaster of
the Gothic invasion was discussed, the place of Christianity in the empire and the
renunciation of a toleration policy towards paganism tended to come up
(Marenbon 23). Despite their status as Christians, the Goths were able to enter the
city due to the abandonment of public worship of the gods, according to the
remaining pagans, thus leaving the city unprotected (Marenbon 23).
By 410 CE, most Romans were Christians, including former guardians of
paganism and the members of the senatorial aristocracy (Marenbon 23). Their
Christianity, however, was considered superficial (Marenbon 23). Augustine
responded to their weak faith, worried that it might be challenged by the pagan
argument. He wrote the City of God, a Christian interpretation of the history of
Rome in addition to the relationship between God and the entirety of human
history (Marenbon 23).
Augustine most likely began writing the City of God in 412 CE and would
not finish it until about fourteen years later (Marenbon 23). It contains responses
to the pagan assertions that Alaric’s sack of Rome in 410 CE was a punishment
for the desertion of ancient gods (Bernstein 315). He argues that Rome’s success
had been false (Bernstein 315). Life is presented as the struggle between good and
evil, which, while mixed in the current life here on earth, will eventually be
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separated come the end of days (Bernstein 315). Augustine “traces the conflict of
good and evil from Cain and Abel to the Last Judgment and closes his magisterial
review of all history with a discussion of the two final destinations: hell and
heaven, the city of the Devil and the city of God” (Bernstein 315). In Book 21 of
the 22book treatise, Augustine gives a methodical exposition of hell.
In Book 13, Augustine describes how evil began with the angel Satan and
his followers choosing changeable good, as opposed to unchangeable good; in
wanting a lesser good, the angels fell from the pinnacle of creation. The fall of the
angels is regarded as the precursor to the fall of Adam. He points to a passage in
Matthew (25:41) where it is written that fallen angels and damned humans will be
damned for all eternity in the same fire, while the saved humans will go on to join
the angels in heaven. He also believes that the initial incident of evil happened at
the fall of Satan, and created the source of all temptation—the serpent that would
lead Adam and Eve astray. He writes: “But from then on, in human nature was
vitiated and changed in such a way that its members were laid open to the restless
appeals of lust and bound to the necessity of death” (13.3)7. Continuing on, he
says how Adam “...transmitted to his offspring what he himself suffered through
vice and punishment, making them also liable to sin and death” (13.3).
In Book 20, Augustine goes on at length as to how he will address why
there is apparent justice in this world that does not seem to correlate with the true
justice he describes. Many examples are given, including the irreligious man in

7

Using the Loeb Classical Library edition of Augustine’s City of God
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great health while the religious man suffers, the innocent man wrongfully
condemned to punishment by the jury while his guilty adversary gets off scotfree,
etc. Turning his attention to God’s judgement, he writes: “he not only gives
judgement wholesale on demons and men after their kind, condemning them to
wretchedness as a punishment for the sin of their forebears, but also passes
judgement on the acts that individuals engage in by a decision of will” (20.1).
Men are punished for their sins either “in this life or after death, although no man
acts rightly unless he is supported by divine assistance” (20.1).
The last day of judgement is when “Christ is to come from heaven to
judge the living and the dead;” he describes how “on that day no room will be left
for the ignorant complaint of those who ask why this unjust man is happy and that
just man unhappy. It will be plain enough then that only the good enjoy true and
complete happiness, and that only the wicked enjoy deserved and utter misery”
(20.2). Those who are actually bad and commit wrongdoings who might have the
good life in the current world in which we live only have “won the transitory
good things of this world,” while the good who suffer only “suffered the same
kind of ill” (20.2). Augustine labels this treatment as the “just or even benign
judgment of God,” for, as he explains,
in that case it would appear that those who were not to gain the
everlasting benefits that make men blessed were either cheated by
temporal goods in compensation for their ill will or consoled by
them, thanks to God’s mercy, while those who were not to suffer
everlasting torments were either afflicted by temporal evils as an
offset for whatever sins, however small, they had committed or
were given practice by them in the perfecting of their virtues.
(20.2)
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Despite the fact that the ultimate judgement given to a person might not correlate
with their treatment during their life on earth, Augustine reasons that it is a rule
that the “bad men will come to a bad end and good men are visited by good
results, we have the more reason to find God’s judgements ‘inscrutable and his
ways past finding out’” (20.2). When God judges holy men, he is an avenger
(20.7). Saints will “go forth” and see the punishment of the wicked in
hell—perhaps not literally, but they will at least be aware of their treatment (20.7).
Those in punishment, on the other hand, will not know the treatment of the holy
(20.7).
Augustine discusses hell at length in Book 21 of City of God. First he
addresses the fundamental question of how it is possible for the material body to
survive in eternal fire forever while also feeling pain. The assertion of his
opponents that “bodily pain leads inevitably to destruction of the flesh” (21.3) is a
great point of contention for Augustine. Similarly to Plato in the Phaedo,
Augustine reasons that his opponents only know their mortal flesh, thus their
reasoning is limited to what they themselves have experienced in their corporal
bodies. The error of this assertion lies in the assumption that the resurrected
bodies are similar to the bodies had on earth. Hell’s fire will affect resurrected
bodies in the same way bodies currently affect souls. Thus, hellfire will not cause
death; it will only cause suffering.
Following the second of the twofold deaths, Augustine proposes a new
kind of flesh:
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Hence although there is now no flesh which can suffer pain and
cannot die, nevertheless there will then be flesh of a sort that does
not exist now. For what will be is not no death, but an eternal
death, in which the soul will neither live, for it will have no God,
nor be free from pain, for it will suffer no death. The first death
thrusts the soul from the body against its will, the second death
holds it fast in its body against its will. What is shared by both
kinds of death is this, that the soul must have dealt to it by its body
what it
does not choose to suffer. (21.3)
The two deaths incurred differ in temporality: the first is temporary, the second is
endless. Both deaths inflict suffering; the soul suffers from its body against its
own will. Pain “belongs to the soul, not to the body, even when the cause of its
pain is derived from the body, when the soul’s pain is felt in a place where the
body is hurt” (21.3). He illustrates his theory using an analogy: “just as we speak
of sentient bodies and living bodies, though the body has sensation and life only
through the presence of the soul, so also we speak of bodies in pain through the
body can have pain only from the soul. Thus, the soul feels pain with the body in
the place where there happens to be a cause of pain” (21.3). The soul suffers
alone, “though it be dwelling in the body, when it is sad from some cause that
may even be invisible, while the body is unharmed,” accounting for any
emotional or mental grievances the soul may be suffering from (21.3). The soul
can suffer outside of the body as well; a lifeless body cannot suffer, but those
burning in hell do so anyways (21.3). Since pain belongs to the soul, the argument
that pain must necessarily lead to death is false, as the soul is immortal (21.3).
Augustine concludes the argument: “The case of the soul shows that not all that is
subject to suffering is subject also to death. If these facts are granted, why are
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examples still demanded of us to make it seem credible that the bodies of men
condemned to eternal punishment do not lose their soul by fire, but burn without
damage and suffer without perishing?” (21.3).
The materiality of hell is then discussed and described. Hellfire is not
“immaterial like mental suffering, but material and harmful by contact, so that
bodies can be tortured by it” (21.10). The soul’s ability to suffer seemingly
corporeal torments, such as fire or thirst, is possible due to Augustine’s proposed
theory that within itself, the soul contains an image of the body it animates or
once animated. Despite lacking a body that would provide the basis for physical
sense perception, the soul still experiences the same suffering in both visions and
when separated from the body after death as if those physical sensations were
afflicting it directly, due to the image of the body contained within itself (21.10).
Therefore the corporeal fire affects both the human soul as well as the bodies of
the demons. Gehenna will torture both demons and humans, whether that be both
the bodies “of men being solid” and “those of demons aeriform” or “the bodies of
men only, along with their spirits, while the spiritdemons without bodies will be
joined to material flames so far as to receive punishment but not impart life to the
fire” (21.10).
Gehenna is referenced as the underworld reached after the second death.
Augustine describes it, referencing excerpts of the New Testament in a lengthy
passage:
Therefore what God through his prophet said concerning the
everlasting punishment of the lost will come to pass, yea, it will
certainly come to pass: ‘Their worm shall not die, and their fire
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shall not be quenched.’ For our Lord Jesus also, to press this point
more strongly, used these words repeatedly. When he spoke of
members that cause a man to stumble, letting ‘members’ stand for
such persons as anyone loves as much as his own right hand and
foot, and advises that they should be cut off, the words are: ‘It is
better for you to enter into life maimed than having two hands to
go into gehenna, into unquenchable fire, where their worm does
not die and their fire is not quenched.’ Likewise he says of the foot:
‘It is better for you to enter into eternal life lame than having two
feet to be sent into the gehenna of unquenchable fire, where their
worm does not die and their fire is not quenched.’ And not
otherwise does he speak of the eye: ‘It is better for you to enter the
kingdom of God with one eye than having two eyes to be thrown
into the gehenna of fire where their worm does not die and their
fire is not quenched.’ He does not scruple in one passage to repeat
the same words three times. Who would not be frightened by this
repetition, and by the
strong statement confirming this punishment, uttered by divine
lips? (21.9)
Whether the fire and the worm are to be applied chiefly to the soul or to the body
is up for discussion. According to Augustine, some believe the worm attacks the
soul while the fire attacks the body, while others imagine both the worm and the
fire primarily applying to the soul (21.9). He expresses his own ambivalence
towards the individual’s belief surrounding the topic, writing: “Let each one
choose what he prefers, either to refer fire to the body, worm to the mind, the one
literally, the other figuratively, or to refer both literally to the body” (21.9).
Speculation should remain open so long as no one imagines that “grief will be
lacking from either the body or the soul in that place, which would be absurd”
(21.9). The relationship that Augustine supposes between the body and hellfire is
like the one between body and the soul, hence his own view is that “It is easier to
believe that both apply to the body than to suppose that neither does” (21.9).
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Acknowledging Scripture’s shortcomings, he writes: “Scripture is silent regarding
the spiritual pain of the damned” (21.9). Still, he reinforces the idea that fire
affects the body which torments the soul (21.3, 21.9). So while he concedes that
Scripture does not specify torment for the soul, he writes how “it is understood to
follow, even if not stated, that in a body thus tormented, the soul too is tortured
with a sterile repentance” (21.9).
The idea of measureformeasure punishment, seen also in the Apocalypse
of Peter, begins in the discussion around the worm and the fire and will continue
on in his addressal of the controversy surrounding the eternality of hell. He notes
how the debate of the worm and the fire punishing the body or the mind is
important because it also points to an incorrect way of living. He writes that
“...perhaps the punishment of the flesh is mentioned here because that part of a
man is punished that has lived according to the flesh—since that is what will
bring him to the second death, which the Apostle had in mind when he said: ‘For
if you live according to the flesh, you shall die’” (21.9). This suggests a
measureformeasure punishment: by living according to the flesh8, one will be
punished by the flesh.
Augustine takes great issue with those who oppose the idea of eternal
punishment. Those who disagree with eternal suffering might argue that eternity
is too long a condemnation for a sin that could have taken mere moments to
perform. Denying that claim as illogical, he cites how human punishments often
8

Living according to the flesh is meant to be understood as living to sate any bodily lusts;
denotes “that which is merely physical or wordy to the neglect of the spiritual dimension” (Vall
122)
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are unending, using both enslavement and exile as examples—they only cease due
to the death of the criminal, not because a lawmaker shortens the term. Cicero
outlined eight different kinds of penalties carried out by law: fine, imprisonment,
scourging, retaliation, loss of status, exile, death, and slavery (21.11). None of
those categories of punishment are restricted to matching the brevity with which it
might take a person to commit the punishable crime in question (21.11). Crimes
that “are avenged by penalties of longest duration are perpetrated in the shortest
time, and no man living would propose that the torments of the guilty should be
ended as quickly as the deed was done” (21.11). The courts, he says, do not judge
a crime by its duration but instead by its severity (21.11).
Thus, because the sin in question is the most egregious sin, that of Adam
“who destroyed in himself a good which might have been eternal…[and so]
became worthy of eternal evil” (21.12), it logically follows that the punishment
would be the most severe possible: eternal. Augustine also argues that both exile
and the death sentence imposed by the civil court are versions of perpetual
separations, until the first death at least. When a man is executed the laws do not
reckon his punishment “by the time in which he is being executed, which is very
short,” but rather by the “everlasting expulsion from the society of the living”
(21.11), making it an everlasting punishment. Thus, eternal damnation is another
form of an exile, cutting men off from the city of God; since the sinner is
excluded from an eternal good, then his punishment too is eternal (21.11).
Everlasting punishments fit into the schema of measureformeasure punishment.
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Measureformeasure is not about equal lengths of time for the crime committed
as well as the punishment suffered; rather, it is about the matching of evil with
evil (21.11). Therefore, one who does more evil will suffer more evil (21.11).
Augustine addresses the Platonic point of view that punishments are
inflicted on the guilty for corrective purposes (21.13). The Platonic approach to
punishments is summarized by Augustine as being intended for correction,
whether imposed by divine or human law and whether it takes place in life or
after death. Of those who believe in the Platonic view, Augustine claims they
think “there are no penalties after death except those intended for cleansing.
Hence, since the elements of water, air and fire are superior to earth, [Platonists]
think that in one of these the guilt acquired from contact with earth may be
cleansed through expiatory penalties” (21.13).
While he rejects the Platonic point of view, he does relent that some
penalties are for the purpose of correction. Those punishments that correct the
fault eliciting them are purgatorial. He writes:
...even in this mortal life there are cleansing penalties—not such
afflictions as fail to improve the character, or even make it worse,
but penalties cleansing for those who are restrained and corrected
by them. All other penalties, whether temporal or eternal,
according as divine providence must deal with each man, are
sometimes inflicted for sins, whether these are past sins or sins in
which the man is still living, and sometimes are inflicted to
exercise and exhibit a man’s virtues, through the agency of men or
angels, good or bad. For though a man may suffer some evil by the
wickedness or mistake of another, while that man sins who does
evil through ignorance or unrighteousness, yet God does not sin in
allowing it to be done, according to his just judgement, however
inscrutable. But temporary penalties are suffered by some in this
life only, by others only after death, by others both now and then,
yet still before that stern and final judgement. And not all who
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suffer temporary penalties after death arrive among the eternal
punishments that will follow that judgement. For, as we have
already said, there are certain men whose sins, not forgiven in this
world, will be forgiven in the next, so that they will not be
punished in the eternal punishment of that world. (21.13)
Those whom Augustine describes as holy and good suffer heavensent adversity
during their time on earth. Those hardships are received as correction, after which
they change their ways. Thus, those earthly punishments are considered
purgatorial. If one is cleansed through suffering in either life or the afterlife, one
will eventually reach an end to one’s punishment, achieving eternal bliss. Those
who are not chastened by life’s hardships will suffer eternal punishment following
death. As a whole, Augustine considers the life lived on earth as a punishment,
writing “...the whole of mortal life is itself a punishment; for the whole is a trial,
as the Scriptures declare” (21.14).
A committed belief in Jesus and God is understood as a means to
overcome the desire to sin. Augustine writes that “only may we consider vices
overcome when they are overcome by love for God” (21.16). A number of
different acts are condemned as inadequate for keeping believers out of hell:
being baptized is not enough if one strays from the true faith (21.19); professing
true faith is not enough if one lives incorrectly (21.20); giving alms occasionally
is not enough, either (21.22). One can be saved through having Christ as “his
foundation” (21.26). Faith without works appears to satisfy Augustine, provided
the person in question does not live a wicked life. Those who do engage in sinful
behavior surrender Christ as their foundation (21.26).
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Returning to the contention that eternal suffering is too long (as well as
addressing Origen’s idea of apokatastasis9), he writes that “To say in one and the
same sense that ‘Eternal life will be without end, but eternal punishment will end’
is entirely absurd” (21.23). “Eternal” should not denote one meaning when
applied to saints and another when applied to the wicked. Calling those who
believe Origen’s theology to be “tenderhearted Christians” (21.17), he
summarizes their beliefs by saying, “they either refuse to believe that punishment
will be eternal...For they think that they should be freed from hell after a period of
time which will be long or short according to the amount of each man’s sin”
(21.17).
In Book 22, Augustine continues to discuss hell and its implications, while
also describing paradise. He lists countless signifiers of the fallen human
condition, enumerating natural disasters, sickness, accidents, human crimes, the
war of spirit against flesh, and so forth (22.2223). All of these phenomena are not
natural, chance or human, but instead are part of the punitive agenda implemented
by God following the Fall of Man. Augustine asks his readers how they can
recount “how heavy and how numerous are the punishments that agitate the whole
human race, and which pertain not to the malice and iniquity of the wicked, but to
the misery of our common condition?” (22.22). Then he contemplates the
miserable human condition. He describes our current life as being so miserable it

9

Origen proposed the theory of apokatastasis: “the general restoration of all souls to their
original company with God” (Bernstein 319). Introducing his own unique interpretation of the
afterlife, Origen also posited hell as a fire that purifies, resulting in universal reconciliation (Fudge
297). Origen suggested decline for only those souls that fail to curry favor with God (Bernstein
319).
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is “almost a kind of hell” (22.22). Escape is only possible through divine grace.
Without divine grace, he writes that “one incurs, after this [life], a more miserable
and eternal not life but death” (22.22).
As for those who accept Christ’s way, a heaven filled with every joy while
being free from every evil awaits them after death. Augustine, however, is clear
that while the blessed are free from every evil in their paradise, they must have
some knowledge of corruption lest they lose sight of the liberation from which
they benefit. Intellectually, evil is still present: “neither their own past misery, nor
even the eternal misery of the damned will be concealed from them” (22.30).

IV. Enchiridion
The Enchiridion explicates the entirety of Christian doctrine underneath
the headings of “Faith,” “Hope,” and “Charity” (Bernstein 316). The first section
expounding on faith echoes the elements of the Apostles’ Creed (Bernstein 316).
The Creed gives an account of all of Jesus’ deeds, and thus can be viewed as a
history of the world, beginning with the Creation and ending with the Second
Coming (Bernstein 316). Augustine addresses the Resurrection of the flesh, the
Last Judgment, hell, and heaven in Books 18 through 29 of the Enchiridion.
In Book 18 of the Enchiridion, Augustine explains the three criteria he
believes are necessary for obtaining salvation. He refers to the fire that tests each
person’s life’s work as mentioned in City of God based on I Corinthians 3.13. The
first of the three criteria is faith in Christ. Faith is referred to as foundation
(18.68), a term referencing I Corinthians: “For no one can lay any foundation
119
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other than the one already laid, which is Jesus Christ” (1 Cor 3.11). Furthering
the direct allusions to I Corinthians, the second criterion explains how the works
one builds upon one’s foundation (which is Christ) can be likened to “gold, silver,
and precious stones” or “wood, hay, and straw” (18.68). The final and third
criterion is one’s relative loyalty when under pressure. The loyalty can be to either
the works or the foundation.
Through the extended description of the fire testing people’s life’s work,
he explains who would and would not receive salvation. If one still holds Christ
“as [the] foundation in the heart—that is, if nothing is preferred to him and if the
man whose anguish ‘burns’ would still prefer to suffer loss of the things he
greatly loves than to lose Christ” while in the fire, then one is saved (18.68). One
who would prefer to “hold onto those temporal and worldly goods rather than to
Christ, he does not have him as foundation—because he has put ‘things’ in the
first place,” and is not saved (18.68). Those who are perhaps more conflicted
concerning the loss of their life’s works, but prefer to keep their foundation in
Christ, will suffer loss; ultimately, they are saved due to the retention of their
foundation. Augustine is sure to note that they are saved, “but only as through
fire” (18.68), quoting I Corinthians 3.15. The fire tests all men’s works, acting as
“a sort of trial of affliction” (18.68). He writes how “it is not incredible that
something like this should occur after this life, whether or not it is a matter for
fruitful inquiry. It may be discovered or remain hidden whether some of the
faithful are sooner or later to be saved by a sort of purgatorial fire, in proportion
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as they have loved the goods that perish, and in proportion to their attachment to
them.” (18.69).
In Book 29 of the Enchiridion, Augustine presents a tripartite organization
of the dead, with a quaternary division overlaid on the aforementioned
organization. In order to fully understand his organization, first it is necessary to
understand how he views the conditions of the deads’ souls. It is possible for the
dead to benefit from the prayers of the living while in the afterlife. Between death
and the Last Judgment, souls are to be hidden in “secret shelter[s],” or what I will
refer to as receptacles, wherein they will suffer either renewal or pain “according
to what it has merited while it lived in the body” (29.109). The dead’s conditions
in their receptacles are not necessarily constant, however; the living can actually
benefit the dead by performing certain acts in their honor (29.110). He writes:
“There is no denying that the souls of the dead are benefited by the piety of their
living friends, when the sacrifice of the Mediator is offered for the dead, or alms
are given in the church” (29.110). These acts, or suffrages, are done on behalf of
the dead by the living who do so in order to ease the suffering of the dead in the
afterlife. These acts include giving alms, saying Mass, etc. (29.110).
The deceased are divided into three groups concerning how greatly they
can benefit from suffrages (29.110), as not all of the dead are able to benefit from
the suffrages equally. Augustine elaborates: “But these means benefit only those
who, when they were living, have merited that such services could be of help to
them. For there is a mode of life that is neither so good as not to need such helps
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after death nor so bad as not to gain benefit from them after death” (29.110).
Those who have lived piously do not require suffrages to help them out in the
afterlife; on the flip side of that, those who have lived sinfully cannot benefit from
such acts as that way of life is “so thoroughly bad that, when such a man departs
in this life, such helps avail him nothing” (29.110). Again, it is emphasized how
“it is here, then, in this life, that all merit or demerit is acquired whereby a man’s
condition in the life hereafter is improved or worsened. Therefore, let no one hope
to obtain any merit with God after he is dead that he has neglected to obtain here
in this life” (29.110). Thus, the three groups he organizes of the dead include: 1)
those who lived well enough to not need any benefits, 2) those who can receive
benefits, and 3) those who lived so poorly that they did not earn the right to the
help of suffrages. That middle group lived neither well enough to not need them
nor bad enough to be beyond benefitting from them. He continues on to say how
“It is here, then, in this life, that all merit or demerit is acquired whereby a man’s
condition in the life hereafter is improved or worsened” (29.110).
Effects of suffrages vary, with the offered suffrages for “the very good”
described as “thank offerings, propitations for the notsoverybad...and, as for the
very bad—even if they are of no help to the dead—they are at least a sort of
consolation to the living” (29.110). The propitations are offerings that seek to
lighten the Lord’s disciplinary action towards those receiving purgatorial
punishment after death. He does not specify whether or how the middle group will
ever escape their punishments, but he does go on to write how “where they are of
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value, their benefit consists either in obtaining a full forgiveness or, at least, in
making damnation more tolerable” (29.110). So while some do appear to gain full
salvation, others are left to have a more bearable punishment.
His division of souls changes following the Last Judgment. At the Last
Judgment, the division of souls will decrease from three groups to two, with one
group consisting of Christ, the good angels and humans living in eternal
happiness; the second group is made up of the wicked humans and angels living
in eternal misery (29.111). The two “cities” are fixed and have endless conditions,
as well as there being “no will to sin” in the blessed group and “no power to sin,
nor any further possibility of dying” in the depraved one (29.111). Bliss and
misery will fall on a spectrum, as “in the first city, some will outrank others in
bliss, and in the second, some will have a more tolerable burden of misery than
others” (29.111). Thus, the two outcomes possible following the Last Judgment
ultimately are eternal bliss or eternal misery.
Augustine turns his attention to any skeptics, described as the few, or
“indeed very many,” who “yield to merely human feelings and deplore the notion
of the eternal punishment of the damned and their interminable and perpetual
misery. They do not believe that such things will be” (29.112). These doubters do
not counter the scripture per se, but instead “yielding to their own human
feelings...soften what seems harsh and give a milder emphasis to statements they
believe are meant more to terrify than to express the literal truth” (29.112). The
skeptics believe that the punishments must have an end at some point, which
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Augustine believes to be a preposterous assertion. Although this belief is
described as being held in vain, and while he disproves it altogether, he also
seems flexible with those who want to believe it. He writes: “let them suppose, if
it pleases them, that, for certain intervals of time, the punishments of the damned
are somewhat mitigated” (29.112). Continuing on to disprove the very concept,
however, he says:
Even so, the wrath of God must be understood as still resting on
them. And this is damnation—for this anger, which is not a violent
passion in the divine mind, is called ‘wrath’ in God. Yet even in his
wrath—his wrath resting on them—he does not ‘shut up his
mercy.’ This is not to put an end to their eternal afflictions, but
rather to apply or interpose some little respite in their torments. For
the psalm does not say, ‘To put an end to his wrath,’ or ‘After his
wrath,’ but ‘In his wrath.’ (29.112)
So while he leaves the possibility open for some, he is not accepting it to be
correct. On the contrary, he makes his feelings quite clear. He details how “The
eternal death of the damned—that is, their estrangement from the life of
God—will therefore abide without end, and it will be common...all, no matter
what some people, moved by their human feelings, may wish to think about
gradations of punishment, or the relief or intermission of their misery” (29.113).
He uses the fate of the holy to emphasize his point, writing how “In the same way,
the eternal life of the saints will abide forever, and also be common to all of them
no matter how different the grades of rank and honor in which they shine forth in
their effulgent harmony” (29.113).
Chapter 112’s discussion of God’s wrath reveals what Augustine believes
to be a punishment for both demons and human souls. He writes:
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Now, if this wrath were all there is [in man’s damnation], and even
if it were present only in the slightest degree conceivable—still, to
be lost out of the Kingdom of God, to be an exile from the City of
God, to be estranged from the life of God, to suffer loss of the great
abundance of God’s blessings which he has hidden for those who
fear him and prepared for those who hope in him—this would be a
punishment so great that, if it be eternal, no torments that we know
could be compared to it, no matter how many ages they
continued. (29.112)
Thus, the greatest punishment given is the very separation from God himself.

V. Analysis
Augustine wrote extensively on the afterlife, not only in the works
explored in this chapter thus far, but also in other works, some of which will be
cited throughout my analysis when appropriate. Just as the Apocalypse of Peter
and Plato attempt to deal with the apparent lack of justice in the world we know,
so did Augustine. I will discuss the similarities and differences between
Augustine’s afterlife and those of Plato and the Apocalypse of Peter, as previously
discussed. Additionally, I wish to analyze Augustine’s hell and its implications.
Augustine and the Apocalypse of Peter
Augustine and the Apocalypse of Peter are inherently linked because of
their shared label of “Christian.” While the ideas of hell are not exactly the same,
they fall under the umbrella we would call Christian. We cannot say whether or
not Augustine read the Apocalypse of Peter, but the influence of a prior Christian
hell on Augustine’s hell cannot be overlooked. Referring to hell as “Gehenna”
draws on the New Testament directly (specifically, Mark 9:4348 referencing
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Isaiah 66:24). Gehenna invokes the imagery of the hell that the author of the
Apocalypse of Peter describes: with the lakes of fire and sulfur as well as the
immortal worm.
Bernstein raises the notion that the pains “of the damned are not entirely
absent even from the saints of heaven...the knowledge of the wicked’s punishment
constitutes part of ‘heavenly bliss’” (Bernstein 331). This idea is also present in
the Apocalypse of Peter, where the saved witness the torment of the wicked.
Augustine adds the element of remembering one’s own past miseries when living
in the world. Bernstein notes that “it is not only by knowing their own past
miseries as human beings living in the world but also by knowing the condition of
the damned that the saved can fully appreciate the action of their liberator. In this
sense the pleasure of the saved will be enhanced by knowing the condition of the
damned” (Bernstein 332).
Another apparent link to the Apocalypse of Peter is his insistence that his
hell is measureformeasure. Just like the Apocalypse of Peter, Augustine’s hell is
eternal; during the second century CE, Tertullian and other Church fathers
introduced the concept of hell as a fire that torments forever (Fudge 297). Unlike
the Apocalypse of Peter, Augustine proves at length how an eternal punishment
still classifies as measureformeasure. In the City of God, when Augustine
discusses how those who lived by the flesh will die, he inherently suggests
measureformeasure punishment. By saying those who have lived according to
the flesh—a lifestyle which Augustine is plainly condemning here—will be
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punished through their flesh, he is suggesting a measureformeasure punishment
wherein the part of the body that committed the crime will suffer.
In his letter, Epistle 102 “Sex Quaestriones contra Paganos,” Augustine
apparently rejects a variant of measureformeasure punishment described in
Matthew 7:2: “The measure you give will be the measure you get.” Augustine
refutes this assertion that the punishment after death must be measured, not
eternal—a variant on the ever popular argument at the time that eternal
punishment lacks proportion (Bernstein 320). In his letter, he contends that one
should not confuse quantity with measure. All the damned are punished equally in
that they are all punished eternally, an immeasurable amount of time. However,
eternal duration, he claims, varies in its intensity. The intensity is based on the
fixed measure of the perversion of the will. Thus, the intensity of punishment is
measured according to the “degree of deviation from the divine will” (Bernstein
320). He concludes that the two scriptural ideas of measureformeasure
punishment and eternal punishment are not contradictory.
Augustine and Plato
Plato’s influence on Augustine is much more apparent and well studied.
Augustine showed an inclination towards philosophy throughout his works. For
example, his defense of the the Nicene Trinity included his own exploration of the
philosophy of the mind; subsequent philosophers would draw on this in their own
discussions, even if they disagreed with Augustine’s own religious positions
(Freeman 286). Favoring Plato as opposed to Aristotle, he believed that Plato
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wrote much more engagingly than Aristotle, a skill that mattered greatly to
Augustine (Freeman 287). Describing Aristotle in the City of God as “a man of
outstanding intellect, no match for Plato in style but well above the common
herd” (8.7), he spoke rather condescendingly of the philosopher. Abstract logic or
using the empiricist approach of working towards knowledge drawn from
empirical evidence was never Augustine’s favored approach (Freman 287).
Overall, Augustine’s general view of Platonism could be considered generous,
always assuming the best of the Platonists to be right in their beliefs about God
(Marenbon 26). It should be noted that Augustine tended to exaggerate the
Platonists’ belief in one God who fulfilled the same role as the Christian God
(Marenbon 26).
In 386 CE, as a rhetoric professor in Milan, he read the Platonists’ books
(Marenbon 26). Confessions details how these books taught him what he had not
understood about God until then: that God is entirely incorporeal, eternal, and
good (Marenbon 2627). Augustine claims that his reading of the Platonists was
hugely instrumental in bringing about his conversion (Marenbon 27). While
scholars disagree on what Augustine’s actual affiliation was at the time of his
reading of these books, it is agreed upon that Augustine is definitely talking about
one god, despite Platonism being strongly associated with polytheism at the time
(Marenbon 27).
Suggesting in chapter twentytwo of the City of God that synthesizing
what Plato and Porphyry say could lead to the truth concerning the final
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resurrection (City of God 22.27), Augustine gives much credit to Plato and his
views. His main critique of the Platonists stems from their apparent unabashed
pride (Marenbon 31). Human beings, according to Augustine, cannot reach God
without a mediator; the Incarnation of Jesus Christ acted as that mediation
(Marenbon 3031). Philosophers cannot only know Christ as the son of God, but
must also accept his incarnation, which Platonists refuse to do. Augustine links
their refusal to their pride, whether it be a surplus of confidence in their powers or
“a rejection of the humility needed in order to accept the apparent debasement of
God implied by his death on the cross” (Marenbon 31).
Differences from Previous Accounts of hell
Augustine, while evidently influenced by both Plato and earlier iterations
of Christian hell, contradicts in many ways from the previous accounts from hell.
Augustine has a very explicit moral spectrum, which is similar to Plato’s
presented spectrum but marks a departure from the starkly blackandwhite
presentation of morality that the Apocalypse of Peter suggests. The dead, upon
judgment (or at least the first judgment), are sorted into three groups: the middle
group is already a moral gray area, with the other two groups representing the
extremely devout and the extremely wicked. The middle group, then, are those
who were not as evil or good: they are, for all intents and purposes, the moral
middle ground. And the middle ground is then divided into two parts, who can
have different fates. As Bernstein describes in The Formation of Hell:
There are those whose situation does not change because they were
so good; there are those whose situation does not change because
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they were so wicked, and there are those in between, whose
situation does change. In the middle group, though, according as
they resembled the good or the wicked more, they merited different
fates. Those who were relatively good would eventually escape
suffering. Those who were relatively evil were still not good, and
so, although their punishment might be lightened, it would
continue forever and must be called damnation...although
Augustine conceived of a middle group that could benefit from
suffrages, the territory these souls occupy between their individual
deaths and the Resurrection was divided by a ridge whose slopes
ran either to heaven or to hell. (Bernstein
324)
Therefore, he leaves room for moral ambiguities. The moral spectrum
presented goes handinhand with another large difference between his
Christian hell and that of the Apocalypse of Peter’s: its mercifulness.
God’s allowance for purgatorial punishments10—those punishments that
correct the fault eliciting them being classified as purgatorial (Bernstein 317)—is
incredibly generous compared to the vengeful God that the Apocalypse of Peter
portrays. For those whom Augustine describes as good, they suffer heavensent
adversity during their time on earth. Those hardships are received as correction,
after which they change their ways, making those earthly punishments purgatorial
(Bernstein 317). Thus, if one is cleansed through suffering in either life or
following death, one will eventually reach an end to his punishment, achieving
eternal bliss (Bernstein 317). These are the blessed folk who earn their way to
heaven; though they might suffer adversity on earth, they will receive their own
deferred justice. Those who are “not chastened by hardship in life will suffer
unending adversity in death” (Bernstein 317).
10

It should be noted that Augustine himself did not develop the theory of purgatory;
rather, medieval theologians would read Augustine and develop purgatory based on his ideas
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The purgatorial fire Augustine describes in Book 18 exists to maybe burn
away “any remaining loyalty to human works which once distracted one from the
foundation of Christ” (Bernstein 326). Thus, the fire that Augustine describes as
being integral to the afterlife and to the sorting of the souls is both “punitive and
purifying, enduring only to the extent that the individual’s misplaced loyalty
kindles it” (Bernstein 326). This fire, then, could be the punishment described
later in Book 29 chapter 110 of the Enchiridion, “through which the not very bad
can be aided by the prayers and almsgiving of the living” which, if the case, then
that “...purification, which punishes in proportion to the degree of wavering but
fundamentally rooted loyalty, would parallel the punishment in hell, which
punishes...in proportion to the degree of deviation from the divine will”
(Bernstein 327).
Further, the ability for those still on Earth to intercede and somewhat
alleviate the tortures of hell for those currently suffering offers a much more
forgiving God than the Apocalypse of Peter presents. When Peter pities the sinful
souls during his tour of hell, Jesus scorns him for doing so and claims him to be
questioning God’s will. However, when Augustine describes completing deeds to
help out the dead, he highlights the piety of the living as being beneficial to the
dead: “There is no denying that the souls of the dead are benefited by the piety of
their living friends, when the sacrifice of the Mediator is offered for the dead, or
alms are given in the church” (29.110).
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The merciful afterlife he presents could in part be explained by taking his
historical context into account—specifically, Monica’s death. In Confessions,
Augustine details the death of his mother. He struggles with it immensely, having
loved his mother very dearly, and finds himself making a plea to the Lord to make
the right choice (i.e. send her to heaven). In a lengthy passage, he describes his
thoughts surrounding the ordeal:
For although she was alive in Christ even before her soul
was parted from the body, and her faith and the good life she led
resounded to the glory of your name, yet I cannot presume to say
that from the time when she was reborn in baptism no word
contrary to your commandments ever fell from her lips. Your Son,
the Truth, has said: Any man who says to his brother, You fool,
must answer for it in hell fire, and however praiseworthy a man’s
life may be, it will go hard with him if you lay aside your mercy
when you come to examine it. But you do not search out our faults
ruthlessly, and because of this we hope and believe that one day we
shall find a place with you. Yet if any man makes a list of his
deserts, what would it be but a list of your gifts? If only men would
know themselves or what they are! If only they who boast would
make their boast in the Lord!
And so, my Glory and my Life, God of my heart, I will lay
aside for a while all the good deeds which my mother did. For
them I thank you, but now I pray to you for her sins. Hear me
through your Son, who hung on the cross and now sits at your right
hand and pleads for us, for he is the true medicine of our wounds. I
know that my mother always acted with mercy and that she
forgave others with all her heart when they trespassed against her.
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Forgive her too, O Lord, if ever she trespassed against you in the
long years of her life after baptism. Forgive her, I beseech you; do
not call her to account. Let your mercy give your judgment an
honorable welcome, for your words are true and you have
promised mercy to the merciful. If they are merciful, it is by your
gift; and you will show pity on those whom you pity; you will
show mercy where you are merciful.
I believe that you have already done what I ask of you, but
Lord, accept these vows of mine. For on the day when she was so
soon to be released from the flesh she had no care whether her
body was to be buried in a rich shroud or embalmed with spices,
nor did she wish to have a special monument or a grave in her own
country. These were not the last wishes she passed on to us. All she
wanted was that we should remember her at your altar, where she
had been your servant day after day, without fail. For she knew that
at your altar we receive the holy Victim, who cancelled the decree
made to our prejudice, and in whom we have triumphed over the
enemy who reckons up our sins, trying to find some charge to
bring against us, yet can find no fault in him whom we conquer.
Who shall restore him his innocent blood? Who shall take us from
him by repaying him the price for which he bought us? By the
strong ties of faith your handmaid had bound her soul to this
sacrament of our redemption. Let no one tear her away from your
protection. Let not the devil who is lion and serpent in one, bar her
way by force or by guile. For she will not answer that she has no
debt to pay, for fear that her cunning accuser should prove her
wrong and win her for himself. Her reply will be that her debt has
been paid by Christ, to whom none can repay the price which he
paid for us, though the debt was not his to pay.
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Let her rest in peace with her husband. He was her first
husband and she married no other after him. She served him,
yielding you a harvest, so that in the end she also won him for you.
O my Lord, my God, inspire your servants my brothers—they are
your sons and my masters, whom I serve with heart and voice and
pen—inspire those of them who read this book to remember
Monica, your servant, at your altar and with her Patricius, her
husband, who died before her, by whose bodies you brought me
into this life, though how it was I do not know. With pious hearts
let them remember those who were not only my parents in this
light that fails, but were also my brother and sister, subject to you,
our Father, in our Catholic mother the Church, and will be my
fellow citizens in the eternal Jerusalem for which your people sigh
throughout their pilgrimage, from the time when they set out until
the time when they return to you. So it shall be that the last request
that my mother made to me shall be granted in the prayers of the
many who read
my confessions more fully than in mine alone. (Confessions
9.13:3437)
This very tender and painful passage from Confessions makes clear Augustine’s
belief in a more merciful Christian afterlife than that presented in the Apocalypse
of Peter. Suffrages can make a difference for the dead. Even more than the
apparent mercifulness in Augustine’s constructed Christian afterlife, it is also
clear where in part this belief of a more generous afterlife comes from: his coping
with his mother’s death. His love for his mother is more than apparent: love
underlies every written word, informing his agenda. The thought of his mother
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suffering in hell for all eternity is excruciating, but due to his utmost belief in the
possibility for interference, he has hope and good faith that God will send his
mother to heaven. Plato’s agenda was, as far as we know, based on societal status;
the Apocalypse of Peter’s agenda was to have influence while occupying a
noninfluential space in society and to convince readers through fear of his
hereafter. The death of Augustine’s mother helped to form his beliefs about the
afterlife, lending some clemency to it so as to provide hope for himself.
It should also be noted that this passage points again to Augustine’s belief
in a moral spectrum. Recognizing that as a human being his mother was bound to
make mistakes and sin, he demonstrates that even if one is not perfect and does
wrong, one is not necessarily a terrible person: there is room for shades of grey
when it comes to morality. Stark and Bainbridge write how “...persons having
deep religious convictions about sin and divine judgment may strive to lead
blameless lives” (Stark and Bainbridge 2), but they do not always succeed.
Augustine believes his mother to have been a pious and devoted follower of the
Lord who attempted to live a wholly blessed life. It is possible for someone
dedicated to God to sin against Him. That does not necessarily mean that the
person should go to hell; in fact, that is where Augustine’s organization of the
dead comes into play. Monica occupies the space where his prayers have the
potential to make a difference.
Plato, like Augustine, also offers a moral spectrum in his depicted
afterlife, especially through his system of metempsychosis. Augustine’s moral
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spectrum is abundantly unambiguous in his organization of the dead, with the
tripartite organization allowing room for a moral middle ground. Plato also
presents a tripartite organization of the dead in his afterlife narrative—there are
the incurably wicked, the blessed, and the curables. The first two categories of
people receive eternal treatment, as they fall on either extreme end of Plato’s
moral spectrum. The middle category’s treatment is where the two authors
diverge. Plato’s middle category of curables takes part in the corrective
punishment of his reincarnation system, returning to earth in a different form than
before. Augustine’s comparable “middle group” are eventually sent to their
respective cities based on suffrages and other actions not made completely clear.
The difference is that Plato’s moral spectrum apparent in his metempsychosis
afterlife narratives rests on the principle that those who occupy either extreme of
his spectrum receive treatment that is equally extreme: eternal. The curables in the
middle benefit from punishment, which he believes to be corrective. Eternity for
Augustine is not an extreme measure; it is his baseline. Additionally, Augustine’s
middle group must repent, not necessarily learn, as they are not returning to earth;
instead, they will receive an eternal placement. So while both Plato and Augustine
exhibit a moral spectrum, their ideas concerning the function of punishment vastly
differ. Additionally, as stated in chapter one, Plato is mostly concerned with his
condemnation of tyrants and admiration of philosophers, so his spectrum is not
nearly as well developed as Augustine’s.
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In Augustine’s arguments against Origen, he reveals more ways in which
his views of the afterlife differ from that of Plato’s. He attacks Origen’s proposed
theory of alternating between advancing and regressing over epochs as being an
assault to the blessed. Augustine assumes the cycle is involuntary, accusing
Origen of imposing sporadic “false happiness” on saints and angels (Bernstein
319). Augustine also “leaps immediately to the final result...ignoring Origen’s
view that advances are always preceded by purification, he bitingly dares the
proponents of Origen’s theory to profess the final salvation of the Devil”
(Bernstein 319). While Origen’s view of time is cyclical, just like Plato’s,
Augustine maintains a teleological view of time, just as Matthew or John do in
Revelation (Bernstein 316).
Origen and Augustine do not disagree about every issue in Christianity;
Augustine agrees with Origen that the “rational creature is free to choose between
a higher and lower good, to cultivate or neglect God” (Bernstein 316)—this is
actually how Augustine describes the fall of Satan in the City of God. The major
difference between their positions lies in the consequences of that same belief, all
due to their opposing views on the nature of time. Augustine’s teleological view
of time causes him to believe that there is a deadline for each person’s choice.
After a choice is made, the “consequences are irreversible” (Bernstein 316). Thus,
before death, the sinner must repent (Bernstein 316).
Another way in which Augustine departs from the previously discussed
authors is in his tone. Augustine takes a much more authoritarian tone when
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discussing the afterlife, in part due to the first person point of view adopted when
writing, but also seemingly in part to his very way of writing. He writes as if the
reader would be not naive but decidedly ignorant to think anything differently
than what he is offering. This could also in part be due to his differing historical
context from Plato and especially from the author of the Apocalypse of Peter.
Whereas the Apocalypse of Peter was written when Christianity bore no weight,
Augustine wrote at a time when it was legal to practice and was the official
religion of the Roman empire. Augustine himself bore weight, an important figure
while alive. Plato, while important during his life, was still a philosopher: he
devotes his entire discussion of the afterlife attempting to give more credence to
his occupation, revealing a lack of value placed in philosophers at the time.
Additionally, as discussed in my introduction, all three authors use fear as
one method to convince their readers. Augustine’s fear is of God as opposed to
the more gruesome imagery presented in the Apocalypse of Peter or in Plato’s
dialogues. Generally, Augustine’s afterlife is strikingly less visual than that of the
two preceding authors. Instead of inspiring fear about the state of their souls
following death, he aims to show how powerful God can be, and how severe the
consequences of sinning will prove. This too might also be due to the power
Christianity holds. Unlike the author of the Apocalypse of Peter, Augustine does
not have to rely on terrorizing imagery to persuade readers of his proposed
afterlife. He can trust that those reading his work value his word.
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Augustine’s Justice and Attempt at Social Control
Obedience plays a huge part in his conception of the just way to live. In
his City of God, he maintains that the government must be obeyed even if it is
corrupt (Freeman 294). He asserts that “The peace of the whole universe is the
tranquillity of order. Order is the arrangement of things equal and unequal in a
pattern which assigns to each its allotted position” (City of God 4.13).
Additionally, active faith is a crucial part of Augustine’s idea of the most just life.
Total and complete faith is of the utmost importance. Augustine believes that with
matters pertaining to God, human reason should not be used as the criterion for
acceptance or rejection (Fudge 299); rather, it should be faith alone. In his
reflections on his conversion to Christianity in Confessions, he scrutinizes the
mind as it searches for the ultimate meaning in life. He describes God as forever
present, as if waiting for recognition, while the sinner (Augustine) carries on and
persists in refusing to acknowledge the supernatural force (Freeman 288).
Freeman describes this pivotal point of Augustine’s as such: “Through pride, the
corruption of the soul, or a refusal to carry out the search at all, we fail to
appreciate the reality of a loving God” (Freeman 288). Thus, ignorance is not a
legitimate excuse in the eyes of Augustine.
Stark and Bainbridge write: “Western religions generally teach that
perfection cannot be gained in this world, and the only real utopia is Heaven”
(Stark and Bainbridge 158). Thus, it is all the more important to examine
Augustine’s heaven in search of his justice; in fact, the most just way of life
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comes across most clearly in his discussions of angels and paradise. Many in
Augustine’s time thought that the angelic life meant abstinence, but he wanted
people to really think about what constituted the life of such a creature: angels are
spiritual beings who have never fallen away from God (Clark 172). Following the
Resurrection, human beings will have no issues with communication and reason
because of their proximity to God (Clark 172). Doing God’s will is not difficult in
paradise, and there is no fear of losing blessedness due to sin nor desire—nothing
is missing in paradise (Clark 172). The Garden of Eden is paradise before sin,
wherein bodies were not yet spiritual, but the environment itself was instrumental
to living in a most holy way; there was no cold, heat, hunger, thirst, illness, old
age—sin was possible, but easily avoided, and there was neither fear nor desire
(Clark 172). Instead, there was only boundless joy and love for not only each
other but also for God (Clark 172). Paradise to Augustine was seeing God in all of
God’s works, and then responding with unending praise (Clark 172). Answering
the question of what awaits in paradise, he uses Psalms in Sermon 301 (Sermon
301.9.8): “Incorruption, eternity, immortality, no pain, no fear, no end to
blessedness” (Psalms 72:25). Thus, his idea of the most ideal life is that wherein
one can fully commit himself or herself to God without any temptation or
opportunity to stray. One’s complete commitment to God and complete faith is
absolutely critical.
Curiositas, or the “desire to know” as referenced in his Confessions, is
described as a disease, tempting one to “search for truths of nature, which are
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beyond human understanding and which are of no intrinsic use. Later he implies
that curiositas is an indication of sin, the lack of proper humility before God’s
creation” (Freeman 290). Dismissing the search for understanding as fruitless,
Augustine instead embraces the leap of faith as a way for understanding. One
verse of Isaiah proved instrumental to Augustine’s new approach: “Unless you
believe, you will not understand” (Isa. 7:9). Reason and the rational mind no
longer stood as the primary platform through which human beings could attain
greater understanding; he no longer agrees with Plato’s belief that one can merely
begin with reason and see to how far in understanding one can get. Instead,
Augustine believes that beginning with reason was irrational; as with the Nicene
Trinity, one should not explore the theology rationally, but instead believe in it
and then it would miraculously be understood (Freeman 290).
As Freeman notes, Augustine “seems to almost rejoice in the unforgiving
nature of God” in the City of God (Freeman 289). Augustine writes:
The whole of mankind is a ‘condemned lump’: for he who
committed the first sin was punished, and along with him all the
stock which had its roots in him. The result is that there is no
escape for anyone from this justly deserved punishment, except by
merciful and undeserved grace; and mankind is divided between
those in whom the power of merciful grace is demonstrated,
and those in whom is shown the might of just retribution. (City of
God 21.12)
Thus, Augustine’s justice is God’s justice, which he has total faith in. When
Augustine discusses why there is apparent justice in this world that contrasts with
the divine justice he describes, he claims that men are punished for their sins
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either on earth or following death (City of God 20.1). True justice will eventually
be served. As Stark and Bainbridge write, “Surely it is possible that the belief that
earthly suffering is but the prelude to immorality has sustained many who might
otherwise have lost heart” (Stark and Bainbridge 17). Augustine utilizes this way
of thinking—as both Plato and the Apocalypse of Peter do, too—through the idea
of deferred justice. The ultimate judgement God gives to a person may not
correlate with their treatment in life (City of God 20.2), as both the good and bad
experiences in this current world are temporary, but divine justice will inevitably
be served by God the avenger.
Augustine’s attempts at social control stem from a desire to convince
people of his interpretation of Christianity. He directly addresses other circulating
versions and disproves them. When Augustine discusses what he believes to be
the false belief in “periodic reductions of torment,” (Bernstein 325), he leaves the
possibility for people to believe in the concept even if he thinks it to be incorrect.
Bernstein discusses why Augustine might:
Augustine regards this only as a possibility he will allow the many
to believe, however vaily. He does not himself profess
it...Therefore, it would be wrong to attribute Augustine’s
concession directly to the impact of a popular text such as the
Apocalypse of Paul. Yet it would be equally wrong not to see a
persistent current of popular belief lying behind both the
apocryphal text and Augustine’s concession. In this most schematic
of theological treatments, Augustine devotes a paragraph to define
and limit a popular idea that his political instinct warns him it
would be imprudent to ignore or to deny altogether. Even as it is
the task of the theologian to establish boundaries between ideas
that sustain and contradict the system being considered, it is the
historian’s task to see when those boundaries are modified to
accommodate the lay of the land. This particular border, around the
permissible influence of the living on the fate of the dead, and
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particular the damned, was to be highly contested. However
grudging, Augustine’s
concession proved ripe with significance in future debates.
(Bernstein 325)
While the future implications of Augustine’s ideas are not relevant for my thesis,
it is definitely of major importance to note Bernstein’s idea of political concern.
Augustine feels it necessary to address opposing views. He does so in a limited
fashion, only dedicating one paragraph to it, but in doing so, he shows himself to
be aware of the possible consequences of his ideas, both politically and socially.
Bernstein discusses the role that Augustine takes in his approach to
theology, as revealed by his writing strategy:
Augustine has been organizing his discussion by refuting
contentions that he has read or heard argued in his day. This
approach reveals another function of theology, that of supervising
the discussion of religious topics. Of those we have just considered
the unfairness of eternal punishment comes from philosophy, the
need of damnation to correct God’s failure to save comes from
what Augustine would call exaggeratedly merciful Christians. If
the theologian seeks to divert false ideas from his community, he
must also refine pious notions that are nonetheless not understood
rigorously enough.
(Bernstein 320)
It important to note then that Augustine wished to supervise the topics of
discussion surrounding Christianity in an attempt to police what people believed
in.

VI. Conclusion
Augustine is clearly influenced by both Plato and the earlier iterations of
Christian hell such as the one presented in the Apocalypse of Peter; by virtue of
143
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sharing the Christian label and his staunch defense of his hell qualifying as
measureformeasure, he has much in common with the Apocalypse of Peter. He
also shows a philosophical inclination, in both his reasoning and in his own
personal history. Also similar to Plato is Augustine’s idea of a moral spectrum,
accounting for those who did not act in extreme enough ways to merit going to
either heaven or hell. However, his version of hell still departs from that of Plato
and the author of the Apocalypse of Peter. Augustine’s view of time departs
drastically from that of Plato’s, with Augustine’s time being teleological and
Plato’s being cyclical. His Christian hell is also exponentially more merciful than
the hell recounted in the Apocalypse of Peter. Like both authors, Augustine also
employs fear in order to inspire his readers; however, instead of presenting
gruesome imagery, he attempts to instill fear of the power of God Himself.
Justice, to Augustine, is only delivered by God. That justice will be served
in the afterlife. Trust in God and God’s justice is vital to Augustine, and keeping
the afterlife in mind at all times is key to living a just life. In debating various
other Christian ideologies circulating at the time of his writing, he attempts social
control by trying to supervise conversation surrounding Christianity.
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Conclusion

I. Introduction
The afterlives conceived by Plato, the author of the Apocalypse of Peter,
and Augustine reveal each authors’ respective ideas of justice and how each
wished to enact social control. The concept of corrective, or deferred justice, is
critical in analyzing each afterlife. As Stark and Bainbridge write:
Humans are beset with desires and disappointments for which
worldly means cannot convincingly compensate. Only by invoking
the power of the gods—of the supernatural—can plausible
promises of solutions be extended. No one knows how to construct
a society in which there is no stratification and hence no relative
deprivation. But the gods can offer heavenly glory in return for
earthly suffering. No scientific means exist to achieve immortality.
But for millenia religions have convincingly promised life beyond
death.
(Stark and Bainbridge 22)
The promise of eternal life is comforting for multiple reasons, the most basic
being that death is conquered, leaving no justification for fearing it. Extending
this framework to deferred justice in the afterlife is straightforward: those who do
not receive justice in this life will receive justice in the next. Implicit in the
comfort of paradise is the threat of the inferno for those who might have
committed wrongs. This threat does act to keep believers acting according to the
set of behaviors codified as moral; however, it also acts to comfort believers that
those who did wrong in this life will eventually be punished. Thus, the religiously
upright can find comfort in the deferred justice the afterlife will bring. While each
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author’s ideas surrounding justice differ, they all deliver some sort of corrective or
deferred justice.
All three share the five common threads enumerated in my introduction:
all three authors address the disparity between perceived injustice and just
behavior; all three authors address the disparity to ease anxiety that justice does
not always occur in this life (because it will happen after death); they also discuss
the disparity to attempt social control under the threat of eternal torment incurred
after death; all three authors’ conceptions of hell reflect their ’ personal agendas
and historical contexts; and all three authors utilize fearbased motivation. While
these commonalities are integral to each afterlife, no one conceived is the same.
Before exploring the five threads more thoroughly, I will present a summary of all
the afterlives.
Plato
Plato’s works relevant to my thesis include Phaedo, Phaedrus, the Myth
of Er, and the Gorgias. Each afterlife presented shares the same root ideas:
philosophers are deified, tyrants are demonized, and philosophy is offered as an
antidote to tyranny itself. Plato believes true justice can only be delivered in the
polis with a philosopher king. In some of his afterlives—specifically, the ones
offered in the Gorgias and Phaedrus—he illustrates the corrective justice of
metempsychosis (or reincarnation). That system of reincarnation applies to those
in the middle of his moral spectrum; philosophers are assigned to the top extreme
of the spectrum, evaluated as the most just a person can be, while tyrants weigh in
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at the bottom of the spectrum, as awful humans who give into the most base
instincts. Those at the top of the spectrum join the gods for eternity while those at
the bottom are punished forever. The hell he describes—especially in the Myth of
Er—has gruesome imagery and employs the method of public shaming.
Apocalypse of Peter
The Apocalypse of Peter is by far the most disturbing of all the afterlives I
examine, with the most graphic and gruesome imagery. The text is primarily
preoccupied with sins that fall into two categories: sexual sins and sins of speech.
Sins include adultery/fornication, loss of virginity before marriage,
abortion/infanticide, homosexuality, blasphemy, false witness, etc. This author
was likely concerned with these two categories of sin insofar as they are invisible,
private behaviors which are hard to police. Most of the punishments assigned are
classified as measureformeasure, with the guilty body parts suffering; many are
hanged by their guilty body part, and others are mutilated. The text presents an
entirely emotionally based argument for why to behave, completely based on fear.
The Apocalypse of Peter attempts to control such invisible behaviors, and his
justice is God’s retributive justice.
Augustine
Augustine’s hell is the least descriptive of the three that I compare. While
there is no clear image given, his hell explores the rational and logistical side of
eternal punishment; he separates the dead into a tripartite organization, allowing
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those occupying the middle section to benefit from suffrages of the living. Thus,
Augustine allows for a moral middle ground. Earthly life is an adversity to be
overcome and a hell in its own right. He discusses the makeup of both flesh in
the afterlife and hellfire. His attempt at social control lies in his emphasis on
obedience and in his disavowals of other authors’ ideologies. Attempting to
supervise discussion of Christian ideology, Augustine wants to convince his
readers of his own interpretation. The just life is also clearly defined as angelic;
those who are closest to God and worship him without interruption.

II. Shared Commonalities
While all conceptions of hell explored in my thesis differ and reveal
particular beliefs about their respective authors, they also all share five common
threads. The first, second, and third thread will be discussed simultaneously. The
first thread is the discrepancy between just behavior that is met with injustice; the
second thread is an attempt to alleviate anxiety about justice that does not occur in
life; the third thread is an effort to keep people in line lest they endure great
suffering after death. I will discuss them all in conjunction with one another
because the last two are inextricably tied to the first thread.
Plato addresses the unfair treatment of the just in this life throughout all of
his dialogues: when he discusses Socrates’ injustice suffered by the Athenian
judges sentencing him to death, tyrants whose lives appear to have everything
though they are depraved, etc. Socrates is concerned with the most just life, and
his discussion of the afterlife is his attempt to correct the justice that had not been
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served. He attempts to alleviate stress about this injustice through his assurance
that justice will inevitably arrive in the afterlife, while also keeping people in line
with the threat that if they do not act justly, they will be punished.
Given the Apocalypse of Peter text was written some time in the first half
of the second century, there was no Christian canon or New Testament yet. Many
forms of Christianity were circulating, so the author of the Apocalypse of Peter
attempts to convince followers of Christ to subscribe to his version of
Christianity. For those who do, they will earn their place in paradise.
Simultaneously, those who do not adhere to his specific configuration of
Christianity are akin to blasphemers. This serves to remind followers that if they
give up their belief in the Lord—and more importantly, the Apocalypse of Peter’s
brand of Christianity—then they will find their place in hell. Peter is interested in
shaping Christians’ behavior, and enacts social control by giving his readers
reasons to act according to his presented moral code.
Augustine addresses the justice that will be served after death by having
the blessed remember their past miseries while on earth (City of God 22.30). He
asserts life on earth as a trial and hell of its own sort (City of God 21.13). In
labelling earth a kind of hell, he illustrates the belief that true justice will not be
served on earth, but rather, following death. Mortal life as an adversity to be
overcome is a concept that gives readers who currently are struggling comfort, as
true justice will be served come death. He also, however, makes it clear that God
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is capable of impressive and awful things; thus, people will suffer if they do not
act accordingly.
All authors’ conceptions of the afterlife contain the first three threads; it
appears almost fundamental that their afterlives function as a force of corrective
or deferred justice, delivering long overdue punishment or reward. Through the
deliverance of deferred justice, the authors assuage anxiety felt. As Stark and
Bainbridge write:
While any of society’s institutions might provide a shield
against...horrors, religion seems especially designed to make
believers feel that existence is orderly, stable, and trustworthy. It
sets reliable standards for individual behavior, and it encourages
high hopes without stimulating excessive worldly ambition. For
those who have been worldless, it transcends the world, and in
doing so, restores it. (Stark and Bainbridge 19)
The sentiment behind this quote can be applied to the afterlife, as well. The
promise of deferred justice in the afterlife gives believers hope as well as an
avenue to make sense of the world. Simultaneously, while accounting for that
discrepancy and alleviating any anxiety, the authors also instill fear in readers that
acting unjustly will lead to worse things in the afterlife. Through this veiled
threat, the authors attempt social control. Each has his own agenda, however, both
when it comes to the social control attempted as well as their own forms of
corrective justice, leading into my fourth common thread.
The fourth thread running through all three authors’ accounts of the
afterlife is that each author reflects his own personal agenda and historical
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context. Had Plato not lived through the Peloponnesian War and the period
immediately following it, he would not be as concerned with tyrants. Living
through the period of the Thirty Tyrants was instrumental to Plato’s philosophical
ideas. His justice is wholly centered around the polis, indicating the issues that
primarily concerned him. The Apocalypse of Peter showcased a lack of political
interest; however, given the absence of information surrounding this text, it can
perhaps point to the deficiency of power Christianity held. Since the text was
written in the first half of the second century, we know it was written when
Christianity was persecuted and faced prejudice; thus, it held little power. The
author might not have written so extensively on daytoday behavior had the
religion held any political weight. As mentioned earlier, he also was only
concerned with followers of the Jesus movement, and convincing them of his own
take on Christianity. Again, many different versions of Christianity were
circulating at the time, thus making it all the more pertinent to convince readers of
his theology. Augustine’s own set of circumstances include the death of his
mother and the recent legalization of Christianity. Dealing with his mother’s death
arguably influenced Augustine’s moral spectrum, allowing room for Christians,
like his mother, who while committed to Jesus still erred. None of these authors
present the same type of afterlife; instead, each presents his own unique afterlife
informed by their historical and personal backgrounds and agendas. Thus,
religious ideas, when they purport to be timeless or eternal, are rooted in context
and location.
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The fifth and final thread that runs through each conception of the afterlife
is the fearbased motivation in the descriptions of hell. Both Plato and the
Apocalypse of Peter offer gruesome imagery in their ideas about hell, ranging
from souls that are dirtied and grotesque to women who had abortions entrenched
in a lake of mire and feces. Augustine’s hell is remarkably deficient of any real
imagery; his afterlife is more philosophically composed, debating various issues
such as the materiality of hellfire or the type of flesh one has in the afterlife. He
does, however, inspired fear in his emphasis on God as an avenger, who will
ultimately decide one’s fate. Thus, Augustine attempts to instill a fear of God
Himself. As German scholar Walter Burkert writes in his essay “Pleading for
Hell: Postulates, Fantasies, and the Senselessness of Punishment:” “...it...[is]
proclaimed all the time that punishments are to deter possible culprits...It still
means that justice, stripped to its essentials, is terror” (Burkert 143144). The
terror instilled in readers about punishment—or the power of God, in Augustine’s
case—acts as that deterrent. So while all three authors employ fear differently,
each uses it for the same reason: as a means for social control.

III. Conclusion
The theories of hell analyzed in this thesis share commonalities as well as
differ in various ways; through contrasting and comparing them, we are able to
find their authors’ ideas of justice as well as the social control each attempts to
enact. Analyzing the authors’ conceptions of hell inevitably leads to ideas
surrounding justice—where there is punishment, there is justice to be served.
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Hell, then, is an excellent concept to examine when looking at the problem of
lingering anxiety about people’s actions resulting in unfair consequences in this
life. The desire to punish a perpetrator is far from unique; Burkert writes how
neuroscience has come to the seemingly simplistic conclusion that “injustice
hurts; to punish makes happy” (Burkert 141). Criminals circumventing the justice
system proves unsettling enough for people to wish for an eternal punishment in
the afterlife. On that vein, Burkert writes: “If the ideal of justice includes effective
punishment of offenders, an extension into afterlife must be postulated” (Burkert
141). Hell is a way for justice to eventually be served. Studying the deepseated
discontent and the resulting need for deferred justice would prove a rewarding
course of study. A cognitive dissonance arises when human beings behave well
and are treated poorly, or when bad people such as tyrants are treated well in the
world. Burkert writes: “Punishment seems to be the very embodiment of justice.
Greek diken didonai, ‘to give justice,’ just means ‘to be punished.’ And since
there are spectacular crimes which do not meet with punishment in our world, the
quest for satisfaction results in postulating postmortem punishment” (Burkert
142). Why do people desire deferred justice in the afterlife? And why is justice so
fundamentally linked to the punishment of others? Is rewarding the good not
enough?
As Einar Thomassen outlines in his “Editorial: The Uses of Hell,” scholars
have proposed a variety of uses for the place of punishment, including but not
limited to:
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descriptions of infernal punishments may serve to make explicit a
canon of undesirable types of behaviour in a culture or within a
religious ethos; they may serve to define one’s own religious group
as distinct from others, by consigning the latter to eternal
punishment as idolaters or heretics; they may serve as a rhetorical
device to bring about conversion; or they may serve the
socioeconomic interests of the religious specialists or
elite—through claims that these agents possess the means whereby
lay people may avoid or be relieved from the sufferings of hell.
Finally, descriptions of hell may also serve as an exercise of the
imagination, and in this respect function simply to
entertain. (Thomassen 139)
My thesis has examined hell under the theoretical framework that Plato, the
author of the Apocalypse of Peter, and Augustine all were attempting to create the
“explicit canon of undesirable types of behaviour” within each’s own respective
religious ethos. However, the other argued functions of hell presented are equally
valid claims. Investigating why and when these differing usages of hell occur
could yield interesting results. Do all hells used for sole entertainment purposes
have something in common? The same question could apply to hells used to serve
the socioeconomic interests of the religious elite or hells that aim to convert. How
about those presented hells that fulfill various usages simultaneously? How do
they fulfill multiple roles at the same time and for what purpose?
The differences between heaven and hell, not necessarily in their explicit
descriptions but instead in the attention paid to them in theology, might also prove
to be a beneficial pursuit. Most of the passages concerning paradise presented in
my thesis were scant compared to their hell counterparts. Studying the difference
in the possibility of social control with the promise of hell versus the promise of
heaven might yield worthwhile results. Is the threat of hell inherently more
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instrumental when it comes to enforcing social codes of morality than the promise
of paradise? If it is, then why is deterring more effective than encouraging?
Another worthwhile endeavour would be looking at the role that power
plays in shaping one’s ideas of justice; and in how one attempts social control,
given the importance of context in one’s conception of hell and justice. While
Plato certainly held some power in his day, he was still a philosopher and the
Apocalypse of Peter was written at a time when Christianity was persecuted.
Augustine wrote when Christianity finally held political power; his conceived
afterlife was the most spare in imagery of the three. Is there a connection between
the power a religion or author holds and the way in which he or she describes
his/her hell? Does increased power result in no longer needing emotionally and
psychologically jarring scare tactics? Augustine still employed fear, but his fear
was of God, and he described the greatness and awfulness of God, as opposed to
the gruesome states that souls would be in. Given the official religion of the
Roman Empire was Christianity, he had no reason to believe his readers would
stray from the religion. I suspect there is a connection between the political
cultural clout that a group of people has and how they conceptualize hell.
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